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LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA, MONDAY, NOVEMBER '30„ 1970 

10:06 of clock. a.m. 
RO 	 1.0 

(The following proceedings occur in chotibers. 

All counsel save and except 1r. Ronald Hughes present. 

Defendants not present.) 

THE COURTt The record will show all counsel are 

present except Mr. Hughes. 

I understand from talking with counsel informally 

that no one has heard anything ofht.mthis morn .rig or knows of 
his -whereabouts. 

If I am mistaken, please so indicate. 

The Clerk has also indicated that no message 

has been received from Mr., .Hughes this morning. 

MR. :BUGLIOSI: X beard him. over the radio this 

morning on t14 way editing to work. 

THE COURT; You heard him on the rad1.4:;? 

MR. BUGLIOSI: Yes... 

I don't know when the interview was granted, 

but this morning abut 8;15 he was on the radio. 

THE COURT: On what station? 

BUGLIOSIt I don't know. 

THE COURT: Was he being interviewed? 

MR. BUGLIOSI; He was being interviewed. 

THE COURT; By whom? 

MR. BUGLIOSX; By a reporter. 
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I didn't hear it too veil. I was being .driven 

in t3 vork. They Wer6 talking something about the Court 

interfering with the relationship between -- I think he was 

referring to the defeidants taking the, *witness stand, or 

something like that. 

It vas ilinestincoherent. 

THE COURT Veil, as I indicated to you gentlemen, 

informally we 'can proceed to di'sbuss some of the requested 

instructions from both sides until Mr. Hughes gets here, 

so that we don't waste any time. 

don't see any necessity of having our 

discussions on the record.. Eventually the Court's raling0 

as to which instructi-ons vill be given or not given, and 

your objections and arguments with respect thereto, will 

be on the record, of course; but our informal discussion 

does not need to be on the record. 
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x- 
	 MR4-4ANAREK; Your Ronor„ I have a fundamental 

Point that I Would like to in on the record, and that is 

thisl 

have done A lot of thinking and reading over 

or these transcripts, and there was a glaring inequity, 

yourHonar, in connection with the language that Was 

written, allegedly1  at these homea.. 

Now, Mr. Mans= -- your Honor has given 

Instructions that the Hefter akelter conversations, all or 

that 	without belaboring it, I am sure your RQ1101,  knows 

what I =referring to 

THE COURT: I don't know what you are talking 

,about, Mr. lianarek. 

MR. XANARBXT His conversation with people like 

Mr. Jacobson, Dianne Lake, and $o forth, these conversations 

were admitted only as against Mr. Manson. 

Now, we have, at the Tate hOmo, and we have, 

at the La Bianca home, these words that were Written upon 

the refrigerator door)  and so forth. 

How, these• haie nothing to do -- that is, the 

human body itself -4 4 a letter were found in there, that 
latter could'Ilibt be used against Nr. Manson. And it is my 

! 
position, your Honor, that we are entitled to an instruction, 

that none of those words 	there-ix hO'Sholiing that 

Mr. MansOn Wrote those words down. There is no showing 

that Mr, Mansonis handwriting is conneCtedl itth those words. 

As a tatter of fact, there is no showing or any of the 
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defendants' handwriting being connected with those words. 

TherefOre'l.lour Upnor, We are entitled to an instruction 

that none of those words, 	ullelter Skelter„° Po iti- 
'aa Pig," none of those wordy that were aUegediy written 

In blood can be used against Mr. Manson. 
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I urge the Court to consider that very 

seriously because there is nothing to show what the 

mOurce of that language was. 

It is fat removed from the physical body. 

THE COURT: 'Veil, if you have some special instruc-

tion you wish given, Mr. Kanarek, I will be glad to consider 

it. 

kANAREK: I wander what the Coures,thinking is 

on that, and I would like counsel -- because I don't wish 

to -- 

TkE COURT: Thinking. as to what' 

1M. KANAREK: As to that general principle. 

In other words, we  of course objected to this 

throughout the trial. 

TAE COURT* Well, it is a physical fact, if believed; 

the words. were written and they are just as much in the 

evidence as, say, a piece of rope or a knife or anything 

else that Was found at the scene, 

NR. WARM: Well, yes,yourIlormr, but it is more 

than just -- you see, it is more than just a physical 

body passing away, 

This is received from the physical body and 

this is in the nature -- this is in the nature of something 

or other.to show motive, or something like that, and the 

point is there is no connection of those words with Mr. 

Manson. 
• 1 	:* 
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THE COURT: IT m sure you will argue that to the jury, 

Mr Y Xanarek.„ 

s. 	ice. XANiii. Your Honor, for instance, allowed 

.4 instructions thatvhcn i t. Uanson 

5. 
	 THE COURT: I have not allowed anything yet. 

6 
	fit. 1 ANARE 	I am speaking of admonishment to the 

itA7- 

Your Honor admonished the jury that these words 

9 r, . ,MansOn allegedly uttered would be used against Mr. 

10 MansOn alone, 

But these words actually at the scene, not being 

12 ourteeteci up to 1.1r. Manson, cannot be used against him, your 

13 Honor. 

MR. )3UGLIOSI; Your Honor, if he can make an argument 

15 like that right now, I am worried. We are, going to be here 

i6 three or four days, because this is an unbelievable argu- 

xr 

THE COURT; An right, Mr.' tanarek,' if you have a 

10 requested instruction you wish to offer to the Court, of 

20 course now is the time. This is what we are here for.- 

21 	Mk. KANAREK: YO, your Honor. I will. 

22 	 THE COURT: All right, let's start, 

23 • 	 As I say, 'there is no point in having all of 

24 this informal discussion on the record. We will make our 

25 record after we have decided something, So we will go off 

26 the record at this time, 

-  
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140$ ANGELES, CALIFORNIA, ONDO,,NPVEMBER 30i 1970 

- :(Whe follow-1h% proceedings-Occur in Chambers. 

All counselbutltr. Aughe0 present. Defendants  'absent,./ 

'THE,COURT: We are ,bank On the record, gentlemen. 

I have. received requested instructions ,  from 

• .both. Mr,VittgeraId., which' purport to be requetted' 

inStructionS ,on. behalf,  of all of the "defendants,, and I have 

also received the People's requested instructiOns, 

Among the instructions requested by Mr, 

ntsgerald on behalf Of the defendants are CAL4I0g.60.and 

CALX10,2..61,% 

•These are alsO requested by. the People. 

.1 understand from ,our discussion, Mr, Kanarek, 
41. 

that yon x ow wick 7 tO 

MR, KANAREK: Yes. 

Tog COURT:,  •TO the Courtts. giving either of those 

instructions, 	' 

KANAREK; Yes, your Donor,,  

X might say this Just briefly, Mr, Fitzgeraldfl; 

-- the inttruction4, Your Km= statedl  are 01 behalf of 

all of the defendants You might say that is an adVised 

comment because there are some -- he recognizes and I 

recognize- there are some' differences of opiniO4 because,  

of some inherent conflict between his client and my client, 

Sol  all of these are not offered on behalf of Mr. Manson. 
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1 • 

18 

.20: 

21; 

But'speCifically, to answer your,question, 

it is my request that CALJId i.6(; 101.6i'llotbe gl;emt 

TILL COURT: Very well, . 
j 	 • 

MR, FITZGERALD: And it 	my' request, your Honoro. 

that they be given. 	 3 

TWA COURT-: As I have indicated to youl  in a ease of 

this kind, where you have multiple defendants,  and multiple 

defense counsel, and there is a disagreement as to the 

desirability of giving these instructidna among defense 

counsel, I am not going to give the. instructions. 

aoweverl  I do not think that counsel who wish 

the instruction should be precluded from arguing to the 

Jury that a defendant has no -. well, that he has a 

Agnetitutional right not to testify, 
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3-1 	 And, 'I think further that the'de4fenie counsel. 

' could refer in his argument to the other maters cOntained- . 
within those instructions, the ,only difference being 

ttlat.h.ett the. .Court will not be giving. the instructions , 4r 

'and -not be placing an official' character or designation on 

6  the instructions. 	1 

7. 	 'It will simply he a matter .of argument by 

8: '001atiflai 

• ,9 	 usigAREK: Of course I cannot contemplate what 
•, 
an  : -(1004001.  vitt argue, but 'out of an' abundance of caution 

would Make * Motion to sever. 

There is no reason why Mr, Manson's case' could 

not be _decided by the jury separate and apart from the other • 

:defendants..  

• THE COURT:, I. see nothing ,objectionable myself in  

16. , 	giving that instruction,. It merely states the law. 

• rt I don't ,see how the .defendant can pOtisibli be harmed by 

giving the instruction,, but in view of the fact I ant not 

'19 going to giVe it, he certainly won't be harmed by the Court. 

20 	 tf the other defendtults mention the principle 

a jr,01Vd4 'AU' argument, don't see bow ao.y defendant is harme4 

42. by that. • 

M. Winn, Yes, your Honor.. Just for the .record 

OH may 1 haVe a ruling on the motion to sever your Honor? 

25 	 TIM COURT: The motion is denied. l,sec no reason ' 

26 • t0' sever., 	• 

(Whereupon the following proceedings wire Off 
'q!PF4:1‘14),  
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113A COURT: sack on the record. 

0entlemen4 I understand that Mr. Fitggerald„ 

addition to your other requested instruCtions, you now 

wish to request on behalf of the defendants CALM 2.,$2, 

which is the instruction regarding hypothetical questions. 

kaik VITZGERALD: Yes, I do., your Honor. 

As a matter of fact, it is in there. I did . 
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submit it. 

THE COURT: All right. 

rITZGERAID: It is at the' boa. 

type instruction* 

'5= caw: Yes. 
282 will be given. , 

(fix the record.) 

It is a CALTIC 
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(The following proceedings were had in the 

chambers of the court out of the hearing of the jury end 

the defendants$  all counsel being present with the 

exception of :Ir. 1Tugti ) 

TUE COURT; All counsel are present except Mt. 

Hvighes". 

gas anyone received any word fromMt. Hughes? 

(No response.) 

ER. KAY: I understand from Mr. Xendall f;t the LOS 

Angeles. Times that he Checked with the Ventura 'Sheriff's 

Department and they tended to discount the fact that Mr. 

Hughes was iu Sespe Hot Spritcs, At least that is the 

luforwation he imgied to me last night. 

RC said they had been flying people out of 

there all day yesterdays  and. Mt. Hughes was mot one of 

the people. They utre bringing them out by helicopter. 

They had no word he Was there. 

THE CCURT: I tried to call Sespe Rot Springs last 

uight but the Phone Company did not nave any listing for 

it. 

Sespe Land and Water Company this morning 
• 
to.see if they 

• • 20 

21 	 The only thing I could and was Sespe- Land and 

Water Company and they did not answer the phone. 

So the Clerk is going to try to call the 23 

25 know anythinc about the Sespe Hot Springe. 

1-1 
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If anyone has any in 	About htut or.  
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obtains any I would appreciate getting it because it may 

be possible for us to have 4 Oheriff' a helicopter pick him 

up if we know where he is. 

FITZGMILD: 

THE •COURT: But in the absence of some definite 

location there isn't much point in sending a helicopter 

up there ;lust to fly around the area. 

ICY:: Mx. Randall also went to Mr. Hughes' home 

yesterday, afternoon, He said it was in complete disarray 

and his mattress, which he sleeps on, which, vas on the 

ZAIMe flow!, was completely soaking wet from the rain.. 

TIM COURT: Who is this, John Kendall of the Times? 

Mt, KAY: Yes, the Los Angeles Times. 

TI1B COURT,: All right, then,. let's proceed in his 

absence. 

(Off the record discussion.) 
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THE OMIT: The Clerk has indicated that he has 

some information, regarding his efforts to contact Mr& Hughes. 

Will yoU state what you have been able to find 

out, 

TEE CUM: First I.contacted Rancho Sespe, as 

indicated by you. 

They referred me to the Vilmore Poliee'Departmeht.' 

The Yllmore Police Department referred me to the 

9 
Sheriff's Department. 

10 
	 I talked toi theyatch Commander of the Sheriff's 

11 
Department who Indieated'that he had information that 

12 
Pr., Hughes was in the Bose Valley'area4 

Yesterday the helicOpter flew IT people out. 

14 
Ten people hiked out. But they had nothad anyyersonaI 

15 
contact in, any way. with Mr. Hughes whatsoever and they have 

'• 16 
110 information other than what' have indicated,; 

THE' COMM: All right, thank you, Mr. Darrow. 

18 
	 Now we will go off the record again. 

19 ' 
	 (Off the record.) 

20 
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1 	 (The following proceedings occur in chamber4. 

2 All counsel, save and except Mr. Hughes, present. Defendants 

absent.) 

4. 	THE COURT; The record will show all counsel are 

s. present except Ar. Hughes. 

6 

	

	 Bas anyone heard any word concerning Mr. Hughes?? 

The Court has heard nothing.  
NA. PITZGERALD: No, your Honor; I might say that I, am 

9  beginning to DOODIne concerned„ and I am actually.becoMing, 

. 10 worried abOut 

By and large, he kept in relatively close 

contact with me. Re woad call Me every weekend, frequently 

i nights; and because he didpt have secretarial service, 
( 	' 

14 y secretary did Ilia legal work for him; and frequently, if 

here were prebleis'in connection with the instrUcitions- and. • 3 	, 
16 roblems in connection with legal d.00Uments and motions, 

;1 	assisted him in preparatiOnnd My'l,secretary agtually ,  

repared, them for Hughes. 
,, 

10 	 haven't heard from' him and Valt eonCerned. 

20 	THE COURT: As I indicated yesterday, the Clerk did 

' 	et an anonymous phone eaIl from somebOdy saying he was up at 

22 'doe Hot Springs; and I understand that you got some kind of 

23 Illessage,4 

24 	•MR. FITZGRALD: I. did. 

secretary, unfortunately x  became ill with the 

26 lu about 1000 otelock in the morning. But the answering 

18 

2a 
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14 
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ervice reCeiVed a. call at 1-433 yesterday afternoon, 

indicating that a man who identified himself as Ronald Hughes 

and the answering service, although they have beard 

Hughes! voice Ona number of occasions, was Unable to 

state,whether it was Hughes or tot 	they paid it poUnded- 

like. a young voice, approxiMately 21 years of AO. They 

said it0.59-50; could have been Hughes, and it could not 

have been, Hughos.-- -anywayo'thisyerson *rho identified 

pelf 48 Ronald Hughes'said.that he was marooned in the 

'apppe,Hot Springs area or, Ventura, .county, and was going to -

remain there until the pbliCe aliowed-tham to leave when the 

.roads were .01301‘ 

. And that is the, only intorWation I have. He hat 

,not attempted to Call back the answering utxvide or my, 

office, or my cloves  and I have absolutely' no further infor-. 

matiPft,, 

-v 

. '26 
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3*1 	- 	 can assure the Court that in the past Hughes 

has .an the weekend gone to the Sespe Hot Springs area in, , 
• 

`Vera.4r$ county, and he has one there.- 	fre •quently:. So it 

did not strike me as unusual when the answering service 

received a. call that Hughes was in this area of Ventura 

County because he frequently goes there, although 1 had no 

know/edge that he was going there last weekend and of course 

	

8 	in.light of the rain it might even, be inappropriate-to go to. 

	

.9 	that,10eatitin, and the last time I heard from hIm wts -- • 

I originally Said Saturday morAills at. 101a o'clp6k, but 

f now 11.4t not sure', it could have been either friday 'morning' 

	

12 	at.10:00 olclock or Saturday morning at ltaz0a o'clock,; 

ante he appeared to be calling locally Arai, he talked P) ms 

.14H, s.ctually about a number of things. 

	

s 	 Ike talked to me aboilt the preparation Of jury 

	

46 	instructions in r4;ard to Dianne take being an accomplice. 

	

17 	 ae discussed that briefly. Re also ascUsse4 

	

18 	.th1110 .ceztain ideas itx connection with the preparation of • 

• x9. certain other instructions. 

	

to 	 it appeatea to me frOm the telephone Call that 

	

?1. 	he was obviously involved in the legal issues surrounding 

jury Instructions. 

- I had absolutely no indication that he Was not. 

24 , going to be here and I am -sure he ,planned on being here*  

	

25 	s IP I 414 surprised and Nporried. 

26 	 Ti Caunt.  There Is not much point in issuing a body 
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Sttechment unless something ig done aboutit. 
• t,  

rITZGERALD: I ast worried now that maybe he is 

stranded- some place; maybe he needs help pr:assistanCe 

or medical assistance or something. 

Mit..611GLIOSI: The second point I -was going to gteir 

tion, contemporaneous with the body attachment I would ask 

the Court to appoint another attorney conditionally. 

Now, t am fearful. the Court might decide to 

grant amistrial as to Miss Van douten. 

4ppoint another attorney, right now, acompetent 

attorney, which obviously is hard to come by, but, if ths, 

Court knows o:1 any, appoint a eompetent attorney to start 

working right now on reviewing thetranscripts and possibly.  

a week and a half or two from. now he might be able to 

give an argument. 

Now, that is 'a long time from now, but the 

alternative is for the County to have to prosecute Leslie 

Van Aouten. all over again. 

I think XL -- 

TUE COMT: Of course there is another alternative 

that should bu considered, 'whether or not it is a real 

alternative or not is something, else, that is whether oa 

not one of the present counsel could take over. 

BUGLI031: X haven't thought about that. That is 

exeellent. 

TM, COURT; 	Fitzgerald indieated he helped Mr. 

17 • 
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liughes and prepared some tlf his papers, and I'm sure Mr. 

Hughes received adviste from all of the present cleanse 

eounsel. There couldn''t be -any question about. that, in 
, 	0 

view of his lack of experience, he had to get it from 

somewhere and you gentlemen helped him out.. . 

That is- something to think about. I'm aboUt 

ready to make a request of the Sheriff to serltd a helicopter 

up there to see if they can find him. 

If they do go I'm going to have the go, armed 

with. a warrant 8o there won't be any question of whether or 

not they haVe the authority to bring him back if necessary. 

I have no reason to think it would be necessary. 

The only reason. I have not done it earlier 

is because I have not been able to pinpoint where he is. 

Having a helicopter fly around the =matelot 

is not very profitable if they don't know where they are 

going. 

MR. Kat Did• you get in contact with that Sespe 

water and rower plants  or whatever it was you were going 

to call.? 

Tlit COAT: The clerk called 

11L 1rA'iNAn1(: If I may, your Honor, I think there 

is an aspect of his physical security. 

I am reminded I thinks yesterdays a *Man end 

her daughter perished in the flood waters. 

Tlik COURT: The Sheriff in Ventura County has 1een 

, x  
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making rescuei in the area. They know there are' people 

there. Unless he wandered off by himself he is probably 

witt,k some group the presence of whom is knoWn, even though 

they may not be able to identify theses. specific individual* 
4 

in the group. 

6 

	 he wandered off by himself)  'that' is some- 

a 
he, has gone up there in the past?' 

9 

thing else. 

Do you knth f anybody who knows where 

11 

FITZGUALD: Yes.  
10  

R.  aul: ubere the sheriffs could look or begin 

12 

THZ COURT: Does anyone know where it is on the inapt 

URA FIT; GE,ailLD: I 1c/10W approximately where it is on
14

15 	

. 

the -map . 

Also there is the max who drives ilughes tp  16. 
Work every moruing; he was here in the courtroom this rt 
morning and X understand he is around in the vicinity!, 

a fellow by the name of take Green who actually has gone 
19 
20 with Hughes on previous occasions up to the Hot Springs 

poking? 

area.. 

know the approximate location. X believe it  

is:Highway 33; it X, look at a: map 1 can show you. 

You take a relatively main highway from Ojaii  

California; it's about)  1:41, eight or ten miles Up from 

Oai, and 'what I mean 'by "up" is. you go up a grade), any 

21 

22 

'23 

2 

25 
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elevation, an approximately eight miles or so down the 

road to get off the road and. yOu traverse a small stream„ 

and then it's a dirt road for, I am told, about 12 to 18 

miles, sort of in the bush, and it is back in there that 

the springs are located. 

MR. =LIM; Are these hot springs? 

. FITZGERALD; Pardon me? 

NR. MIAMI; What type of springs are :thee 

M.' FITZGERALD.; They 	natural ho' I*go4 

am told that they flow naturally on hard rock peols. 

- I know the road ita dlifieult to traverse. 

The reason I never went in:is. because the underc4triake 

of my car is too low. 

You don't need a four-wheel drive but YOU' 

should. have a pickup truck or an older car with some 

_distance between the atound and the car. 

Zat.' MUSXCH; That would be sufficient for a Sherif 's 

helicopter to search that area if he has not already looked 

there. 

F1T:ZGPRALD I would be happy to talk to 'the 

Sheriff to give him all the information I have. 

131.101.10S/ z I would. much prefer to have the Court 

have Mr. Fitz,gerald or one of the otherattorneys do it. 

I think that is an excellent idea. 

cat if they decide throe or four 'lays from now 

they don't want tc do. it$  we are losing,i let',a sty,,, three 
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or ;our days, in which sow attorney could be looking at the 

2 transcript 
• 

, am just wondering if the court could inter'rogat 

novi, 'whether he uould 	 to do it) 

otherwise I think the best alternative is to appoint an 

6 attorney as opposed to zz'anting, a mistrial.•  

7 

8 

9. 

fla. 10  

- '12 

13 

14 

razGERALD: Could we go off the record for a 

THE COUT:, Yes4 

Off the record discussion..) 

4 	; 

- 6 

15. • 

,16 

17 

18 

19.  

20 

21 

2,2 
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16 

1.7 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

25 

26 

114 	1 

• 

5 

TgE CpURT: Back on the record. 

Gentleman, 1 am in the process Of'making 

arrangements to have the Sheriff send a helicopter up to 

the area in which Mr. Hughes is believed to be,' and in order 

to giVe the Sheriff the authority to bring him back, if such 

is necessary, 1 want, at this time, to order that a body 

attachment be issued tor Mrs Hughes, and no bail will be 

bet., 

(off. the record.) 
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WS OUT: On the' re0ord. 

2 	 MR. PItaGERALDI I would requept that OALJIO 

Instruct. ion .80 30 entitled Unpremeditated Murder of the 

Second Degree be given to the jury. 

• TM COURT: Do you join' 

MR. 

	

	470inl. your Honor. 

KANAREIC t Join, your fonor* . 

• (Orr the record.) 

• . 35 

.16 

17 

18.  

•10 

• 20,  

22 

2;,". 

7 

s. 

24 

25 

26 , 	•, 
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LOS ANGELES):  CALIFORN/A)  WEDNESDAY, DiXEMBER 2, 1970 

9420 

THE COURT.; The recOrd will show all counsel are 

resent except Mr. Hughes. 

	

6 	 I have received no word from or about Mt. Hughes. 

4101 any of counsel received any Information?' 

MR. FITZGERALD; NOr jour Honer. 

KAMM No, your Honor. 

	

xn 	 MR. MINN; No, your Honor. 

	

n 	MR. KANAREAI I have no information concerning 

	

0- 	Hughes„.your Honor.' 

make ;traction for a mistrial and/or 4 

14- everance In the alternative. 

I think we cans ahead, and instruct and try the 

ease independent of LeslieVan Houten. 

MR.-FITZGERALD1 I will not oin in that motion at this 

141e. 

THE COURT; I think it is premature also. 

Yesterday I requested the Sheriff to. send a 

elicopter to the area, Sespe Hot Springs, 

. As you know, I ordered a body attachment issued 

or Mr. Hughes, a copy of which the Deputy Sheriffs in the 
24 elicopter would have with them. 

	

25 	 They were unable to get off this morning 

26, ecauseof the weather. They are prepared to leave as soon as 

17 

18. 

19 

.20 
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the weather-iMproveS. They Will report,to the our :as soon 

a 
as they return from their flight and i repOrt what they were 

able to find out. 
3 

In the meantime we will continue with our 

5 
discussion of the instructions. We still have a considerable 

number of them to cover, and we will hope that Mr. Hughes 

7: 
shows up. 

All right, we will go off the record at this 

time, 

xo 
	 (Off the record.) 

11 
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THE COURTi .:"We=will:go back on the record. 

X Understand„14r.;Fitz,gerald, that.you received 
k 

some inforMation by telepOne'regarding'Mt.HUgh'es, 

Val.4ITZGLRALD: 	yOurHonor;a Mt. Larry 14er 

called mY office this morning. 

My office contacted it just a few moments ago, 

approximately ,1 00. 1 talked on the phone with a Larry 

Dyer. 

Re indicated tome that he was a close pergonal 

lo• acquaintance or Ronald, Hughes and that he reaides .- Dyer 

resides at 550 Bast Bilis Street In .Inglewood, California, 

12 His phone number is 677-4903. 

He said that on Wednesday, last Wednesday 

14 evening)''Ihanksgiving eve, that Ronald called him and asked 

15.  him, Larry Dyer, to accompany Hughes to the Sespe Hot 

16 'Springs area of Ventura County. He says that he has been 

17 to the Sespe Hot Springs area with Hughes on several 

. 18 occasions,. and that Ron goes almost every weekend. 

19 	 Ile saidl  however, that he .cleclined because he 

20 has a 'wife who is nine-months pregnant and about due to 

21 deliver at any MOment, 

2 	 He says that he is, however .- he, Dyer, -- is 

23 personally convinced.  that Hughes is in. the Sespe Hot Springs. 

24 area, and he bases that contention on the feet that he 

25 talked to a next-door neighbor of Hughes, and the text-door 

26 eighbor told Dyer that Hughes saidl, 	am going to Sespe 
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Hot Springs for 	weekends" and he said goodbye to him, 

Ho aid he would be back late Sunday afternoon, 

vig COURT: Did he say when he left for Sespe? 

VA, FITZGUALDI No/  he did ,not say when he left for 

Sespes  and that seems to be sOrt of somewhat in dispute. 

He says that he -3;s ,checkinghe feels there are 

only about three or four1,4416 who would have taken Hughes 

to Sespe. He'saYs:that Hughess  as I indicated to. this Court 

earlier/  does n4'drive hia Oar'up
7 
 there bees se his oar can, 

not make it, 

Dyer is in. the,Propess of theckin, 	.th.three or 

tour people who might possibly have taken Hughes up theres  

and he 'wants to see if they are back.,- 

He said that the road is had under ordinary 

conditions/ and when it rains Or gets wet it becomes very 

bad, 

He says that it is a remote area and that if 

Hughes walked out he ,could be anywhere in a 50-mile area. 

He says it is difficult to determine where he 

would be, He states there are a number of caves in the 

area for shelter. 

He said there is tits() a number of cabins and 

there art some abandoned farms in the area. 

He say3 there are people who do liVe in the areas  

but he says that the mere fact that 17 people have been 

evacuated and none or them have seen. Hughes is not impresSive 

4 

5 
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7 
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13 

14 , 
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is 
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24 
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In his eyes because he says that Hughes could be anywhere,. 

Rothe strongly urges that Hughes is not alone; 

that he is with somebody In the area, because he did not go 

up alone; that he if be went up he went up with somebody. 

That is the eItent of the conversation z had 

with him. 

I told bit I would keep in touch with him, 

and he told me he would keep in touch with the Court if he 

fOund any new infortation. 

And I tight add.thab he appears to me to be a 

reasonably ittel4getta4
‘ 
 reasonably trustworthy person, 

As,far:'as:I4m concerned/  he is telling the 

troth. 
.r. 

'THE COURT: Is he the person who. customarily -drives 

Mr. 14ugheS to work?  PIA 

MR, FITZGERALD: 	that Is, anOther fellow by the 

name of Mike green, 

THE COURT': Thank you, Mt. 'Fitzgerald, 

Let's go off the record again for a 'minute 

(Whereupon, there was an off-the-record 

discussion Atter which the following proceedings were had4 

THE COURT: Let's go back on the record for -a moment 

Just so it's clear, 

tentIenien„ may I have your attention for a, 

-moment? 

I understand from our discussion off the 

record that counsel have no obiectiOn to my infOrming 
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1 the jury at their hotel that the reason for the delay in 

the proceedings is the fact that Mr, Hughes 'is missing and 

3 iwe do not know where he is, and that ,the only information we' 

4  have seems to indiette that he may very well be Marooned in 

the area, of Sespe Hot Springs in Ventura County. 

.6 	 That efforts ate being made to locate hiM and 

7 to hring him out if he needs help, and that the trial will 

a  resume just as soon to he has been brOught back and the 

9 necessary matters have been taken care Of, 

Is that a correct statement? 

Fes. OITZOERALD: it is. 

12 	 MR„ UNARM It is. 

MR, SHIN N: Yes, 	
4 

MR, FITZCERALP: And that all substantial efforts are 

being made. 

THE COURT : `hat's iigh‘o, :that 411 efforts 'are being 

made withil/1 ieaeoft to 1.00Ete biffi, including the dispatching 
. 	. 	. , 

of 'a Sheriff's helicopter to: gist 	to search and find 

him: if possible. 

X understand further that counsel agree that 

the Court need not have a reporterpreSent to record the 

Court's remarks to the jury. 

But I have agreed when I return I will state in ' 

substoode for the record. what I told the jury. 

MR. FITWERALD: Oorrect,  

THE COURT: IS that agreeable? 

14154 UNARM It is. 
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STINT 	It .l,s 

PR, VITZGERALD That is agreeable. 

MR, KAT, Mic 	have riot heard from the prosecution. 

I have not heard them say it is agreeablel  your Tionor. 

Mt. B1)0110,51: Well, off the record. — 

FM. =MEEK: 'Shy 0,ff the record? 

BUZIOSI: I want to make a comment about you. 

THE COURT.: Is that agreeable, Mr. Bugliosi7 

MR. 13treiLIOSI I That is agreeable, 

THE COURT: We are off the record now. 

(Recess.) 
12 

13 

' 	, 
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LOS ANGELES, CalFORNIA., THURSDILY, DtCEMBZIk 3, 1970 

920 o'clock a.m. 

.4 	 (The following proceedings vere had in the 

chambers of.the 'court out of the presence a the defendants 

and .the jury, all, counsel with the exception of Mr. Hughes 

7,  • being present;,) 

8 	THE. GOURV The record will show all counsel are 

9 present except Mr. Hughes. 

X have not heard any word regarding his 

whereabouts. 

The Sheriff's Department indicated to me last 

night that one James Tozer had. informed the Sb.eriff's 

Department that he Was the one who accompanied Mr. Hughes 

to the Sespe area last Fri.ray along with some young lady 

whose name is undisclosed,. in 	I believe the car belonged 
" to the young lady 	

. t 	r
. 	 ..,, t ," 	'. 

. 	, 	.. 	. 	. 	.. 	. 
Mr. sorer was now -out, I lielievei,,on Saturday,' , 	 , 	• 

but, according to what he told the Sheriff's Department, 

as related to me, Mr. Hughes said he :wanted to stay. 
the Sheriff's helicopter crew was unable yesiter- 

. 
,day to locate Mr. Hughes or any-one who had seen- Wu How-

ever)  I was also informed that the Ventura Sheriff's 

Department had talked to somebody in the -- I think in 

Piru, California, who said that a storekeeper there had 

informed them that Mr. Hughes was in the store on Monday, 

2 • 

. 10 

11 
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11 • 
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2 

a. 

4 

6 

7 

a 

9 

a*. n  

buying supplies and was pith, I believe he said, two hippie 

types. 

The sheriff's helicopter team is going back 

into the area again today to try to locate Mr. Hughes. 

That is all the news I have at the moment. 

I am asks that. the female defendants be 

brought over hero this morning because I want to talk to 

Miss ,Van Houten, in the company of other counsel of course, 

regarding this matter`. I think the time has come when I 

will have to do something about it. 

11 

12 
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16. 
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anGERALI)t, Your' Honor;  I had, last night, 

received some infrmation, and again this morning I 
2 

reteived some informatiOri fratic.a television newscaster, 
3 

Mr. Stan Atkinson, who I asked to be present this morning, 

who pe.rsonalty flew in a hellcopter to the Sespe Springs 5 
area, and X would like him to talk to your Honor, either 

on the record or off the record, 'this morning as to 

8 certain observations he made in the area as to the conditions 

of the area, and so on and so forth, and the result of his 

10 
	investigation. 

have asked that he not make that information 

12 
public until it is related to you. 

13 
	 He is out in the hallway, and T wonder if your 

14 
Honor would consent to hear him? 

15 
	 THE COURT: Yes, I'd be delighted to have him come 

. 16 

- But before we get to that, I adze to the 

Ambassador Hotel late yesterday-  afternoon;  as 1. indicated 

to all of you that I would, for the purpose of informing 

the jury as to the reason why there was a delay in the 

	

'21 
	trial. 

	

22 	 They vete all gathered in the recreation room 

there, and I stated in substance to them that the reason 

24  for the delay in resuming the trial was because of Vir. 

25 
 Hughes' absence. That we had reason to believe' that he was 

26  in the Sespe Hot Springs area, and that the Sheriff vas 

17 

18 

19 
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conducting a search for him. 

We thought there was a possibility that he was 

marooned because of weather conditions and road conditions 

in the area. That the searc.h was goiug to continue. And is 

soon as he returned, we would resume the trial. 

All right. Do you wish, to bring tir. Atkinson. 

on? 

MR, FITZGERALD: Vlease 4 

(Nr. 'Fitzgerald leaves the court's chambers 

and returns with 	Atkinson.) 

HR. FITZG,EMD: This is Mr. A,thinson, your Honor. 

MR. ATKINSOlitz Good morn, judge. How are yOu? 

THE COURT: Good morning, MAW are you, 

Zr.i Fitzgerald said that you had some informa-

tion regarding Ur. Hughes? 

la. ATKINSON4 I can't, claim to be an expert on the 

lay of the
' 
 entire valley after yesterday's trip up there, 

but We did look -- 

T COURT: First, would you identify yourself. 

• MR. AtKINSON: !es. Stan Atkinson, reporter for 

NBC News at Channel 4. 

MR. FITZGERALD; And yesterday, it is my understanding, 

Mr. Atkinson, that you proceeded to the Sespe Hot Springs 

area in Ventura County by way of helicopter. 

Could you explain that to the Judge? 

HR. ANXINSON: Right. 

2-2 
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NBC tented a helicopter, and the sound crew and 

a cameraman and I flew directly to the area of the Sespe 

Hat Springs. 

We madr, low passes over much of the southern 

end of the valley itself in the arta of Cottricl Flat and 

somewhat north of that as well. 

We landed in the area of the hotsprings and 

'we got out and Ittoir.cd around. 	• 

Ile covcrcd the hot springs and we went down to 

a campsite -which is about a half a mile down the road 

from the springs themselves. 

There were two cars there, abandoned cars. 

THE GOMA: IThat Mend were they? 

AVIDSCII: Well, they bear no relevance, because 

about a half hour after tie had been there the Sheriff's 

helicopter arrived. vith Sergeant Iiendrix from L.A. and 

Sergeant andgren from Ventura. 

Lindgren Identified the cars as ITiongiTig to two 

campers he had evacuated on Monday. He, said the same was 

the case of two cars Villa. were doWn at the turn-off where 

the Sespe Valley goad ends and. it turns off up into what 

is called the Hot Springs Canyon where the hot springs 

themselves are located.. 

So, the cars, the four cars, bear no relevance. 

to anything. They are cars that have been left behind by 

people evacuated .on Monday. 
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6 

The thing that concerns me, and I fccl. some 

concern now about Mr. Hughes' well being, we heard about 

the rains and that the, road was washed out and the likeo  

but the around is firm. It rained three-quarters of an 

.nth Tuesday tight. tle were there ytsterday, Uednesday, 

but the ground was still firm, not auddy. 

The consistency of the soil up there is like a 

shale. It is a light shale. Tho river is not high -- the 

Creek is not high. That know from experience that I hava 

had up there years ago as a camper. It gets high during 

the spring and during the first rains, but it is still a 

creek the day after the rain has stopped and the water has 

run off. 

1 

2 

8 

9 

10 

12 

3,3 

15 

So, it seems to me that it kir.' Hughes is in 14 
anyway physically able, he would haste no problem at all 

16 
walking out of 	Velltior walking to a nearby cabin. 

THE,  COURT: Whe.m,would he walk to? 

MR. IMINS6g: To- a nearby cabin, perhaps;  for shelter. 
18 

The Sheriff' s Office say . they have checked the 
19 

cabins and the obvious places one Ilould go for shelter and 
21 

there Is. nobody there. i  gy talked'to one woman Who had 21 

been ta the valley throughout the week. She had not seen 
22 

. .anyone restnibitn3 :Hughes. The people they had talked to, 
23 

4 .
you know,. had made no mention of -anyone wandering around 

2 

as though lost. 

26 

• 25 
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It seems to uo that Mr. liUghes Is: 

(a) either possibly injured. and cannot move 

rreM his present location) or net there, or, as the Sheriff's 

seem to suspect,might be in a cave.. 

The oay that there has been a ruiner over the 

past year that sorie•hippies have eutabliahed a commune in a 

cave,  It is possible that Ron might have found such a 

place dUring his preViouS visits up there; the rains came and 

he might ha. 'e gone there, Perhaps,  fOr some. reason he haa' 

not lett there, 

That does net ring true with me either. 

don't See him sacrificing himself over a rain storm, 

especially if he was physically able to get out Of that 

Valley, and I dot think the Valley itself' would pre' ent 

him)  certainly, from getting Out into clear and open space 

which most of that Valley is because, as you, know probably, 

it is not wooded. Nest of it is open and can be seen by 

helicopters  helicopters which now have Searched that Valley 

for two days and today are working on it for the third day. 

T115 COURT: Well)  thanko very much,. Mr. Atkinson)'l 

appreciate your inOrmation. 

THS WITNUS:r My pleasure.  

MR. ViTWERALDI TefOrehe leaves, I might acldfthat 

Mr, Atkineen is in a sanse.an, acquaintance of Mr, Hu he. 

Pt is more than simply a proieisional :inquiry on his)  

'MR. ATXXHSON: I have .get to knOw:lion't4,ougli the 
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course of the trial. I wiildiscount the fact that he might 

have ma the realities of facing, arg4ment, 

I talked to somebody last night who said he 

opent two hours talking with Ron at hum's in the village 

where Ron and a lot of other young people hang outs This was 

Thursday n fight . 

He said Ron was up, he was excited. His attitude,  

was- pOsitive„ optimistic. 

THE COURT: Where is thid? 

ER, ATKINSON: Lumts, a hot dog and hamburger place. 

THE COURT: That was Thursday? 

-MR. ATKINSON: This was Thursday night, and he said 

he spent a couple or hours talking with Ronk 

I asked him was he up Or down. Re said he was 

very up. He was looking forward to it. 

In other words, there waa no sense of desponden 

or fear to the approaching final phases of the trial., 

TELE COURT: Well, the search goes on. 

MR, ATKINSON: Zeal. 

THE COURT: Thanks very much. 
is 

MR, ATKIN$ON.: I hope it turns something up. 

-(Mr. Atkinson leaves the chambers of the Court.) 

THE COURT: Anything else, gentlemen t before we 

continue? 

reSponsej 

THE 	We
. 
 will go, off the, record, 
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chambers. 

(otr the recOrd discutSion.) 

(Defendant Van Houten enters the courtts 

sit down, Miss Van Houten. 

The record Will „show that all counsel are 

6  Tresent except Mr. Hughet;'and Miss Leslie Van Houten is 

7 ;,=present at the request or the court. 

a 	' The reason that I asked you to come iho  Mita 

9 .yan touter, is so that I can -explain to you the present 

.10 . stattis of the ease, and particularly with , respeCt to your 

2.1 ,counsel„ Mr. Hughes* 

We adjotrneda week ago Monday for the "purpose - 
of permitting counsel to prepar4 iturY-Instructions and their 

final arguMentv  and we were to ;esume,on Monday, last 

monday November 10th'. 

- We did resume hire in i,ohpxabersi that 1,41„ the 

Court alone with all the counsel, except Mr, Hughes. 

one knew where Mr. Hughes was, and he still 

has hot appeared. 

There has been an indicationthat'he went to the 

arta of a place called Sespe Hot aprings up in the mountains 

sometime last week, probably'on Friday, and that he may still 

be up there, 

However, a search has been made both by the 

Ventura _Sheri :V Department and also by the =hos Angeles , 

Sheriffls Department, both on the ground and by hellOopter, 

2t. 

.26 
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nd so far we don,t have any information as to his where-

abouts. 

The search will4  however, continue. 

In the meantime, since the Court has no knowledge 

.as to- Mr. HughesT whereabouts, or when or if he will return, 

I think that it is necessary for Ve to take some action 

ith respect to your particular case so that the trial may 

continue. 
,g 	

.NOw, this is a. case where you have the right to 
. 1 1(1 - separate counsel, and if you do not have counsel of your own, 

11 he Court will appoint, counsel for.you at no expense to 

1,  ourself. 

15.  
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Vhat I propose to do is, rather than to have a 

substitution of counsel, since Mr. Hughes may reappear at 

any,  pao onto  and I would assume you would want him to stay 

in the Case if he does, rather thin that would be to 

associate vith W52 some com:xtent attorney who could 

iwutediately begin to prepare with 'respect to making the 

final argument, and any request ,Cor special jury instruc-

tions,- and for any penalty phase of the trial if there is a 

penalty phase. 

IC Nr. Hughes:returns, both counsel could argue 

the ease if that wa..s,felt to be, desirable by them, and they 

could collaborate on any further representation as far as 

you are concerned. 

I have discussed this earlier with counsel 'when 

you 1.7cre not here, just to give thtm zy .;yroliminary thoughts, 

and 1 understan0 that Nr. Fit:4gerald and nx. Shinn have 

disensed these Matteta vith 

Is that tif.7ht? 

DUEWNT 7A1 HCUTEN: Yes. 

THE COI XT: Da you have any expression of optnion you 

care to max at tbis tivelT 

DtrEUMNT vii nouTtu: i -fluid not want another man 

brought in. 

THE COURTS U/211, you zee, ni3S Van. Houten, it is 

not a question of just vaitin3 indefinitely. We have other 

defendants, for one thing, who bave the right to have the 
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4141 concluded. 

Also the People of the State of California, have 

the right to have the trial concluded. 

Now, if another attorney is brought into the 

case I 'would anticipate that it is going to take some time 

for him to become prepared, and I will have to give him that 
rite. 

DEFENDANT VAN HOUTEN: I won.' t speak with the man in 

any way; won' t speak with the man. I will refuse his 

visits and everything. 1, will not speak to the man. 

Tat COURT: 'ou. ate not qualified to competently 
11 

represent yourself. 
12 

%mom' VAN ROUTES: Conid I represent myself 'with 
13 

the assistance of Paul and Irving? 
14 

15 
	 'THE COURT: I already made a finding, Miss Van Houten, 

16 
that you are not competent to represent yourself, so counsel 

rt 
will have to be appointed for you unless you have counsel of 

your ova. 

DETEUDANIWN HOUTEN: Myself. 

THE cOURT: Now, it may well be that during this 

next week, or whatever period of time is required by the 

'new counsel to prepare himself, and I really don't, know at 

the moment how Duch time would be a reasonable amount of 

time to do so, but I would certainly think at least a week, 

that Hr. Hughes will return, in which case the problem will 

resolve itself. 
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In other words, I am not prOposing that we 

proceed today or tomorrocrwith final argument in the- 

absence of . Mr.. Hughes Or anything like that. 

What I am saying is I am considering. appointing 

someone to associate into the case with Mr. Hughes at this 

time so preparations can begin., so if he does not return 

by the time the preparations are complete, then we can 

proceed with the trial. 

would strongly recommend that you do cooperate 

with:whoever is appointed, since it is to your awn best 

interest, 4ria if Nr. Uughes returns, of course, he it your 

attorney and, as l'eay, the problem resolves itself. 

MFENDANT VANI1OUTW: So- you are not asking mei 

you are just telling me, right? 

THE COURT: I'm telling you what my thinking is at 

the moments." Miss Vali llouten, and I am asking for any 

OXprestion of opinion you may care to give on the -subject. 

DEVEMANT VMMOTJTE/Zi The only opinion that I have is 

that I &tett watt ,,other man. 

It it just nothing but a bunch of more trouble, 

really, a bunch of more confusion. 

Ire has no idea of what happened in this court,. 

roomi he did not see one witness on the stand, and seeing 

and reading are two different things completely. An4 

have seen 

I feel I am very capable. Maybe tike I don't— 
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say, if an argument were to come, I would discuss with Paul 

ho far could I' go into a certain part before I would cross 

over. 

COIJAT: I beg your pardon? 

DEFENDANT UNILUTral; Ilefore I vould like to enter 

into somewhere where I'm not supposed to go because of the 

law, he could help me that way. 

Ilut I could argue for myself better than anyone 

ever could, especially a man who is just going to walk in 

and read thousands or. pages of nothing, you know, words, 

because he did not see anything that went through the pereoni e 

telling what they said. 

THE. COURT: Well, of course it is more than a matter 

of just argument that is important. Re would have to 

prepare himself for that, but it is also a question of 

advising you, of advising the Court of any instructions he, 

might watt, or objections he might want to make to an 

instruction which of course you would totally be incompetent 

to do. 

It would also be a matter of representing you, 

in any. penalty trial if there is a penalty, trial. 

DEPIMDANT WIN HOUTEN: Row could someone better decide 

if I was to live or die than to have me talk to them instead 

of having me sit as a piece of plastic, you know, over in 

the corner, instead of haying a man who does not even know 

2 

3 

4: 

6 

7. 

9 

10 

ii 

12 

13 

45 

16 

17. 

18 

19. 

20 

me 	for what 	three weeks .1.• +ft toll them? He does& t know 

21 
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me either. 

Tn COURT; He would to to know you and all about 
2- you .ancl the background and so forth. 

DELFENDANT VAN HOUTEN: My background? That has notbing 
4 

to do with N./Imre I am, at this present moment. 

VIE 'OCIRT: Well, I had not given any consideration 
6 

to it before you mentioned the subject, but it may well be 
7 

that you should be permitted in a case such as this, if 

another attorney in fact has to argue the case, to make an 

argument on. your own behalf or statement on your own 
y 	y  

behalf* 	 •. 

6 Os* 

11 	

I %tit gi;ee that consideration, if you decide 
12 
14. that is what you want to c19., 

18 

. 19 

29 

23 
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I am not saying., at this point, that I would 

consent to such a. procedure, I am saying that I would 

certainly consider it if yoU, at the time, make such a 

request, 

But unless there is something else, Miss 

Van Houten, I feel. compelled to bring someone else in tO 

associate with nr. Hughes at this time for the purposes 

that I have indicated. 

I certainly hope, alon04 with yOu, that Mr. gushes 

returns. 

DEFENDANT' WiN HOUTEN: I do, too. I am wondering 

where he Is. 

THE COURT: But I have to take steps at this time with 

the Possibility in Mind that he may not return in time to 

be able to continue his representation. 

So', I will attempt to obtain a competent 

attorney for you at this ttmeal:nd.then atter I have bad a 

chance to talk to him as to titint: we will have a ;proceeding 

in Open court 'in.-which 	appoint him to associate Into 

the case along,Viitt Mr. Hughes fora the purpose of 

representing you,, as I have indicated. 

Is there anything else that yon  would,liketO gay? 

MISS VAN HOUTEN: Just that I don't want him, But 

like if it is in your hands -, and I know it is in. your hands 

-- so, if you give him to me, then, I have got to take him. 

But I don't know. I am ,tired.. I am really 

tired, 
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THE COURT: X can say what the possibilities are. t 

want the record to be very clear on that. 

If Mr. Hughes returns, of course, he is your 

counsel and there is no reason why he can't continue to 

represent' you. 

6 
	

If you have counsel of your own choice, you heave 

7 a right to that counsel. Otherwits 

DEPENDANT VAN HOUTEN:- l'ou know, I don't have any 

-counsel Of my own choice except for myself. 

THE COURT: I have indicated that I previously, within 

the.last.several weeks, found. you to be incompetent to 

represent yourself, and the reasons there '*r; and I see no 

;reason to change that now. Nothing has happened in the 

meantime that would cause me to Change my opinion in that 

regard„. 

So, then, I will take steps to find 4 competent 

attorney to represent you by appointment from the Court. 

DEPENDANT VAN ROUT NY It wont be any of the ones 

I have fired, will itl 

THE COURT: No. 

I mentioned that I did have someone in mind to 

Pitzgerald. I don't know Whether he mentioned the name 

to you or not. 

DEPENDANT VAN HOUTEN t  No ., 

THE COURT 1 I am going to,caIl himkand see it he is 

available. 
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I know personally)  because he has been in this 

court before, that ho Is a highly coMpetent lawyer In 

criminal Matters and in Capital cases. 

is unwilling or unable.)  then 1 will have. 

to try to find someone else who lo equally competent. 

6 
	

All tight)  then)  if there is nothing else, I will 

ask that Miss Van HOuten be taken back upstairs, 

(The defendant Van Houten leaves the Court's 

chambers;.) 

THE COOT: Did you have something You wanted to Bari 

R, FITZGERALD; Nov 

Could we be excused temporarily? 

THE COURT: Yes. 

Cott the reCord.) 

- 

• 
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LOS AxiNELES1  MUMMA, THURSDAY, =EMBER 3, 1970 

1:50 P.M. 

---o- 

(The following prpceedinga were had in open 

court in the absence of the jury, all defendants being 

present; all counsel with the exception of Mr. Hughes Are 

7 present.)., 

	

a 	 Otna: All parties 'and counsel are present 

except Mr. Ronald Hughes; and also present is Mr. Maxwell 

10 eith, attorney-at-law. 

	

1 	 This morning we .had a conference in chambers 

12• uring which bliss Van Houten was present along with all 

ounsel except Mr. Hughes; the subject of the conference, as 

14 i ou recalal  was lir. Rushes' absence and disappearance. 

At the close of that session, after discussing 

16 he various alternatives and possibilities, the Court 

17 i ndicated to Miss Van Houten that it proposed to appoint a 

18.  o-counsel fOr her, to represent her during the remainder of 

19 he trial. 

	

20 	 IP there anything further before X proceed? 

	

;21 	 I might say also, X just received word from the 

22  heriffis Department that they have apparently located a 

23 oUswagen in the area of Sespe Hot Springs which appears to 

24 e the one in which Mr. Hughea went to that area, hece4Se of 

•2 he fact that they bad found in that automobile the transcripts 

26  f the trial -- at least some of it -- and the car had been .- 
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a 

5 

6 

" 

8 

stranded and abandoned because it "Ms apparently,mired down. 

those transcript; will be brought back to "court, 

DtF2NDANT MANSON: Your Ronog, Way -1 be heard?  

THE COURT: On what subject, air? 

DEFENDANT MANSON: On the subject of the defense. 

We would like to -offer .a defense, very much so. 

THE COURT1 I have heard nothing from your counsel on 

that. 

DEMNDANT MANSON4 Those are nOt my counsel. I have 

tried to suggest and imply that as much as possible. We 

have not conferred with these- attorneys. 

12 

1'3 • 

19 

20 
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23 
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THE COURT: We are going to take up another matter 

right now, Mr, Manson. 

As I have indicat'e:d x  I at going to appoint 

Or. Maxwell Keith, sutjegt.to his acceptance, as co-counsel 

for the defendant Xe3iie VanEouten. 

Mr. Xeith)  are you willing to accept such, 

appointment? 	 I 

8 	MR, KE/TH: Yes. Yes)  I am, your Honor, , 

THr, ougT: very well. 
'The Court appoints Mr. Keith as co-counsel for 

Miss Van Houten under the provisions of Penal. Code Section 

987.2. 

DEFENDANT VAN HOUTEN: Your Honor)  I wish to be heard 

14 that 1 dOntt accept this man as my counsel, as I told you 

15 before, 

15 	THE COUHT: Yes, you indicated that this morning, 

17 ,Miss Van Houten. The record so indicates. 

18 	DEFENDANT VAN HOUTEN: And I Also wish to testify. 

DEFENDANT MANSON : What does it take? What does it 

take/ 

THE COURT: Sit down, sir. 

DEP4NDANT MANSON: Por this Court to 

THE COURT: Sit down, Mr. Manson)  or I will have you 

seated. 

DEFENDANT MANSON: Force me again? 

DEFENDANT XRENWINKEL: tour Honor)  we wish to put.On a 

p. 

- 11 

ig 
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.4eferise, but these attorneys here are not our counsel, nor 

2 have they been. 

g 	'THE COURT: Sit dowhi. Vass Krenwinkel, and we will 

4 take that up in a minute. 

DEPRNDANT MANSON: 'Am/ supposed to fight you now? 

6 	 THE COURT: Sit down., sir. s.  

DIIVENDANT KRENWINKELI f  YOur Honor, to have all these 
, 	A 	 . 

different changes. of lawyers 

•  TUE COURT: We will take chat Matter up. Iater. 

Now, ait down or I will have you seated or removed from the 

courtroom, 

DEFENDANT MANSON: Remove me. from. the courtroom and 

' 

9 

10 

• 

12:  

Yoh 114,.. 

14 

15 

10 

17 

• 19 

20 

21 

- 22. 

'23 

24,  

25 

26 

yOu can try the whole thing yourbilt. 

TUE COURT: The bailiff will seat you, Mr. Manson, 

Sit down, Miss Krenwinkel. You will be given a. 

chance to be heard. 

DEFENDANT MANSON': We keep trying, and we will keep 

trying. 

THE COURT: I am asking the clerk tO prepare a copy of 

the publicity order for you,  Mr. Iteith, as amended. /Old 

also he has prepared an index to the transcript, which' will 

assist You in locating testimony of the various witnesses in 

the transcript. That willbe given to you aleo, 

1 will ask you to immediately commence to 

prepare your case and to advise the Court as soon as you are 

reasonably able to do so an to your estimate of how much 
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time .will be required. 

I am also going to ask all counsel to give you 

whatever assistance they can in your preparation. 

DEFENDANT XANSON: He has 18„000 pages of transcript 

to read. It is impassible for him to achieve that much in 

such a short t100; and, your.Honor, as we all know)  no,  one 

known anything, about this case but the defendants. Not Inten 

the attorneys or the District Attorney or even the judge 

lunderntands it. 	 , 

THE COURT: All right)! Nr. ,FanSon, yOu have had your ,  

Opportunity to make's, speech. 

Now, if you have some'kind of a motion to make, 

I will hear it," 

DEFENDANT MANSON: I would like to 'make a potion. 

THE COURT: All right. 

DEFENDANT MANON: To relieve'Mr. Kanarek as mst 

counsel and proceed, in assistance with these three young 

ladles, to prepare and defend ourselves frOm that witness 

stand, 

THE COURT: You hate made that motion on numerous 

o4caaions and it has been denied, and it is denied again 

now. 

DEFENDANT XHENWINKM: We are trying to give you a 

defense. This is what you have asked us for. 

DEFENDANT MANSON: You don't want a defense* 

DEFENDANT KRENWINXEL1 You don't want a defense. 

9 • 
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•It is only us that Can present a'defense. 

2 Ve are the only ones that have the necessary communication VO• 

a • e able to do this. 

4 	 our lawyers do not understand this,. nor dO they 

ant to. They are caught up in all these books and rules, 

hey won't listen to us. 

We know your rules. We have sat and listened. 

You have all or us here and you try to make it 

9, ut to be Some conspiracy, and yet we are so ignorant that 

io• 4 vanit defend ourselves, you know, that'we can't cOmmunicate 

EL etween ourSeveS, 

12 

	

	 But we oah, We can present a beautiful defenSe 

n this. courtroom, and we will follow your procedures and 

. 14 o. what it takes to present11; 

15. 	 But yqu -are CUtting our throats not to let us 

et up and Wend ourselves, because we are the,  Only ones. 

11: hat can do this, And we are asking you tolaease reopen the 

efense-  and let us all go pro r)et in4 beeiit3:e to 'Work 
• , 

10 Together and put on a defense In your courtroom. 

	

o 	DtFENDANT ATKINS: lour Honor,  :the counsel we have 

	

,21, 	that none of us accept%as our counsel—Tested their 

220 se because we have not conferred with them, they don't know 

23 y defense. We are the only tines who know how to 

24-a equately represent ourselves andiaut on a defense for 

'250 rselves. 

We are the only ones who know the truth about 26 
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our defense, and it you deny us this, then your justice 

falls. 

DEPENDANT MANSON: You know that, 

THE COURT: Well, I dontt know what, you are saying at 

the =pent. 

Are you, requesting that you, again be perMitted 

to represent yourselves? Is that the nature of this 

mo. tioa? 

DEFENDANT KRENWINKEL: Yes. 

DEFENDANT VAN NOUTEN: Who else can fight for a person 

but himself? 

TaE.00URT: If, that is your motion, it is denied. 

DEFENDANT ATK/NS: When I requested to take the stand, 

my own attorney assumed that I was gang to.give up and give 

a confession. 

I didnft say anything about Oonfessing, I 

explained that to you ih chambers. 

11r. Bugliosi assumed andithe press assumed I 

was going to give a:COnfesttion. 

never said anything about a confession to - 
f  

anyone, whit I *as going to testify to. 

You blocked my testimony in ront of the, lalip 

I want to put on my defense. It its my life, it is 

Patricia XrenwinkeltS life, andcL, 

2. ,• 

3 

• 7 
. •• 

TgE COURT: Are you saying now that you want to 

testify in front of the jurYt 

$ • 

• 26 
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1 
	 DEFBOAla ATKINS: I am saying that I want to put 

2 on a, defense and auk questions, and have my co-defendant, 

ask questions of me, and anyone else that I would like to 

bring in here to testify in behalf Of my defense. 

.5 
	

4y counsel doesn,t know the questions to ask, 

6 , Mr. Bugliosi doesn't know the questions to ask, you dantt 

7 know the questions to ask. icy co-defendahts and myself are 

8 the only ones that know the questions. 
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DEFENDANT MANSON: We have 21 witnesses.. 

DEFENDANT ATKINS: We have 2i witnesses. 

THE 'COURT: Apparently you are asking again, as you 

asked many times before, to represent yourself, and that 

motion is denied( 

DEFENDANT ATKINS: We have 21 witnesses that are 

willing to get up and testify in behalf of our defense. 

How mob plainer non I make it to you, your Honor? 

Mr. Shinn has no idea what this case is about. 

have not talked to him about this case. Our communications 

is nil. 

TriK COURT: 1, denied the motion to represent yours-elves. 

DEVENDAikIT VAT-HAIM 	would like to put forward a 

' motion to reopen our defense. 

Tag COM; You want to testify, is that it? 

1mm:wit VAN HOUTEN: Yes,. I :would 	to testify, 

but I would like to. reopen the defense. 

THE 'COMM Are you asking to testify in front of the 

Jury? 

DEFENDANT MANSON: Her testimony is not adequate. 

Your Honor knows that. 

DEFENDANT VAN HOUTEN: In other words, you. know, like 

your Honor, the last thing you did Wad 'to say that I 

testify in front of Bugliosi and he will give his edited 

version in front of the jury. 

Now, vhere.is that At? 
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9-2 THE COURT: I'm ,riling you whether you want to 

teatify before the jury without any questions 'whatever, as 

prOviously indicated. 

DEFENDMT VAN HOLIT,EN: I wish to reopen the defense 

'with a defense to follow. 

*ME COURT: That is another version of your motion 

to represent yourself, as 3 understand it. 

DEFENDANT' VAN HOUTEN: That, is a new action coming 

from this livath. 

THE COW.T; What isthe mOtion? 
4  1 

, 
 

DErglaktil VAll HOUTEN': To reopen the defense is what 

the nvw'motion is. 

THE COURT1 Well, that apparently meaAs, as you keep 

explaining to me, that you want to represent yourself and 

that I will not permit. 

kliINSOH: Your Honor, do you, think it might 

be possible to obtaln an attorney that will do and ask the 

questions we tell him to ask rather than tell us how we 

should 

THE COURT: Well, 3: want to further inform counsel 

that the trial will adjourn from day to day until mr. Keith, 

has adequately prepared himself and is ready to proceed. 

So far as other counsel are concerned*  that is)  

other than Mr. Xeith,ve will continue to meet every day at 

9:00 a.m. until further notice.. 

X do want to see all counsel in chambers, 
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9-3 	z 	including rar. J.(eiths  as soon as this session is concluded. 

is there anything else?.  
2 • 

PUT/WANT WSW; And if you people cannot see what 
3 

is going an you'd better open your eyes, 

5  
	 TUE COURT; Anything further, gentlemen? 

6 All right)  this session will adjourn into , 

7 
 chambers. As I have indicated we will meet at 9100 a.m. 

8 tomorrow morning.. 

9 	 (The following proceedings were had in the 

zo chataber$ of the court, all counsel with the exception of 

ll 
11r. ifug.  hes being preterit, 11r. 1:.eith also being present)  

2 
the meeting being held out of the presence of the jury arid 

1 

13  the defendants.) 

THE COURT: The record will show all counsel -ere 

s. present eXcept gar. Hughes.; and Mr. Maxwell Xeith, who has 

16 
 just been appointed co-counsel for lass Van Houten, is 

present. 

asked you ail to come in so that any tlf those 

of you who have not yet iet fir. i.teith can meet him now, and 

also to see i there is anything 'te can do to help him 

prepare.. 

NE t. IITU.. I know -everybody here but Jr. Shinn. 

THE 	Chief Garvey said they would bring in 

those copies of the transcript found in the Volkswagen 

found near Sespe* 

don't know whether it is all of the transcript 

13 

19 
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or parts of it. I would not think it is all of it. 

He mentioned he had been. in contact with Mr. 

Hughes' part-time runner, one Michael Green. 

Is that the correct name? 

MRA PITZGERALD: Correct. 
if 

THI74 COURTS I as thinkint; perhaps/Mr. Green has 

access to the balanee of the transcripts in Mr. Hughes' 

possession he could be prevailed upon to bring them down 

here so that Mr. Keith can use them. 

• Do any of you know of his 'whereabouts? 

MR. SHEN: He is downstairs, your Honor, Michael 

-Green is downstairs. I just talked to him. 

• THE COURT: Well, would it be a burden if you spoke 

to him and asked him about the transcripts for Mr. Keith. 

Ma. slam: It is vp burden, your Honor. Should I 

go down not and get him before he leaves? 

=COURT: It might ,be a good idea. 

(Mr.' Shitux leaves the chambers of the court 

and the following proceedings were had in his absence.) 

THE COURT: llow, are all of the exhibits available 

here in the courtroom for Mr. Keith's inspection? 

.MR. SMITH; I have a calendar problem or two. 

Tomorrow I have to be; beeause .  of such short 

notice, I have to be in Independence,' California, for a 

hearing. That will be short. 

THE COURT: Would you mind going by way of Sespe? 
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. MR6 KITH! 3: have been, to that courthouse thousands 

Of times, but I did not know I passed Sespe on the way. 

other than .that I can make arrangements to contin e 

everything a 1. se. 

till; COURT: Well, then, is that Just a. ono-day matter? 

Nek. i<EITH.: It is an order to show cause. It won't 

take the morning. 

I'm going up there tonight. 

THE COUZI If you ,are unable to get the, copies og 

the transcript, have a complete set right here in chambers 

and I will authorize the 'Clerk to loan you copies from my' 

set. 

I UOuld appreciate if you can get copies elSe- 

wherel  but if that is the only remaining source, you are 

velcome to use them. 

I just want to make sure I get them back. 

MITELI Would it be appropriate to advise the 

Court Monday as to the length of time it will take Me? 

I uill do my best - 

THE' COURT: Surely. 

a. KEITH: -- to be prepared as soon as possible. 

C.Ar. Shinn and Nr. richaei.Green enter the 

chamfers of the court f) 

ta. SXIli 	"his is michaol Green, your Honor. 

THE COUraz 142.4 Green, t understand that you have 

been acting as a runner or part-time runner for Mr. Hughes? 
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MR. GREEN: Yes, sir= 

2 

	

	 THE COURT: T take it you have no knowledge of his 

whereabouts at this time. 

MR. CREW: 'No, I had dinner lath /Ir. Hughes a week ago 
Friday. At that title he mentioned the possibility of going 

6 

	to Scspe. 

He asked me if I would lite to. accompany him. 

I declined at that time, and T have not seen hitt 

9 
Sitiee that day. 

14 

	

	 THE COURT: - Well, the Sheriff has informed me that 

11 
they have located a Volksuagen in Sespe Uot Springs area 

and fcY4114 aortic,  trianScripts of this as in that ear, which 

13 
would indicate that is the car he went up there with1  • 	14 	 GAELN: A black Volkswagen? 

15 
	 THE COURT: Re did not give me the color. It was a 

16 
Volkswagen,. 

It occurred to me you might possibly have 

in your possession, or access to.the remaining copies of 

19 
the transcript. 

20 
	 MR. GREEth The remaining copies of those transcripts? 

21 
	 THE COURT: Yes., 

22 
	 MR. GREET: oh, yei, veil, I' can pretty much round 

23 up all of them. 

24 
	 THE COURT: tell, I don't think you were present in 

25 court a few,  minutes ago, but I have appointed as co-counsel 

26 for lass Van Houten Mr. Maxwell r:tith here. 
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OMEN: 

THE COURT: 

prepare. If you 

144.,. KEITH: 

4nIn court': 

Nit, GRUM 

TIZ COURT: 

let you tiiiq work 

MR. GREEN: 

I see, yes. 

It will be necessary for him of course to 

could get those copies to him 

I Will give you my card. 

,-,- it vould be greatly appreciated. 

okay. 

I think perhapS it would be better if I 

out the details. 

Okay, I can retina them up this afternoon, 

1 

2 

4 

5 

7 

9 

12 

and they can be at Hughes' place this afternoon if someone 

can come over there. 

I don't know -- have the ones that were at 

Hughes' house been removed 

TV COURT: Not to)ity knowledge. 

HR. GREEN: AU of the copies I have access to are 

either in my Oar 9r at' his house, so I can meet him there 

at a given time this. afternoon and turn theta all over to 

him at that time, unlesi I am violating some law by going 

into fr. Hughes' house, which I,  assume I am not.- 	- 

THE COURT: I. cannot advise you as, to whether you 

are; I don't know what your arrangeMents are with Mr. Hughes. 

14A. KEITH: I will get together with Mr. Green and 

make some mutually satisfactory arran,gement. 

T COURT: I don't have anything else so far as you 

are concerned, Mr. Keith. You are free to go unless someone 

else has something they want to talk about. 
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X certainly would urge defense counsel to help 

Er. Keith in any way they can to orient himself in the Case. 

1=711: X understand that, let's say take ZIonday, 

for instance, that counsel could be here? 

THE CQUfT: Yes, we are going to meet every day at 

9':00 o'clock. 

We still have some work to do on instructions. 

That includes no, I assume, 

Tim COURT: X don't think it is necessary for you to 

be here. 

Sooner or, later of course you are going to have 

to be in on •the question of instructions, but I think that 

is pretature. 

014 	Th,eonlY readon I. mace ,the point, X am 

going to have to continue a case in Culver City Monday 

=rang. I could not be "here at 9:00, 

THZ COURT: I would. say at least until sometime later 

next week there would be neJ point in your being at these 

sessions on instructions. 

You won't know enough about the case at that 

point until, you are prepared to be able to make an intelli-

gent request or an objection. 

It might, however, be a good idea, lit. Keith, 

you could stay in telephone contact with the Clerk 

every day. 

I am not going any place except to 

1 

2 

3 

4.  

'8 
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12 • 

'13 

14 

15 
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2i 
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24 

25 

26 
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Independence tomorrow. 

THE COURT: Very well. If you want to leave now you 

are free to do so, or if you Want to. conferlwithMr. Green. 

And you arc welcome to stay if you want to stay. 

We are going to talk again about the instructions. 

MR. MITU: I vould like to stay if I could. 

' TIZ,COURT: Do you want to make arrangements with him 

for meeting et Mr. Hullhesi houses 

MR. IZITH: Yes, your Honor. 

(Whereur,lon 	rLeith and Mr. Green leave the 

room.) 

VIE Cain: I think we m ht 46 well go off the 

record. 

(Off the record discussion during which time 

Mr: :Keith re-enters' the chambers of the court.) 
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(Ni', Michael Greene enters the Court's 

chambers.) 

THE omit: All counsel.. are present except Mr. Hugheil. 

Mr,, Michael Green is also present. 

Did you have something you Wanted to tell the 

Court, Mr, Greene?' 

MR, OHEENE: Yes. 

I was considering the remarks,  you made to me 

before about not being able to give me aUthorization, and 

that bothered me, and X don't know whether I really should 

enter into there without some kind of authorization. 

THE COURT: I can't give you any authorisation, 

Mr,- Oreene. 'X have no authority. 	;— 
, 

E. GREENE: If I knew what Mri Hughes' state of mind 

was, I would be more, you:know, inOined 

-THE COURT: I thought perhaps you had some'arrangement 

with Mr. Hughes whereby .you had access to themi 

MR. GREENE: I have been there. a couple ot times when 

he was not there, and I haven't felt tree to enter the' 
ti 

 

:residence,. 

THE COVRTT I Can't advise you as to that. If you 

have any misgiTings about it, you will have to resoIVe it 

by yourself. 

MR. GREENX14 I have some copies in my possession, and 

I will turn them over to the Clerk to Morrow morning. 

26 
	

THE %VET; That will be helpful,, certainly. 
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10 

11 

MR. GREENE; The ones in the home will be another. 

problem. 

THE 	DO you know how many you have and how 

many are in the -- 

MR. -GREENE; X believe I have five or six. 

The other ones are either in the front hOuse 

or in the-back house where Mr,-Hughes lives. 

THE COURT; Some pf them are in a Volkswagen up at 

Sespe of Springs. 

MR. OREENH4 

Sb, it looks like they are divided. 

THE COURT: Accordin to the Sheriff'. 

Well, if you-will furnish us with what yo can)  

we will see that, Mr, Keith somehow gets the rest of them). 

either from the Court Or' counsel. 

MR. FITZGERALD: .from my experience with 14r4 Hughes 

Mr, Hughes has his office in his ouae, andl told Mr. 

Orient publicly, and sort of in,  the presence p; witnesseAs  

-that X didn't like this idea 'of gang into 1miyer1s 

*mob to get a copy of the transcript. 

If it is a crucial Matter, letti order a copy 

Of the transCript asid let the County pay for it. 

, 	THE COURT; I don't think there is any nedessity rot 

it. There are enough copies around so that Mt. Keith,  can 

get one,. 
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15• 
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'17 

18 

19- 

20 

21 

22 

THE CLERK: You cant carry them all at Ones. 

THE COURT: Thank you, Nr. Greene. I appreciate your 

coming in. 

MR. GREENE% You are welcome. 

THE COURT: Then you will bring down the onee that 

you have in your possession tomOtrowt 

MR. GREENE% Yes, sometime in the a.m. hour4. 

THE. COURT: Thank you. 

(Mr. Greene leaved the Court's chambers.) 
23 ' 

(Off the record.) 

MR. PITZGERALDI 	cooperate with Mr. Keith. 

MR. KEITH:' I 'wOndet if X oars borrow 

YITZGERALD:"'Sute.. 
r 

THE COURT: What is that, Mt. Keith? 

MR. KEITH: I. was about tO; riquestthe Court, if the 

Court would permit me to use some of your transcripts over 

the weekend, because I worst be able to get ahold Of 
Mr. Hughes'. 

THE COURT: Certainly, Just check them out through 

the clerk. 

I will ask the clerk ter keep t record as to 

which volumes you 'have. 

You can have any volumes you like, or all of 

'9 

13 

them. 
14. 

24 

25 • 

26 
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LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA, FRIDAY, DECEMBER 4, 1970 

9100 A.M. 

3. 

Ta -COURT!: The record will show all counsel are hero 

except Mr. Hughes and Zr. Keith. 

I received froni the'Sheriffis Department this 

torning,14 voIume8 of V4e trial tranScript that were round 
• • 

8 In the Volksitagen:iit Sespa- #ot Springs beAring Mr., Hughes' 
. 	„ 	 . 	. . 	. 	. 

name on the cover, and those Will be turned-over,  to Mr. 

10  ' Keith for his -use. 	,, 	.. . 	.. 
11 	 . 	_ Anything eliseo  ientlemen0  before we &ultimo 

12 discussing the instructions? 

z 	 AII right, we will go pff the reoord. 

	

411 	i4 
	 (Oft the record discussion.) 
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18,339 

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA, MONDAY, DECEMBER 7, 1970 

9:55 o'clock a.m. 

•I* ma 

(The following proceedings occur in chambers. 

All counsel except Mr. Hughes and Mr. Keith are present. 

'. Defendants not present.) 

THE COURT: All counsel are present except Mr. 

Aughes and Mr. Keith. . 

I take it no one has heard any word from 

Mr. Hughes? If that is not rorreot,. kindly indicate 

otherwise. 

Mr. Keith indicated that he had a case in 

Culver City this morning, so he was excused. 

HR. KAY: Yout Honor, these are the two instruc-

tions that I said I would save for the end. Your Honor 

wanted me to type these Up separately, you, will remember, 

when. we were discussing the instructions. 

THE COURT: Are they numbered? 

MR. Kat I didn't remember what our :Last number 

was, so T haven't numbered them. 

This one would be the People's next in 

oltder, Special, and then this is the one that the Court 

wanted typed up. So, I imagine this "would be a Court's 

numbered instruction. 

MR. MUSICH1 ,171  Won't it? 
MR. KAY:. 1 thought 19. 

1 1-1 

3 

4 

7 

. 10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 
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MR. tOSICH: That was the retyped one. 

NR.. KANAREK: This is not the instruction that your 

Honor indicated, if X may. Does your Honor wish us to 

speak to these instructions? 

THE COURT: You might as well. 

(Off the record.) 

MR. FITZGERALD I don' t know if this is the 

appropriate time, but 'ap the point we conclude, and we 

three lawyers and our three respective defendants are 

ready to.iroceids. we want Co make a ;notion to proceed, 

and maks a motion tO 	And the even; your Bonor 

denies the motion*  we went to make a motion for 

So, WheneVer the appropriate tine is, we 

want to oppose, generally,, any further continuance. We 

want to proceed with our respective clients in front of 

the jury as soon as is possible. 

KR. KANAREK.: I ,join in those comments of Kr. 

titzgerald. 

MR. 'FITZGERALD.: Whenever you want to hear the 

-motion. 

THE COURT: Mr. Keith was to let me know today 

Sometime haw much. time he thinks he will need. So, 

there is no point in making. your motion until we 'know 

how much o a continuance will be required.' 

MKS KANAREK: Our position is that regardless of 

what Mr. keith states, under people vs. 'Martin, the 
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1 

a 

4 

6 

7 . 

9.  

10.  

right to effective counsel of one defendant, it is our 

position, may be alleged on behalf of other defendants. 

That is) even though there is no "standing° in a classical 

sense, 

Mr. Keith. has not seen any of these witnesses; 

someone like Juan Flynn or Linda Kasabian. Mr. Keith is 

a very fine /awyer, and I would& t do what Mr. Bugliosi 

did against me, but -- 
. 
THE COURT: What are you doing, arguing his ,case 

now? 

12' 

Let Mr. Keith make his own argument. 

MR. MUREX; X, am say, 

MR. BUGLIOSI: What did 'I' do against you? 

MR. UNARM W4at  l am saying;  in connection. with 

the argument that Mr. Keith would make to.,the 	not 

having seen these witnesses in flesh and1,100d in the 

-courtroom. would fetter our case. 

THE COURT: What do you mean by "our case"? 

Each defendant is separately represented. 

MR, MUREX: yes. But there is the intertwining, 

your Honor, of the defense, and there is no telling what 

Mr. Keith a 

THE COURT: Tell me about this, intertwining that 

you are talking about. 

MR. KA.N.AREK1 just by the very nature of it being 

a ,joint trial. We verbalize — 

14 

IS , 
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17.  • 
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4•11.1a,  fact that Mr. Keith 
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14 

15 

-16 

17 
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19 

24 

21 

22' 

'23 

•24 

25 . 

26 

. 18042  

THE COURT: What is 	defense, what is the inter- 

twining that you are talking about? 

MR. KANAREK: The fact that the defendants are 

on trial together. There is a certain intangible effect 

before that jury, your Honor. Especially in view of the 

• THE COURT: Each defendant is separately represented. 

don't really understand what you Are 

talking about, Mr. Kanarek. let's not prolong its. You 

will, have a chance to make your motion. 
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21 
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44 

.25 

20 

18 

i•IR. KANAREKI .Well, for your Honor's -consideration, 

1 will say this 

THE COURT: Don't make your motion in piecemeal. 

You will, have a chance to make it. Let's wait to see 

what,Mr. Keith says, how much time Mr. Keith wants. 

_Then you can make your motion. 

KANAREK: Very well. 

NH, SHINNt I think that what Mr. Bartarsitis 

saying is that maybe Mr. Keith will want to reopen. 

That is one of his main concerns. 

COURT: Well, let's not speculate on that.. 

All ri3-ht. sow, I understand that you 

gentlemen wanted to talk about the ground rules for 

final argument. 

MR. BUGLIOSI: Right. I have several things I 

would like to discuss. 

THE COURT: I don't see any 'necessity of having 

ail this on the record. 

R. XANAREK: I would like it on the record. 

TIM comm I would not. 

14 we make any. rules pertaining to It which 

will be binding on ,counsel,' then it will go on the record, 

HR.. '<MABEE:: Your Honor is the one' to rule. 

My motion is that it be on the record. 

THE COURT: Ali right. 

(Off the record.) 
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21 
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23 

24 

eMr o  Maxwell Keith enters the court's 

'411ewhers,),  

THE COUE.T4 First Of all, Mr. Keith i* now present. 

I understand from our conference off the 

record, in response to. my question to counsel as to whether 

or not anyone would have any objection to the Court4nforw,  

ing the jury that Mr. Keith has now indicated that he 

would he ready to go On December 16th, if there would be 

any objection to the '.t,OOrt so Informing the jury, and 

also inforeing the jury that Mt. glighes is still missing 

snit that the Court has appointed-Mr. Keith as co-counsel 

for Miss Van Houten, I understand from our conversation 

that none of you object to the Court taking such steps. 

If that is not correct, would you please now 

indicate to the contrary. 

Ni k. MAIM There Is just one point. Ali, of us 

are tasking Motions opposing a continuance), or ,mistrial. 

TO COMM! It has nothing to do with that. 

1.11t4 KANAABKI Because it wot,114.  he academic at to 

these.dofendants if your Honor granted the motion to 

sever., if your Honor granted a motion for. *to-Arial, 

it would be completely scadeinic. 	. 

THE, COURT: Does anybody have any objection to 
f 

the Court talking to the jury along the lines that I have 
4 

indicated? 

MR. FITZGER/I.1” No. 
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SHINN: No. 

M. RAY: No, 

THE COURT: Do you, Mr. Ranatek? 

Mt. ROARER: No, L don't, subject to our motion, 

It would be academic if your Honor grants 

our motion. But if your Honor doesn't grant the motions, 

then 1 have z cr, as I have stated before, even though I ' 

disagree 'with this Court, Ir have no qualms of conscience 

about the integrity of this Court, 

THE COURT: Mr. Kanarek, I don' t want a speech.. All 

I want to know is if you have any objection to ay speaking 

to the jury and informing them that we Would be ready to 

proceed on' December the 16th, one way or another, and the 

fact that Mr. Hughes is fall missing end that Mr* Keith has 

been appointed as co-counsel. 

Do you have any objection at *11? 

MR. KANA.RERs Let me put it this way; I would M. 

the rulings on our motions for mistrial, ltd then .ifyour 

Honor so rules, I would have no objection..  

TUB COURT: Obviously, if I denied the potion for 

a continuance, there would be no point in telling the 

Jury. 

ANA R. That is the point I wish to make. 

THE tam: Ve are going around in circles. 

Mk. KAMM: I have no objection, 'subject to 

what I have just stated. Absolutely non. 
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KAY: I 	a ly., your Honor, the prosecution 

would ask that you inquire of the jury whether or not 

they know Mr. Xelth or have been 'represented by him, 

and. whether that fact would to in favor of him or against 

him. 

NR 'KEITH: Thank you. I should have mentioned 

that. 

MR. BUOLIOSI.: That is a good point. 

1.1R4 HEIM I thought about it and forgot it. 

MR. UNARM Then, out of an abundance of caution, 

we should have a reporter present. 

MR4 KAY2 We will rely on what the Court tells 

2 

a 

5 

6 

B 

9 

us.* 

HR. KANAIMK: i know, but if the Court wants to 

take notes, there is no harm in having the reporter there. 

. 	I would certainly waive any. appearance if 

the Court made such inquiry, as I oy, subject to the 

previous statements made.. 

There may be some responses, because Mr. 

Keith 'is well known in this community and has been 

associated with lawyers who are well known in this 

community, and there may be people on the jury, or 

.alternates, who hive heard of Mr. Keith. In. fact, there 

LS a, great probability of that. 

25 • 

. 	26 
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THE COURT; What Le  they have heard about him? 

Z don't know of any rule that requires a lawyer to be 

totally 14001711114411-, 

3 R. KANAREK: Yes, that, a correct, your Honor. • 
/ suppose yOur.aonor. 	would then convey it 

to us and we would discuss it further as to the volr 

dire aspect. 

THE COURT: I certainly will. If any  of them 

indicate that they know lir. Keith, I will lei you' 'know 

immediately. 

Anythigi furtherv gentlemen, *long the " 

lit** of argument? 

1114- St  GLIO5l: X have got -4t couple of other points, 

if the Court wants to give some prell-minary views; but 

it the Court doesn't want to give some preliminary views-- 

Does the Court want this on the record? 

THE COURT; I don't think so. 

MR. PITZGERALOt Shall. weobject to the cantina- 

anceat this pint? 

AUGLIOSI: I think it' can be done at this 

time. 

TM COURT: All right. 

MR. nTZGERALO: All of us*. the three defense 

attorneys, myself, Mr. Kanarek and Mr. Shinn, wish to 

object to any continuance of the proceeding, and we 

would ask to proceed in front of the jury forthwith, 

3-1. 	1 
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or as soon thereafter as is practicabie. 

We. want to vigorously resist any continuance. 

In talking it over among ourselves*  we feel 

that the continuance is going to be of substantial length. 

The Court has indicated that it is going to Continue the 

case until December the 16th. Hut 

Shinn and.  I, feel that there arej4066 pages of transcript, 
- 

there ..are 400 exhibits, there are 1200 discoVery ddcuments, 

and it may be necessary for tit. Keith to engage in some 

ivvesti, ation, it may be necessary for lir#, ii4th to pursue 

Certain defenses that were not .pursued, and then, :of 

course, it may be that 	Keith' will never be readi a
. 

all. lit. Keith may come to—the conclusion that it is 

impossible for him to adequately represent his client with-

out having been contemporaneously confronted, with the 

witnesses who testified against her. 

We feel that the continuance, even a short 

continuance to December the bath; is going to require that 

the ',jury be sequestered over the Christmas holidays, and 

We think that will inure to our detriment. lie think that 

that will harm the defendants. 

We feel that if the Court granted a mistrial 

as to the Defendant Leslie Van Htuten and proceeded with 

the three remaining defendants, that the only legitimate 

interest 	well, perhaps I should say that if the Court 

granted a mistrial as to Leslie Van Houten and proceeded 
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with her at some other time,and place, the only thing that 

would be lost would be money. 

' 	Thrbughout this -case, I think, people have 

made a great deal about how much this case costsx  the 

per diem costs, and the cost of lawyers, the cost with 

lawyers being late, rind so on and so forth. I think that 

it is necessary to remind ourselves that we are not here 

to talk about taxpayers dollars. Furthermore, I doubt 

if it Is going to cost the taxpayers any 'gore money'to 

proceed against Leslie Van HOuten separately, inasmuch as 

there is a remaining defenda;lt who: has not yet been tried. 

$o the recort,may• be clear,,  nat only -:are 

we resisting,the continuance*  but we would ask, if it is 

necessary to do so, that it be deemed that we are' asking to. 

be /Levered. That is to say, Patricia Krenwinkel and 
' 	. 

Charlet Manson 8nct Susan Atkins are asking to be severed 

from Leslie Van Houten in order ,that they might ,proceed 

contemporaneously at this time.. 

I might also indicate to the Court that we 

hive diacussed the matter with our clients, and if the 

court concedes that A time waiver is necessary, in order 

to continue this case, the defendants will not personally 

join, in any' time waiver and consent that this matter be 

continued.  
M. 'UNARM I would like to join in Mr. 

ritzgerald'a comments, and 1 would like to allege sPecificaa 

19 
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the right to effective counsel as guaranteed by the 

Sixth Amendment of the United Statea Constitution, which 

is incorporated. into the Due Process clause of the 

Fourteenth. 

I would like to allege that there is a denial 

of a fttit trial as incorporated into the Due Process 

clause of the Fourteenth Amendment ctf,the United States 

Constitution, 

"'would like to allege that under People. vs,, 

Martin, and.sgsin is'oiould like to reiterate 	fir:, with 

and I, in fact, are personal friends, and it has nothing 

to do with Ifr. Keith personally.; if - it was. any lawyer 

in the world -- the impossible task of abtorbing 18,000 

valpis Of transcript)  absorbing; the peoceeilings that has 

gone on before that Sury, withOtit giving the live 

flesh and blood witnessetithai is, no having been -in 

the courtroom with the live flesh and blood Witnesses, 

0114:1111 that hia occurred, is beyond human 	for 

WAY likwyet,  to absorbAsud to discharge hie duty;, 
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Furthermore, I would like to ask the 

Court to- consider the fact that in this particular case 

there is this -Christmas aspect-of the cnse. 

I 'would like the Court to consider the fact 

that the Christmas holidays are towing up. 

X Would like, also, the Court to consider 

the facts of Cooper vs-. the Superior Court wherein the 

Crlifornia Supreme Court makes the point that there are 

Certain critical times in a trial when Judicial. decisions 

which are made are of very much greater importante than 

et other times; and especially with the jury now waiting 

for final argument, I suggest that this is one of those 

very critical times, and that the Court cannot allow this 

case to be delayed as fares the defendants Manson,, Atkins 

and Krinwinkel are concerned. 

I would like again, under Peciplevs. Martin, 

although there is technically no "standingl n  I would like 

to incorporate in this argument the, teem of People vs. 

-Crovedi-. 

People vs. Crovedi stand$ for the prOposition 

that a lawyer must be prepared. Apia, 	"i-s wi,thout 
it 

the slightest 'bit of reflection on Mr. Keith. But/is just 

impossible for a lawyer, it -is our position, to become 	' 

prepared as to this record in view of the fact that we do 

have the wealth of material that must be absorbed not 

only by way of transcript, but by way of pleadings, studying 

• 

4-1 
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of the exhibits, studying of all the natters that came up i 

disCovery. 

3 	 I do join in Mr. Fitzgeraldtsstatemento  your 

4 	Honor, and I think in not just a theoretical sense, but in 

5 • a very practical sense, I think, we lose respect for our 

6 	law if we allow ourselves to disobey our own law. 

7. 

	

	 I know in speaking to other lawyers in the 

interim, for instance -- maybe it is not a very 

persuasive argument:— no lawyer can understand how it 

10 	would be possible for lir. Ktith„, or any lawyer, to 

.11 	become prepared in this case in such a short period of time 

12 	where the stakes are so high as they ate in, this case. 

13 	 I would ask your Honor to be able to 

14 	proceed forthwith with the remaining defendants. 

MRa KEITH: I would like to make it quite clear 

15 	that by accepting this appointment and by agreeing to do 

17 	may best to,  be able to go forward on the 16th, I don't 

10 	want to waive any of Miss Van Houten's rights to the 

19 	effective assistance of counsel. I think the record should 

20 	show that in the event that it might become an appealable 

21 	issue. 

22 
	 I find merit in both what Mr. Fitzgerald 

and Mr. Kanarek say about myself never being confronted 

with, the witnesses and having tht opportunity to cross. 

examine them and to obst,rve their; de 	on the wittiest 

stand, 

23.  

2.4 

.25 

26 
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I. know this is an important aspect-in any 

trial, whether the stakes are high or whether the Stakes 

are a $250. fine in the event of a conviction. 

It IS difficult for me to express, at this, 

time, whether I will ever be able to do an effective 11011  

just far the reason expressed by counsel, But I will, 

nevertheless, do 07 best. 

THE COURT: 114.1) the People wish to be,heardl 

_MR, BUCLIOSI: No, I have nothing to say. 

1HE COURT: First of all the 18,000 pages. of. the 

transcript, of course, is not as accurate figure as to the 

portions that covet the evidence-taking phase of the trial. 

That also includes all of the jury vat dire that went on 

for five weeks, and many other things which wouldn't have, 

any direct application to your final argument. 

Many of the exhibits -- in fact, most of the 

exhibits -- art photographs, so that you don't have. to 

atalYze doCuments concerning the legal meaning, as you might 

find in a conttact. Many of them.are simply photographs 

of. locations and illustrations of various p-arts of the 

testimony. 

22 	 My personal feeling it that there is no 

2a reason why a lawyer cannot adequately prepare to argue. 

24 

	

	 Of course, it is dOne every day in the 

appellate courts. Counsel taste 'over on appeal and prepare 

•ger,  brilliant Cases on appeal from transcripts of trials that 

3. 
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they have never attended..  

Also, we have here three counsel who haxie been 

through the entire trial and have bad the opportunity of 

seeing all of the witnesses, and those same witnesses, of 

course, were witnesses Against Leslie Van Houten. Not all 

of them, but Some of them. Those that did testify as to 

anything involving her were the saws witnesses that testi-

fied as to natters involving the other defendants, 

So, to that extent'  the argument is not being 

mole in the laind; and any argument of counsel for the other 

defendants with respect to the credibility of those witnesses 

would inure, of course'  to the benefit of Miss,  Van Houten,•  

apart from, any argument Mk. Keith might stake. 
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I do, however, want Mr. Keith to be 

satisfied that he is ready before he proceeds. That 

certainly is a must, as / have indicated to him before, 

and I indicate to him now.. 

As far as the length of the continuance is 

concerned, we were still considering defense jury instruc- 

tions last ?ridgy. So, today would have been the first 

day -- as a matter of fact, I have been handed some 

instructions this morning, two People's instructions -- 

ao, the ease vould not have been ready to argue, in any 

event, before today, at the very earliest. 

So, if Mr. Keith is ready on the 16th, 

what we have amounts to a continuance between the 7th 

of December, today, and the 16th of December, which would 

be a matter of what? 

M. BUGLIOSI: Seven court days. 

THE COURT; Nine days counting the weekend. Which 

I don' t think is unreasonable under the circumstances. 

I have not heard anyone mention any prejudice 

to any of the defendants by reason of a nine-:day delay, 

and I certainly can see none myself, apart from the fact 

that they are in custody, 

But in view of the length of this proceeding 

And the various matters that have come up, I can' t see 

that another nine days is seriously going to prejudice 

any defendant. 
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MR, KANAREK: Yoilr Honor, it isn't just a matter of 

nine days. 

My motion to sever, and if that is not 

granted, the motion for a mistrial, is not predicated solely 

upon thedelay, although I do believe that the delay, at 

this critical point, is very deadly and fatale It has 

also to 410 with physical incapacity. Mr. Keith agrees that 

we are all flesh and blood, and for Mr. Keith •to be able 

to absorb 

THE COURT: Why are you worrying about Mr. Keith? 

Mir. Keith is perfectly eom2etent to worry about himself. 

MR. MUREX: I know. But because of the fact that 

it is Slat  not possible to absorb the material, your.  Honor. 

THE COURT: If I didnt  t think it were possible, 

I wouldn't have appointed Mr. Keith. 

MR KANAREK: May we have rulings on the motions, 

your Honor? 

THE COURT: Yes. 

MR, KEITH: I might say, if I and, in good conscienc 

it is not possible to prepare properly, I, myself, will vaks 

a :notion for a mistrial on her. behalf. 

THE COURT: I would assume that you would. 

The motions will be denied, gentlemen. 

MR4 SHINN,: Your Honor, if Mr. geith, on the 16th, 

decides to put on a defense, there will still be more 

delays involved, your Honor. 
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1 
	

THE COURT: Well, let's not anticipate, Mr,. Shinn. 

	

2 
	

HR.—SHINN: But we want to anticipate everypossittility,  

your Honor. 

	

4 
	

TOE. COURT: Let's wait and see what happens on the 

16th. 

	

6 
	

Of course, if the defendants had testified,. 

as they said they wanted to, the trial would have been 

	

8 
	

considerably longer, too. 

	

9 
	

Mk, FITZGERALD: They didn't testify because you felt 

	

10 
	

they didn't want to testify, You made a ruling that they 

	

11 
	

didn't. 

	

12 
	

THE COURT: That they what? 

	

13' 
	

M. FITZGERALD; We can't say now that they did. 

	

14 
	

THE 'COURT: I am saying that they indicated at on* 

	

15 
	

time that they wanted to testify, and had they testified., 

	

16 
	

of course, the trial would have been considerably longer 

	

17 
	

by reason of that. 

	

1.8 
	

MR. FITZGERALD:. Or if we would have put on a 

	

19 
	

defense, it would have been considerably longer. 

	

20 
	

But as I put on!the'recOril,' one of the 

	

21 	reasons 	not the sole reason, by any stretch Of the. 

	

22 
	

imagination, but one of the reasons ,was an all-out 

	

23 	attempt to get this jury to retch a verdict on guilt 

	

24 
	

before Christmas. 

	

25 
	

We are going to lose that, and I think that 

	

26 
	

has very practical significance. 
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6 as. 

TIE COURT: T think you are overrating Christmas. 

The jury was veil aware when they first came 

£ntQ the case that it could conceivably go beyond Christ-

mas. They were aware of that. 
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MR& FITZGERALD: We talked about six months as 

maxlmuM. June 15th, with a maximum off• six months, would 

have gotten. them out by December 15th. 

THE COURT: Of course, they were aware of the fact 

that nobody could really tell. 

I. FITZGERALD: That is correct. 

THE COURT: Furthermore, I haven't decided yet 

whether I am going to keep them sequestered over the 

Christmas holidays. 

MR. XANAREK: Your Honor, I would like to make this 

point. As far as our decision to rest, the decision to 

rest made among all four counsel was a decision that was 

predicated upon the complete failure of the prosecution 

to have a case. 

'This was really a primary consideration that 01 4 

THE 'CO'U`RT: Save this fOr the jury.. 

MR. KANAREIK: No. The reason that I am saying this 

is because I want the Court to be informed. 

I. want to respond just a little bit to Hr. 

Fitzgerald's statements about this Christmas matter. 

THE COURT: I have already ruled on the motion. 

MR. FITZGERALD: I only said that .it wait one ,reason 

out of many. 

'THE COURT: You have asked me to rule on. 'the motiOn 

and I have ruled, and I don't want to bear any More argu- 

ments now. 
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MR. KANAREK. Jost one point, if I may. 

THE COURT: It wat t be necessary, unless yOu are 

making a new motion of some kind. 

There is no point in arguing after I have 

ruled. And I ruled at your request. 

MR* KANAREK: Yes, your Bacon 

THE COOT: All right. 

MR. KANAREK: I agree. 

THE COURT: Anything further, gentlemen? 

MR. BUGLIOSI: As I say, I have a couple of other 

points. 

1HE COURT: Lett s go ahead. We will go off the 

recor4. 

KANAREK: may I ask this, your Honor? 

What are your orders as far as returning to this courtroom, 

then, are concerned? 

THE COURT; I think that is something we should 

discuss off the record first and then we can go back on 

the record. 

KANAREK: Very well. 

(Off the record discussion.) ,  

THE COURT: , Hick on the record for just a minute, 

gentlemen. 

We appear to have concluded our off the 

record conference about a number of different things, 

including instructions, argument, procedures, and so forth. 
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Incidentally, were you present, Mr. Keith, 

when / asked counsel if they had any objection to my 

telling the jury when we were going to resume and why 

the delay? 

MR. KEITH: Yes, I was here. 

THE COURT; All right. 

I will do that. I am not sure whether I 

will 4o It today or not;  but I will do it this week. 

Again, counsel, I would liketo have each 

counsel report in by telephone to the Clerk every morning 

sometime between 9:00 and 9:30. 

In case something develops where it will be 

necessary forts to get together, I want to emphasize that 

we are not recessing until December 16th, we are simply 

adjourning from day to day between now and then, and you 

can report in by telephone. But it is possible that Mr. 

Hughes may suddenly reappear, in which case I would have 

to get all counsel together in a hurry, and I want you to 

consider it, ust as if the trial vete going on, but just 

have time to yourselves, but not to get involved in other 

cases so that you would not be ready to proceed in this 

case if it became necessary. 

11R. KAY: .Ypir Hcmor, in order that the prosecutors 

don't have to make three separate phone calls, we will 

have one of us report to the courtroom each morning, 

and that person will be xespOnsible for getting the other 
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persons, if necessary. 

"THE COURT: That will be agreeable, 

BUGLXQSI: Any time .1 am not present*  the 

others will carry on. 

THE (OURT: I expect each counsel to report by 

telephone between 9:00 and 91304  and to return to this 

court for our conference regarding the final jury inStruc,  

tine. and any other matters on December 13th at 1145. 

it,gain* 14r. Keith, if you need anything, if 
you need copies' of the transcripts or anything*  all you 

have to do is ask for them. 

NR. REITHI X would to interested in the psychiatric 

reports regarding Leslie Van Houten. 

I understand they are sealed, your Honor. 

THE CLERK: They are either a Court's Special Exhibit 

Or in the file. 

THE COURT': Let s go off the record a minute. 

Off the record.) 

(Whereupon at 11:45 the court adjourned.). 
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LOS MMUS, CALIFORNIA, TO4SDAY, DECEMBER 8, 1970 

3:00 o'clock p.m*. 

(The following proceedings were had at the 

Ambassador Hotel, all Of .the jurors including the. 

alternates being present, the Court being present, 

in the absence of the defendants and all counsel.) 

THE COURT: Good afternoon, ladies and gentlemen. 

I again halite :talked-  to the attorneys before 

coming out here and, they :':ar* In complete agreement that 

I should come put and; tell you, the present status of 

things. 

The rebn.Why4yoli'iiave, not been called back 

is because Mr.. Hughes is still. Missing, and the search 

has continued for him in the :area O Sespe• Hot Springs, 

indicated to you last time I was here. 

The car in.lighich he went up. -to that area was 

found with some or his things in it, so we have .only 

conjecture; but it could very well be that he Was caught 

in One or those flash floods in the area. 
In any event, the search continues. 

• But because of the fact that we are not getting 

any information, on Friday I appointed. .a co-counsel to 

represent Miss Van Houten in the event that Mr. Hughes 

did not returns His home is Maxwell. S. Keith,. He is 

46 years old. The reason. I tell yOu that is to ask you 
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next if any of you should happen to know him or be 

acquainted *Jill him:  Or, know 4bc1.At 

Do any of-  yo knc k Mr. Mi ii Keith? 

(All jurors indicate: -in the.- negative.) • 

All right. He has been' appointed and he has 

commenced his preparations, and yesterday he wee in 

chambers along with the other attorneys, and indicated 

that he would be ready to proceed next Wednesday, that 

is., a weel.c. from tomorrow, December 16th4 and so far as 

I know that is when we will resume. 

In the Meantime- if Mr. Hughes returns, of 

course he still is one of the attorneys of record. 

u he does not return then Mr. Keith will carry on. 

How, in view of this delay, it appears fairly 

certain that you will be sequestered over the Christmas 

holidays, and 1 heft given this a great deal of thought 

and considered all of the problems, many of which you 

are not aware of, and I have concluded that it will, be 

necessary, for ,the jury to be sequestered over the. 

holidays. 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

However, in all probability we, will •not 

work either the 23rd or the 24th, so that you will have 

an opportunity to finish up any shopping that you want 

to do, being escorted by the bailiffs, which I know is 

not very convenient for anybody, but it is the best 

that we can do. 
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Pions are also being-made-  to sok. your holidays 

as pleasant as possible. `bs: Sheriff's' personnel have smut 

tenative plans in U3 	and they win 441 their best .  to oaks 

it as pleasant as possible for you and your "figuiliei. 

I regret very much that you have 	sit 00%144; 

firSt$  and, secondly, that you have to be sequestered over 

the holiday, but there just doesn't seem to be any reason-

able alternative.. , 

That is all I have 'to say.. 

am Willing target for any reasonable 

questions that you bore, bearing in 	1 can only answer 

some questions an4 not others, and I will have to be the 

judge of hat I can answer. 

Dunn  ? 

Ma. DUNIL: well, up to now it stems there is a 

little problem. Any tine anybody has any other children 

here that are 'under 16, specifically, there seems to 

a lot of tesitiictions. 

• Aire these restrictions going to also upheld 

during anythio& special during the holiday season? 

TIE CQURT: I an not sure I know what restrictions 

you are talking about. 

tilTROPtt Msny times if there is some kind of en 

outingiweannot take our chil4rea, if You have any under 

16 at l do, and so does Bob Douglas., 'we have been.told 

that. the County cannot be responsible and therefore they 
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cannot come on any of these things, and l  would hate to 

think that anything that, is plumed would exclude lay two 

children that are under 16 during the holidays. 

THE COURT: The plans I was referring to were not 

plans for outside trips but plans right here in the hotel, 

and certainly I would anticipate, you_ should be able to, have, 

your children present regardless 'cif the age. 

I see no resiim 'why that should not be the case, 

.SG there will be.no. restrictions,. to answer your question 
1- 

directly)  •theie 411 be 	reStrictansis to' tho, ige. Of 

the children visiting you during . the. Christmas holidays. 

JUROR ZAMORA: Judge.  Older, after' the ChriStMaS 

holidays o you anticipate that we may- return to tbart that 

week? ' 

THE COURT: Yes, I am anticipating that we would 

resume the following Monday which would be the 28th, 

-Christmas is on a rrtday*  and we, have an intervening two 

days of weekend. 

My thinking at the moment at least is I• see 

no reason why it should be changed, why we won't get back 

to work On the 28th and keep going until the matter id 

completed. 

JUROR ZAMORA: Could you tell us more or less when it 

will be finished? 

TM COURT: That is hard to' say, Mr... Zamora. i 

really ,cannot do any more than speculate because -don't 
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know exactly what is going to happen,: 

)1t. Keith, of course, is coming in new, and I 

told bim I did not want him to start until he• is satisfied 

that he is prepared to start, because be has a big job 

to 4o, aad •his estimate to me yesterday was that he would 

be reedy to start on the 16th. 

Now, precisely 'what that means as far as be 

is concerned, I don't think even he knows now, but if the 

arguments start at that time 1 don't know exactly how long 

the arguments will last and when they are completed, then 

the Court instructs the jury, and then the jury retires 

for its deliberations And nobody knows how long'that takes. 

. 	o,, we• are in that respect in an Ars0 	. 

- speculation. 

2 

, 3 , 
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_JUROR ZAMORA: Would you say it would be three months? 

THE COURT:. , Y wouldn't think sO. 

JUROR ZAMORA: You said three and a half to five 

months and now we are on the fifth month, and with all these 

delaYsvmwem not anticipating*  nobody knew about it, so 

have been Speculating, I thought maybe at the end of 

JanUary, 

THE COURT: It' s been a little over four months not. 

JUROR ZAMORA,: It will be five nest week as of the 

beginning of the trial. 

THE COURT: Yes, that's right, the trial started on 

June 15th and the jury was.-- the 12 were sequestered as 

I recall around the 20th ,.. the 15th of July, and then the 

alternates about ten,days.latirt. a week later. 

JUROR. ZAIRIA: Probably the middle of February most 

likely, somewhere around there? 

is COURT: Again I- can Only 'speculate, and kily 

speculation would not be worth; any'mora.;- than, yoUreil 

I Won't even.  speculate. 

I certainly would'not think 'it would be as long 

as you mentioned. 

- JUROR HUM When you said everything will resume on 

the 16th, does that mean:we Will be going into. court on 

that day? • 

TH4 COURT: As far as I know: Now, it may be that 

Mr. Keith' will request a slight additional time, I don't 
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• know. 

Re has told me yesterday, as I said, he thinks 

he will be ready on the 16th. Re sounded fairly confident 

when he said it. 

JUROR ZAMORA: Is it spelled It-c-i-t-h? 

THE COURT: K-e-i-t-b, Maxwell S. Keith. He is an 

experienced lawyer and has been in the criminal field for 

a number ctf years and I appointed him because I had confi-

dence in his ability.. 

JUROR MC KENZIE: If Mr. Hughes is found in the mean-

time, is it possible we can go back before then? 

THE COURT: Yes, surely, .although I suppose if he is 

found. 'E will require some time„ too. 

amain, this is, speculation,. I am hopeful we 

wilt be able to start on the 16th:which is a week from 

tondrrow* 

JUROR. MC KENZIE; Is it ppgsible at this point to 

tett how long it will taken instruct the ury? 

,TRE COURT: I would say roughly about an hour and a 

half. 

JUROR MC KENZIEt Thank you. 

JUROR , BAER: If we are fast learners? 

THE COURT: I am talking now just bout , the length 

of time it takes me to read the jury instructions. It may 

not even be that long. 

JUROR MESMER: Row soon after . the deliberation and 

• 2, 
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the vercliot, how soon after does the penalty phase follow? 

	

2 	 THE COURT: There is no set time, but usually quite 

	

3 	soon.. 
JUROR MESMER; Quite soon? 4 

THE COURT; Anywhere from the Same day to a few days.. 
That really depends more on. the attorneys and the complexity 

7 • • of the matter, and so forth. It usually follows fairly 

	

g 	 Thank you very much again for your attention. 

can assure you everyone is concerned about your welfare 

and well being. T don't want you to /eel like you are out 

	

12 	here in Siberia and everybody has forgotten about you, 

	

xa 	because that is not the case. 

The moment we can start again we will, X can 

Ys : assure you of that. Nobody is going on any vacations. 

	

zs 	 I hope you did not take me seriously the other 

day when i was saying ± was in Las Vegas. I was replying 

	

zs 	in. jest to mr. Dunn. 

	

.19 	 I got to thinking you might have taken me 

24• Seriously, 

Thank you again, for your attention. 
,1011.0x13Atit: ,̀fudge Older, I would like. to say just 

	

.23. 	on. my -owl behalf I think we ,dc-s. owe you gratitude: for all 

	

24 	of the things you have done for us in' trying 'to put` us in  

	

25 	a gond spot. 	 , 
. 

THE COURT: You don't owe me anything. That is 	, 
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job and I'm glad to do it. I just want to see that 

everything goes along as smoothly as possible so the case 

will be terminated in due course. • 
end of t3elt 
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LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA, TUESDAY*  DECEMBER 15, 1970 

1;50 o'clock p.sx. 

(The following proceedings were had in the 

chambers of the court;  all countiel with the 'exception of 

Mr. )ughes bein8 presentt  the defendants and .the ,members 

of the jury not being present..) 

THE WORT: The record will show all counsel, 

are present except: 	Ronald flushes: 

I. have heard:nothing.feom any source regarding 
his uhereabouts. I have no idea v:here 1.;r. 'Hughes is. 

Before we .start I want to give to each counsel. 

a set of the propozcd jury instructions. There have been 

some minor alterations in them since these were put 

together. ate will. ga through them and I will show you 

what the alterations aree 

11R. FITZGERALD:: If the Court please, while we are 

.on the record end before we get to the jury instructions I 

have a:matter' of utmost urgency I would like to bring to 

the attention of the Court. 

THE. COURT: Very well. 

MR, FITZGERALD: I haven't yet had an opportunity 

to put it in writing though I will, if necessary. 

The last three editions of the LOs Angeles 

Times.): the lest three daily editions of the Los Angeleir 

TimeS as well as the last three editions of the. Herald- 

5  

6 

15 

16 

18 

19 

20 

21 

23' : 

25 
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.10 - 

12 

Examiner have contained extensive articles. and coverage of 

a Grand Jury proceeding.,diat i5 taki 'place apparently 

now in Los Angeles County, wherein Charles Kanson,,and 

certain other met bers of - the so-called Manson 	are 

'•-to be indicted on an additional ,homitide. 

In the. body of the article there are ostensible 

confessions of Mr. Manson as well as information implicating 

other members of the group-. 

The dissemination of this information is. 

extremely prejudicial, not only to Mr.* Manson, but to 

the other defend-ants, as well ass  inasmuch as it is alleged 

they confederated and conspired with one another, I want 

the record to reflect that -we brought this to the Court a 

attention at the earliest available opportunity, thiS being 

the first time we have officially met. 

I would ask for an order of the -Court that 

Joseph Biuscb., the Distri'dt:,Attorney of Los Angeles county, 

be ordered to cease and desist from disseminating any 

information whatever in connection with secret Grand jury -

proceedings in regard to Manson or any of the other members 

of the Manson leamily or, in the alternative, to limit it 

to Manson and the persons here on trial. 

I feel that the defendants who are indicted by 

Grand Juries are unable to appear in person, and they are 

unable to appear by counsel and cross-examine witnesses. • 

-Grand Jury proceedings are supposed to be 
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secret, yet there is an extensive coverage of these secret 

trend lUry proceedings. OViously that information could 

only have come.fromthe Office of the District .Attorney or 

the various police agencies''involvek and by tete-. tuna 

these defendants get arraigned on these indicrtments*  ,and 

we get a publicity orderv*it-13 too latex the: damage' IS- 
: done. 

. „ 
$0 I would like to move t;ir some kind of a 

restraining - order or an injunction against the District 

Attorney and his agents, the various police agencies, 

or for some sort of publicity Order that will protect 

these defendants prior to any appearance in court. 

At the present time of course they have na 
been . formally indicted cud they have not appeared on any 

bench warrants as a result thereof. 
MR. KAY; I don't know if this Court would have 

jurisdiction to give such. an order. 

THE COURT: Well, there already is a publicity order 

it this case, of courre, which would cover any publicity 

relating to the tefendants in this case. 

But if you have some knowledge that the source 

of information is the District Attorney's office*  I think 

yoii should put it in the for of a 'declaration and file it. 

have no such knowledge. I have seen the. 

'Articles it& the newspapers, talking about a Grand Jury. 

proceeding which I don' t even know whether it started at 

2 

7 

4 

5 

'9 
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2: 

3 

4 

6 

?.9 

 

.the time the article was written* It sounded tore., and Z 

read it quickly, as if they were talking about some Grand 

Jury hearing which was going to take place,. -and the news-

paper reporter was speculating:  as to what he thought was 

going to occur at, that; hearing* 

That:sis thi way ,I. understood it. 

I .You are talki4 -  now about-  sg. arficle in the 

Times under the by-line of Jo tin Kendall who:  has been,, 

t  attendant during this trial aliquohont-the 

Of „course, he, as I recall. 	.x "may be mistaken-- , 
11 

12 

 

hut he probably was here and heard the testimony of vhoeVer 

it was that mentioned the so-called statement of Mr. Manson 

• about Shorty, 

FITZGERALD: That is entirely possible* 

THE COLTitT: So he could write that article out of his 

bead; without having any additional information from•anybody 

Mk. FITZGEULD: Right, but the article does contain 

a number of factual references, to names and identities of 

'witnesses and resumes "of evidence, and I don't have any 

direct evidence that a particular member of the staff of 

the Los Angeles County Distri4t Attorney, releases informs& 

tion, but certainly it would not hurt anything to order 

them not to or to order the police agency involved through 

the District Attorney not to release any of this informal 

tione 

MIL, WARM I thiAk it is too late, your Honor, 
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becAuse I already heard on the radio Mr. Busch being interr- 

	

2 	concerning this Grand Jury investigation. 

I heard it myself -- 

MR. KAY: Allhe.said was the: Burt Katz was assigned 

to pit ,it on. I heard the tame interview.' 

	

6 	 MK. KANAREM And he spoke about matters which, of 

	

7 	course I did not memorize but x would -- 

	

a 	 I think as a lawyer, your Honor has the power 

to order 144 to this court, 
4 	•• 	 • 

zo 	 1 46' make the Motion that he be ordered to,  

11 
	this court to testify under oath as to what' he said.: I 

' could not give a tledlaration with any accuracy. 

13 	 IRE _COURT': " If you have :any. information*,  4r. tainareko  

.14 	other than:  ariectilation, irou riot only have the right, but 

15 

order in this cue. If anyone is violating it I certainly 

19 	want to know 

AI L 	 Out jury is. sequestered, so far as I know they - 

21 	know nothing about what is going On in this case. Now, 

22 	if you are talking about the prejudice to a defendant in 

23. 	some other ease,, then this is not the court to take that 

starter Up4, • 

• 2 	 MR. KANAREKt It is prejudicial to the defendant* 

26. 	in this case, your Honor, because it directly --- it is — 

it would be 'your duty to put it in the or of a declara-

tion and inform the Court as to what your knowledge La. 

As I view the matter now we- have '411 publicity 
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Tb,eite are ata,tealents that impugn the integrity 

of the Defendant Henson* 

.rog -COUATI Xt would be prejudicial only if the 

jury knew about it, and they doni t. 

KOIAREK: But what I mean is, it is roost 

interesting that at this time the District Attorney has 

chosen to leak, if I may Put it that way -- I would say 

it is a. deliberate intent to sabotage -a fair trial as 

- far .as Mr. Hanson is' concerned. 

The District Attorney has .deliberately, 

Would say, with malice aforethought, allowed this investi-

gation to take plate. 

THE COMM: Rut all this in a declaration if you 

have some knowledge of it, Ur. Kanatek. Anyone'can 

• spe.culatte.i that does not advance the cause any,. 

- Mki.. gANA.REK: Right, your Honpr, We have sophisticated, 

people in the District Attorney s aiffice. Whin they .conduct. 

an .iuvestigation of this type it this point, and allow this 

information to come out, we have lots of jury instructions 

on circumstantial evidence. 

I think the Court can take notice andcag; look 

at the circumstances* 

' THE COMT; All. right, I have told you what my 

position is, gentlemen. I am not going to make additional 

circlets. 

I think the present orders, as far as publicity 

4 

5 • 
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Is concerned in this case, ate sufficient to protect the 

defendant in this case. 

If there Is any violation I should like tO 

have it brought to my gttention. 

MR. KIK: May I be sworn as to. what I heard 

Mr. Busch state, your Honor? 

THE COURT: Put it in a declaration, Mt. Kanatek. 

If you went to ingtitute contempt proceedings, 

in accordance with, the provisions of the Code of Civil 

Procedure, if you think he is Violating the publicity 

order, you haven perfect right and, as 1" say, a duty to 

do so. 

Letts stop talking about it. If you want to 

do something about it, do it. 

NR. ItANAREIC: "Well, yes, but I, beseech the Court 

because contempt is an inadequate remedy, your Honor -- 

Say your honor does find him in conterpt 

COURT1 If what you say i$.0 true,,iind if somehow,  

this jury has been prejutlieed, Wotild:airee with you that 
• 

it might very 'welt be case. 

There is no such evidence that that is the 

case however. 

one other thin, gentlemen, before we get to 

the jury instructions., I have a letter here from 

Dr. Thomas M. Spencer, M.D., in Long Beach, regarding the 

'wife. ,of one of our jurors, Larry D. Shealy. 
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X bey* the letter here, if you, want to look, at 

it at your leisure. The substance of it is that his wife 

is having some physical problem*. 

The diagnosis is severe nervous tension 

hysteria, with uncontrollable anxiety, et eetera, et 

cetera. 

.k.rays, gastrointestinal tests, reveal no 

abnormalities, yet the patient remains in severe pain and 

distress, 

Anyway, the gist of the letter to he feels that 

Mr, Sheely should be excused from jury service because he 

JO needed at home, as a result of his wife's condition. 

:Now, Ht. Sheely has not communicated with the 

Court and has made no such requeSt, and 1 have Pot talked 

to him about this letter which tame in several days ago. 

Sat I think that I should talk with hit tomorrow' 

when he comes in just to find out if he is making any such 

request, and what .his. thinking is on the subject. 

I wanted to let you know I did have this letter, 

which you may read this afternoon if you care to. 

MR, IUGLIOSIz I would request when the Court 

solicits that from Mr. Sheely,.14eguest the- Court 

wait for him to do so, 

THE COURT: Maybe he thinks he hes done It 'through 

this doctor. 

I would lust like to know what Ms ,tete" .c 

24 • 

25 

'26 
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14 

19' 

,0'..  

0-

23• 

$4 

'26 

and is4 I think he should know about this letter, 

or one- thing, , if be doesn't already know. 

Now*  so much for that Subject. 

Mr. Keith, are you going to be reads to • 

proceed with argument tomorrowl 

would respectfully request .for 

continuance to Monday. I will be -unequivocally ready. 

I just have riot completed all of the reading' 

yet;' .realize the problem with the jury being sequestered, 

but I think out of. fairness to Miss Van Houten that I 

ahould ,eak until Monday. 

1 cannot represent to the 'Court I am prepared, 

or I. will be prepared by tomorrow rm. sorry, I 'hoped that 

I would be, but a multitude o problems have intervened, 

not that 1 have not been diligent, but I have had. tp put 

aside other matters, and in so doing., that take* time 

• -I be to appear in other courts for Continu-

ances, and the like. 

I have also been doing quite a bit of research, 

at the County. Law Library ofvariouS matters. 

I just simply do& t 'believe it would be fair 

to me or the Defendant Van Houten to proceed tomorrow, and. 

wish'I had set, Monday as -the date in the first place,. 

Bat I,would respectfully request :that the 

matter go. ,river until Monday. 

Then there. will be nri qUestion about my being 
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ready to proceed, and again X respect- the position of 

the jury in this case. 

TOE COURT: WeIl i, as I indicated to counsel, the 

last time we met, I was going to talk to the Jur,' and 

s 

6 

• 8,  

9 

I informed them that you had been appointed 

in the case. X asked them if any of them -knew you." 

Their did not. 

And I informed them again that 14r. liughes was 

miss.;.still 	we dials' t know 'whether he was going to be • 

found or not, and that I luta appointed you as to-cowasei 

• for kiss Vail itouten„ and you had indicated that you 

probably Would be ready to proceed tomorrow. 

So that was all explained to them. 

I also tad them that they 'would be sequestered 

rover the ,Christmas holidays,  because, in the first place,. 

I did not want to keep them in doubt 'right up until. the 

last minute; and then have to disappoint them when :.it was 

perfectly obvious we were. not -going to be able to complete 

the trial. before Christmas, and I think the risk of letting 

them. go home at -any time before the trial is concluded 

is jest too. great fort •among other reasons, the matters 

that 'Mr. ritzgerald and hr. Ka' trek 'brought up tad:ay. 

• The newspapers are still printing things which 

we. dontt want the jury to see.* 

X am just afraid that because of the legging 
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• 9' 
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18 

14 

interest of the media in the trial, because of the delays 

occasioned by Mr. Hughes' ibsence„ that they might try to 

whip up interest in the newspapers or on the radio or 

television at or. about the time of final argument or 

submission to the jury by reprinting and rehashing mangy` 

of the things that have happened in the trial which have 

been kept from the jury, inadmissible matters. 

I think the risk is just too great, so 

concluded I vould keep them sequestered and I told them so, 

and they accepted it very welly l thought. 

I think they probably decided in their own 

minds that that was going to happen anyway. 

We are arranging some little parties for them 

for the holidays in an effort to make their burden as 

light as possible, and X think in view of what Mr. Keith 

has said now that we also ought to discuss when, the Court 

should recess for the Christmas weekend. 

To refresh your recollection, Christmas' is on 

a Friday. I think that the jurors should have at least 

one day and possibly two days before that so that they can 

get the bailiff.persOnnel to go out and 4o shopping for 

them and whatever errands and other personal details they 

want to have handled. 

But X see no reason why we could not rest** 

-again on 'Monday the 28th. 

Does anybody have any thoughts along those 
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lines? 

MR.KANAREK.: Yes, your Honor, this is a personal 
- matter.  

My mother is elderly and she lives in 
Y 

Seattle. On the weekend, that weekermlIdach t$ the 27th, 

my nephew has a certain religious event taking place and 

she would like for me to be there the evening, that'll; 

through that weekend and the Sunday night. 

Now, in order to get on' airplane out of 

Seattle, and be here by 9:45 in the. morning, I voad hos 

tO miss an event that is sort of near and dear to her 

heart for that Sunday evening. 

What 1 am saying is I, azeski4 the Court-if 

your Honor .could allow• this case to teconvene CM the 

afternoon of the Monday following, and that would be the 

'28th, 

THE COURT: Monday afternoon/ 

MR. laNAREA: Yes, instead of Monday morning, because 

that way 	or go to the 29th if.  your Honor would allow 

that, because that way X could attend that event in 

Seattle without any chance ofbeing late to court. 

THE COURT: What about the beginning of the Christmas 

recess? 

KANAREK: Your Honor indicated a couple Of 

days before; that would encompass that. 

In other words, as far as this personal matter 

2 
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that X as. concerned with — 

TIM.COURT; I think they certainly should have the 

24th off at the very least, as ".1011 al Christmas Day. 

Mg. UNAREXt If your Honor allowed all of the 2ath, 

as far as this personal matter.of zine..ia• concerned, it 

would -be most helpful. 	• 	' At 

TIM COURT: I don't kno4, Mr. Xanoxik, Whether' Or 

not I Can justify it on a personal basis. . 

I had to, of course, 'continue 'the:matter for 

reasons beyond everyone's control, but putting it on a 

personal basis, then there is no limit to the reasons.: 

BUGLIOaI.: Whet time is this 'event in ueattiet 

XANAREK: It is in the evening of the 27th, 

that is-, the entire evening of the 27th. 

MAA. BUOLIOSIt You don't stean.throughout the whole 

night thought 

MR.. FANAREK: It starts. in the evening. 

THE COURT; I know- .as a fact that they have planet 

that .come down here bemoan 16:00- and I21-00 Sunday night, 

it' s a three.-hour flight.. 

MR. laNAREM Right, yOur Honor. 

what V m saying is, that event probably will 

not be over until midnight, 

THE cOHRT1 Weil 

KANAREK: I don'-t think I have asked for 	I 

don't think in this long trial, I don't recall having 
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i 	 THE COURT: I don' t think that has 'to be decided 

2 	right now, Mr. Kanarek. 

a 	 tot. KANAREK: Very well. 

THE COURT: I just wanted to generally give. you my 

thoughts .on the. Christmas holidays as far as the jury is 

concerned. 

Now, Mr. Keith,, are you anticipating any 

reopening, or do you anticipate you will go ahead with 

the .argument? 

' zo 	MR. KgiTil: I will go' .at!ead with' the ?argument. . 

MR. FITZORAIZt We want to object to- any prOposad-

continuance on. the part of Hz. Keith, 

As we indicated the last time we '1$et, the 

14 	defendants Manson, Kienwinkel and Atkins are of: the • 

15 	position that they ought to proceed forthwith. 

We will submit and incorporate by reference 

. rz 	our remarks at the time of the initial continuance in  

18 	order to allow Mr. Keith to review isaterials. 

19; 	MR. KEITIO, I would like to ,say this, if the Court 

please, 1  do intend to make a motion for a id-atrial on 

behalf of Mist Van llouten, alone, for reasons which will 

2 	beeose clear When l .make the motion, end I .would like to 

do it„ may the Court-please, 1 would prefer to do it in 

24 	open. court with
. 
Miss Van itouten proem*. 

- 25 .. 	 I would be willing to go forward with that 

go 	motion tomorrow. 
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I understand the defendants were not called 

out today. 

THE COaRix Raw long dO you anticipate the motion 

Would take? 

1124 KEITH: Oh, I would argue a half hour. 

THE COURT: well, then, I think I load rather wait 

until the day we resume endue:will just take that up 

as the first order of business. 

MR. KEITH: That is satisfactory, but I wanted to' 

advise the Court in. advance. 

I might say this, the substance of my motion, 

though I am not making it now,- Was nothing 'to do With the 

total impossibility of not — airt. -64 making that as 
it. 

4 ground -- of reading 18, 000. 	and e?tagtiang exhibiti 

and instructions, and so forth. 

It has to do basically with my Inaoility to 

observe the witnesses on the stand .and argue :their 

demeanor and the manner in which they testified, 

That is going to be the basis of my motion. 

I would prefer to do it in open court. 

THE COURT: Wel4 now, when you tell me that you sr* 

going to be ready on Monday, I assume 

In. the event that the motion is denied. 

THE COURT: I understand that, but as I indicated 

to you at the outset, I 'wanted you to be Satisfie4 in  
your own al4,nd that you are reedy to ?roceeti. 
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You cannot cure something that cannot be 

cured, I realize 

14, KEITH; I appreciate that* 

THE COURT; .4- You were not present during the trial: 

and we cannot help that, and I realize it to the extent 

that your motiou is based on that fact, nothing can be 

done about it. 

ant not asking you to concede thai you are 

waiving anything by proceeding. 

BUt apart frost that'I assume when you Say you 

will be ready to go Monday,. that you believe in your own 

mind you will be as ready as you will ever be. 

MR. KEITlit That is correct, your.  Honor. 

THE COURT; 'Well, does anybody else wish to be 

heard on Mr. Reithts requestt 

MR* BUGLIOSI: Could you make‘ that tootion this 
- i ,/ •- " 	, 

afternoon, 	 _, 	 . 4 

'THE COURT: The defendant is not here. 

MR. SWUM; Oh, 

THE COURT: That is why I suggested putting it off 

Until the .day We resume; otherwise we have a'problem, Of 

log .attca 
23 

24 

' 25 

26 • 

Th.e female defendants are at Sybil Brand 

Institute in East Los Angeles. Er • Manson is in the 

Hall of Justice. 

MR* KEITR; Thig would oalso give me mote time to 
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I 
	research the basics of my motion. I have not exhaustively 

researched the problem. I regret ,to say I have found, no 

authority one way or the other. I donit know there are 

any. 

I am well satisfied there are none in the State 

of California, where this 2roblem is raised before.; but 

there may be authorities in other jurisdictions. 

I dont represent to the Court that my research 

has been exhaustive to date. 

THE COURT: 'Well, I think your request is reasonable 

under the'circumstances. That raises another question. 

I have given the jury instructions to you today, and this 

is.the first time you have seen the proposed jury instruc-

tions. Do you anticipate malting any request for special 

instructions of your own? 

i<EITH: I may. It',isratber • doubtful, but I soy 

after we go over these. 

I don't foresee that would impede argurient. 

imagine argument will be going on fora couple' of. weeks 

or so, and if there are any special instructions that I 

would wish to offer, I would do my best to have thai 

before the Court by Monday. 

TH5 COURT: All right. Well, then, we will adjourn 

after today until Monday morning at 9:00 o'clock, at which 

time your motion will be heard, and, depending on the 

outcome of that, counsel should be prepared to commence 
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argument thereafter. 

MR. KAY: What about the recess? 

j1R. MUGU: I would like to finish my opening 

arguMent in three days. I gill certainly try, Monday, 

Tuesday end Wednesday. 

THE CO M: I think probably we should through 

Wednesday, and then -recess until the. following week. 

Let's plan on that then. We wi3.1 resume 

next Monday the 21st, gorthrough the 23rd and recess 

until the following Monday. 

I won't rule on Mr. Kanarek's request at 

this time, I want to give it same further thought. 

I believe, Mt. Kanarek, I know those flights 

run because I have been on that flight, and if you went 

to check the schedules in the Meantime, I know Western 

has several flights, and also United from Seattle to 

Los Angeles. 

wt. KASAREX: les; I will follow the Court's 

suggestion. I win make a ; Otailed cheek. 

Presently I think Air West -- there are some 

new V4.4  some airlines that 1  ,to .Seattle that did not 

used to. 

will make a detailed check', your Honor. 

THE COURT: AU right. 1  ' 

IS. FITZGERALD: I have a iloint. 	- Buglioai*  

I want you to listen. 

10 

11' 

12 

13 

24. 

1.0 

17 
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7 

8 

4 

12 

14 

15 

20 

22 

23.  

Apparently I am going. to Open the arguments 

for the defendants if we follow the order we have in 

terms of voir dire and cross examination. 

I anticiate I will argue one day. I *would 

not like that argument split, a portion of before a long 

delay and the other half of it later, if the Court please. 

If Bugliost should finish -- be 'says he thinks 

he can complete his atgument in three days, but in the 

event he completes his argument and there•  i time left 

on the 23rd, I would respectfully request that I not be 

forced.to argue the, balance of Wednesday the 23rd, which 

would in fact put a portion of my argument on. the 23rd 

and a portion after. 

THE COURT: I think that LS *reasonable request, 

Mr. Fitzgerald, I won't ask you to do that. 

If Mr. BUgliosi finishes early on the 23rd 

14014/I juatrecess until the 28th. 

24R. FITZGERALDt Thank you. 

MR. KAY: May the prosecution use Mr. Hughes' copy 

of-the instructions, beCause we really,  need two cope*? 

THE COURT: Yes, 

MR.., RAY: Thank you. 

TOE COURT: Lett s,infOrmelly go through the 

proposed juryinattuctiOns and I will show you what 

alterationshavi been made in: my copy, whichh4venoP: 

been made in yours, and then we can go back on the' 

 

26 
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15 

18,401 

recoil and you can mAke whatever requested objections you 

eare to. 

We will go off the record at this time. 

17 

-18 

10' 

23 

22 

211. 

24, 

• 25. 

• i 
26 

J 

°end 
2 fls. 
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3 

6 

7 

9 

(A recess having been taken, the; following 

Proceedingewere had in the chambers of the Court, all 

counsel with the exception of Mr. Hughes are presents  the 

defendants and members of the jury not being present.) 

. 	THE COURV: All counsel are present,. except, of course/  

Mr. Hu/hen. 

Before we get on to the instructions/  gentlemen/  

1 think it might be wine for me to go'out again and tell the 

jury that we plan to resume. next Monday / because they are 

expecting to resume tomorrow/  and since they have been 

there now a week and a half without coming .becic in court, 

X think they are entitled to an explanation as to, what is 

going on, as to what the chronology of the events will be 

from here on out. 

Does anybody have: any objection to My informing 

them that the trial will resume next Monday according to 

our present plan? 

I also went to tell them that *Oa plan to go 

Monday through next Wednesday and then recess until the 

following Monday. 

other than that 1 have nothing else to tell them* 

MR; KANAREK: I haVe no objections to the Court --

VSE COURT: 1 will have the reporter along/  

Mr. Kanarekt  as I did the last time. 

MR. ROARER: No/  your Honor, T think it also protects 

the Court. 

12 
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I mean, it is just a way of keeping -= 

THE COURT: The reporter will be there Bowe elonit 

MR. XiiNAREY4 	no :problem, your Donor. As. 

said befOret  I may disagree with this Court and do 

perhaps atilt' disagree with this Court, but I hava no doubt 

about this Courtgs integrity; but it is a Matter of keeping 

the record. 	 4 

The human mind is not a tape recorder. 

TH4. CO3:M All right?, I hear no objectionst so I 
9' 

to 

fl 11. 

12 

14.  

24 

22 

21 

19 

.16 

17 

rs- 

16 

will inform the jury. 

Nowt  that may raise the problem -- I dangt 

intend to say anything to Mr. Sheely 	with regard to this 

letter while i am, out theret  Vutit is just possible that he 

may want to say something to met  and I thirxk, we should 

anticipate that problem* 

I don't see .any objection to listening to what 

he has to= say. If he makes a request to be excused then 

think probably what I should do is to have him brought down 

here tomorrow. 

Will you all be available tomorrow, if need be? 

I will ask you to call in between 9:00 and $130 as you 

have been doing. 

I think, we'd better continua to do that each day 

because I have no lay of knowing whether Mr. Hughes may 

suddenly reappear, whether 	haste a problem with a juror, 

or what. 
20 
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XI you Will call in, then, tomorrow morning, and 

	

2 

	if he does bring the subject uP, will listen to what he 

has to -say Without giving him Zany kind of an answer. and 
3 

then, depending on what it is. I may just have to bring 

hint down here and he cin explain in the presence of all 

counsel what he has on his mind and .what request, if any, he 
6 

is making.. 
7 ' 

All right, you have each been given a copy of the 
8 • 

proposed jury instructions in the form and in the order which 

the Court now proposes to give them. 
• .16 	

I have also been provided earlier with the 
11 

defendants I requested instructions, which we discussed at 
12 

length last week. many of which have been withdrawn, a number 
13 

of which intend to give, and a number of which I do not 

propose to give, aid I think at this time what I will do is 
15 

to go through those, one by one, and indicate on the record 
is 

what the diSPOsition is going to be. 

	

17 	
Starting with the first one. CALJIC 1,10, that 

18 
will he given as modified, to delete the words or a 

19 
corporation." 

20 
Would it assist You if I road the title of these 

21 
instructions to orient you as to what I am talking about? 

22 
MR. IlEXTH: Z ittre got it. CALTIC 2.00. 

23 
Tula COURT: When I say 200 that is 2.00. These all 

have a numeral and a decimal point. 
25 

caLac 2.00 will be given as requested. 
26.  
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19 
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CALOIC 2.01 will be given. 

MR. 1AItARE14 It mould help if your Honor muld 

refer to the page number in the 

THE COURT: 1 am not looking at mine* I am looking at 

yo0r requested instructions which were given to me, all 

bound together, X am going through those one by one. 

MR. IcANAREK: What your Honor .s saying, in other 

words, when your Honor sayS it *111 be given'  it is part of 

the grouping that your Hohbr has supplied, counsel. 

IHE'COUAT: Thatls right. 

MR. FITZGERALD: Do youvint us to object at this time 

if we intend to? 

THE COURT:- Yes, I think you should. So far the 

first'three that I haVe motioned are going to be given. 

$R4 PITZG8RAID: We dordt haVe any objection to those, 

but wedo;...object to 2.01. 

We object specifically to the 'entire third 

paragraph thereof. 

MNAREK: Yes. 

THE COURT: The third paragraph? ' 

MR. FXTZGERALD: Yes, the third paragraph of the 

instruction. 

THE COURT: All right. 

Ma. WARM. 2nd we would -- there is the language 

Does your Honor have the old CAL= handy? 

THE COURT: No, that was taken away -- 

2, 
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184406 

17 

MR. 1(AilAREIC: oh. 

THE COURT: 	this last week. 

MR. IcANAREKI Well( i hate it. 

li"XTZMELALD: We argued it before. 

MR. IWAREX: The language x ask is that language 

Utta COURT: Z am going to indica.te -- let is start 

all over eget/4 gentlemen(  I don't think you understand 'what 

I said. 

I am going now through the defendants' requested 

furry instructions( each one,. one by one, and indicate what 

the disposition has been(' if it Ms been withdrawn(  what it 

will be if it is going to be given or denied, 

$o you doult have to discuss the language. The 

language is Whatever you have requested(  and that will be 

filed. It will be part of the file. 

Pak. IQ  gatan  But I think that some of them 

TBE COURT: That is what we spent last week doing{  

Mr. Ranarel4 going over the language. 

All we are doing now is making the record on 

what we have already done. 

MR. 'WARM May .11(>:ik over your iionorls shoulder? 

very wall* 

Tila- COURT: Mr. Fitzgerald has a copy of the entire,  

instructions(  and you are sitting right .next to him. 

,MR. FITZGERALD: He has his own copy. 

MR, KANAREK: • Yea, bUt there are Others.' What I am 

20 

21 

22 

, 23 

24 

25 
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1 

6 

saying, there are some others.. 

THZ COURT: I don't know what you mean by *others." 

MR. MliAREK: Others than the. ones that, your Honor 

has before him. I believe there were 

TIM COURT: Anything that I have been given is in 

this stack. that am now going through. 

BAITARZE,z I see. 

THE COURT: Including all of yours, all of Mr. Shinn 113, 

ala of them. 

TJley have all been numbered, all the special 

instructions. 

,2a1 right., .2.Q1 we have covered. 

2.20 you withdrew. It will be given, however, 

as indicated in my proposed instructions. 

Then you. hada CAL3IC 2420 modified which will 

not be given. That will be refused. 

The next i '241. That will be given as 

requested.' , 

MR;1%,NARtic: Your Honor; it your ilonor will bear with 

me; if your Honor will go beak to 2.01 just a moment. 

TEE 

 

COURT: 

MR", .1(ANAREK: 'Yes *  I. found whet I Was -loolting for. 

Vila COURT: You requested 2.01. Is it CALJIC 2.01? 

The one am giving, is a modified form as prepared by the 

People, and has a third paragraph. 

MR. VITtGERAID: To which I objected on your. behalf. 

7 
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' 

Mr. ranarek, 

MR. WANARBX: Right, but / am asking in addition that 

after the word 'interpretation," X am asking that these 

words be -- that the period be changed to a comma, and 

that then: words be added: 

Bearing in mind. however, that even if 

the reasonable deduction points, to the defendants' 

guilt, the entire proof must carry the convincing 

force required by law to support a verdict of 

Now, that language has been used classically 

for many years. 

In other vords. YOu talk. about the reasonablef  

and they are supposed to reject the unreasonable and 

accept the reasonable. 

But that is not the whole ball of,wax, and this 

is the exact Language. 	have copied the exact language 

from previou0 instrUctionS that, have been used' wherein the 
A 

jury is admonished 'that they must bear in mind that even if 

this particular reasonable deduction ,Points to the defeW-

dants4  guilt, the entire proof must carry the convincing 

force ropired by law to support a verdict of guild. 

 

  

  

  

  

 

It 1.;, my holiof that your Honor's not putting in 

what z have roquested hwre. that that is reversible error 

in the circumstantial evidence: instruction,  

TUE. COURT: All right. I think the point is adequately 
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1 covered by other instructions, including 2.90 which is the 

burden of proof-reasonable doubt instruction. 

All right,. the next, one is eNCIATIC 2.22. That 

will be given as modified, the modification being striking 

of the second sentence, because of the fact that this is a 

case where corroboration ts required.. that is„ corroboration 

of the accomplice is  testimony is required. 

$0 the second sentence is not applicabloo 

The next is 2,23. That will be given as 

requested. 

MR. KANARaK: may the record reflect that I am in 

accordance with your tonorTs deletion as to that second 

sentence that your Donor did delete. 

MR. FITMERALD: I am also. 

THE COURT: I assume that you are, unless I hear an 

oblection. 

MR. XANAR4K: Very well. Superficially it may appear 

different because of what your AonOr has before you in that 

jury instruction. 

1 'mean, as your nonot has it, it may appear-- it 

would appear that that second sentence is requested. 

• Am I not correct? 

TEM COURT: blo, it is stricken., I may have been the 

one that crossed out the second sentence 

MR. RANAR4Ke. Right. In any event this will make it 

clear. 
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TEK COUXT: It looks,like my strike-out here, I don't 

recall. But' .inn the form in which it will be given the 

second sentende 	te.deleted. 

MR.I<ANARET4 That is' what we are reqUesting. 

MR. FITZGERALD: Right. 

VEL COURT: 2.23 Will be given ai requeSted. 

2..51, motive, will be gilen.a.s rquested. 

2.60'1411 be given as requested', 

MA. XANAREK: Now, that x. am not requesting, your 

Eonorr  2.60 I am mot requesting. In fact, I am asking that 

it not be given. 

THE COURT: The remaining defendants, Z understand 

from our conversation the other day;.are requesting both 

2..60 and 2.61. 
MR. 4TZGER,ALD: yes. 

KR. sEINN: Wt. 

NIL =ITU: I will join in that request, both as to 

2460 and 2461. 

TEL COURT We have three counsel 	requesting 

2.60 and 2.614 mr. NTLmarck is objecting. 

FAMREE: That is correct, your Eonor. 

TM COURT: I indicated to you before., and i indicate 

now that both of those instructions Will be given. 

MR. HANAROX: Just so I may make the record it, may 

I urge -'- 1 do urge that the giving of those instructions 

is violative of Griffin vs.california. 
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It is violative of the due process that is 
1 

guaranteed, by the Fourteenth Amendment, which incorporates 
2 

the Fifth Amendment right, that one tat incriminate oneself. 

And / believe that is my position, that giving 
• 4. • 

2.60 and '2.63. is violative of the .principles set out'in 
5 

Griffin. 

THA.  COMM: CAL4Ic 2.70, that is the admission and 

8 . 
Confession defined instruction, will be given as refiluested. 

dALOIC 2.71 will be refused for the reason that 

the substance of that instruction is contained in 2.70. 
10 

CALJIC 2.72 will be given as modified. The 
11 

modification ponsists of the striking of the bracketed 
12 

portions in the second and third lines from the bottom. 
13 

CMJUIC 2.80 will be given as requested. 
14 

15 

	 2,81 Will be given as requested. 

3.00 will be given as requested. 
16 

3.03, will be giilen as requested. 

2.10 was withdrawn. 
18 

3.3.1 will be given as requested, 
19 

Go back:to 3.10 for a minute. For the record, 
20 

Mr. Fitzgerald, you did withdraw 3.10, is that correct, on 
21. 

behalf of all of the defendants? 
22 

M. VITZG4RALD: X believe X did, yes, and I prepared 
23. 

a special instruction 6averinq the Same material which is 
24 

going tp be refused. 
25 

'Ves, I Withdrew on behalf of all 'defendants,. 
26 
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6 

• 7.  

THE COURT': All right, 3.11 will be given as reguaste 

3,12 will 'be given as 'modified. 

MR, FITZGE=Dt And the defendants., all of theMi 

will object to the modifications, 

THE COURT: Very well. 

3.13 will be refused because it appears to be in- 

applicable. 

MR. KAP 'REX: tour Honor is speaking about. 3.13? 

THE COURT:  

MR. XEITrii could" we possibly go back to 3,12 for a 

moment? I was not here when it was decided there %Niould be 

Modification, and I cannot tell withoUt ,taking too much of 

the Court's time what the modification consisted of. 

TIM COURT: Go' ahead, 

MR. MITE; I have cAtaxp 

THE COURT: Well, iot have the proposed instruction, 

MR. KEITH: I have 342/1 on Page 34. 

I do. not have the proposed instruction offered 

•by the defendants. 

THE COURT: They offered cArJOIC 3d12 without 

'modification. The one that the Court .proposes to give is 

the one t,hat 

Mk KEITH: It is. on Page 14. 

THE COURT: It is modified on Page. 34 of the 

proposed, instructions 

MR. 	I had both 1.n front of me, I was. Just 
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voilaering In the interest of time if you can point out the 

nature of the modification. 

COURT: I believe the Modification which is in the 

second paragraph --, 

MA. A4NAARK: Your BOttor4  I have a question and that 

is, is the substance of 3.110 being given at all anywhere? 

Because I believe we do 'want 	givsn* 

TER COURT: Welly it is not necessary in view .of 

' MR. XANAAE144 The definition of axi AccOmAica I 4104 ft 

thin% is in the instructiong. 

MR4 BUGLIWI: I:think the Court decided that inasmuch 

as Linda Xasabian is, an accomplice, the Court was not going 

to give.  that instruct ton, since the Court made that 

deterMination, 

RANARE14 Not Sol the definition. of what an 

accomplice is your How  rt  10 most important, and 7, think 

the way this slipped through, if' I may conjecturet  and I 

certainly could be wrong about Ltt  I believe that your 

gon0117 rejected tdr,.. :Fitzgerald is sort Of "dash one's  version 

of this end then -did,  not supplant it .or replace it with 

an accomplice' instructs n. 

M.11. BUGLI0SX: 'Read the notet  3.104 It says *this 

instruction is unnecessary if witness is an accontplice as a 

matter of law„" which the Court has ruled* 

MR, ENSARRK: '.first of all, that is a -gratuitous 

statement. 
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26 

It is ray belief that we' talked about an 

accomplice., Mr. Bugliosi on voir dire went into great 

length that the jury was -going to be told by the Court as 

to What an' accomplice is. 

think, so there will be no Confusion in the 

jury os mind, I think a fair trial — 

COTATS 'that was in the context that they 'Would 

have to make a determinatiOn as to vhether or not Linda 

1C4sabiart las an accomplice. 

But WACO 'that **termination has been taken away 

from them and made by the Court, you have a different 

situation. 

Let me see that. 

(Book handed to. Court.) 

Mrt, MNARAMI Yes, your Honor, but X believe maws' it 

.4 Just hanging there. It is like a word that is very 

important and undefined. 

We are entitled to have that defined the name 

way they are entitled to have.murder defined. 

THE COURT: CALOIC indicates otherwise in the footnOte. 

MR. 1WARBX* Bow' will the jury lam*: what an accom-,  

Alice is, your Honor? 

TSB COURT* They will know Linda Xasabian one« 

MR; IcAZIkRalt* I will Move that =axe 3.10, which 

defines an accomplice, be given to tha jury. 

IBA COURT* That was withdrawn last week. 

NoW, is that still your position, Mr. Fitzgerald? 
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1 

2 

3 

MR. PITZGERA141): Yes:, because I am convinced my 

record it; adequately protected because of the special 

instruction have submitted. 

MR. IZIZAREK:' , I am not just interested in a record,. 

your Honor. 

it4E COURT:-  State your objection, Mr. Xanarekv. 

la*  KANO.Elts My request is that caa7Ic 3.3.0, an 

accomplice'  that Mere definition of it, that it be given 

because we have spolou much., both here and elsewhere in 

Court about the jury not being confused. 

The word madcomplice" hat been used time and 

time again on noir dire and throughout this trial. 

Now, it is denying a fair trial to Mr. Manson;  

and due process under-  the FOurteenth Amendment,, for your 

Honor not to tell the jury What in fact an accomplice ist  

so they will have that in their mind, in their thinking 

-when they go through these deliberatiOns. 

Otherwise, the word 	there and what harm can 

there possibly be? 

/here is 'plenty 0g, harm in confuting them and not 

defining it for them. 

TM COURT: All right. 

MR. MAR E& I ask that 3.10 be given'  yOur Honor. 

THE COURT: I have already -indicated it was withdrawn, 

Mrk  Kanarek, and I am not going to give 1..t. 

You have roads your objection. 
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1 

3 

MR. KANAREK: Very wall, 

atki COURT: Xt doesnit make it any better by 

retreating it. 

MR. KANAREItz I donit believe 3,01 was ever withdrawn 

by me, but if it was -- 

MR. FITZGZRALD: You just offered it. 

TEE COUR'll: 3.11 will be given as requeSted. 

3,12 will. be given as modified. 

3.13r as indicated preViouslyr  has been 

 

IO 
refused, 

     

12 

13 

14 

15 

16,  

zs 

19 

20 

21 

22 

.23 
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25 

26 

3.18 will be given as requested. 

MR. VIUGSRALD: No, you are going to give it as 

modified and we will 'object to the modifications. 

You are going -to strike the first four words, 

"It ts the .aw.4  

Titti Cain: All right. 

MR. PITZGORNTA: We are requesting that, your litc:norr 

and we will object to your Honorls modification* 

Specifically, we Will object to your Honor 

deleting the first four words of the instruction, "It is 

the law." 

TM. COURT: All right. 

6.15 will. be gin as requesteil. 

J6.20 will be given as requested. 

6.21 is refused. 

6.22 will be W.se n as modified. what is on 
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1 

'The ilgdification consists of changing the first 
2 

4 

6  

7 

0 

lx 

12= 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

'20 

21 

24 

25 

Part to read: 

*As to Count VIII of the indictment each defen- 

dant in this case is individually entitled tot )" et ceterat  

et cetera. 

t3.70 will be 'given as. xecitiested. 

8.71 will be given as requested. 

17.40 will be given as requested. 

Now we come to the special requested instructions 

by the defendants. 

Number 1 was withdraWn. 

MR. 1411121ZotERAIID: My records indicate, your Honor, the t 

it was• not withdtat►nx and that you refused it. 

Tkif4 COURT: The sheet that I have here that was 

submitted, Mr. titzgera1d4 Shows that a check mark was• put 

by me after the "refused.' 

It was then strikers out and another check mark 

s put in after °withdrawn*" 

So, apparently You bad a change of mind. You 

can change-  it again if yOu like. 

FITZMRALDt Yee, I vAould like to, and submit it. 

MR. MUSICHt Are you sure you are talking about the 

same instruction? 

MR. FITZGERALD; I am talking about Defendants 

Special 3.. 
26 
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C9URT: ,Y80 areaSking that the prior consistent 

statement be limited to credibility. 

rmGERALp: 'Yes.c"Later on we are Asking, We are 

taking an inconsistent position which z=aware of. 

THE COURT: all right* I will be refused; then, 

rather thin withdrawn. 

XANAREB4 Join in that&  

THE COURT: Under the authority .bf California vs* 

Green. 

No. 2 was withdraWm. 

MR* FITZGERALD: Yes* 

THE COURT: No 3 will be given as requested* 

No. 4 was Withdrawn*,  

KaAREK: Wait. 	3t x belie-vet   your Honor,' I 

objected to 3. 

yesr  I am objecting to 34. your Honor*,  

THE COURT: All right, but it is still requested by 

the other defendants, IA that right? 

MR. SHINN: Yes, your Honor. 

MR. PITZMRALDtt Yes, your Honor. 

(Mr. Keith gives no expression*) 

THE COURT: it Will be given aixequested. 

3 will be given as requested., Mr. liasarek 

objects, is that right? 

MR. AOSAROX: Because I believe it unduly pinpoints 

-A- yes, I do. objact to 
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THE COURT: 4 was withdrawn, 
1 

MR* FITZGERALD: Yea, 
2 

THE. COVRT: 5 was . withdrawn* 

MR* FITZGERALpt Yes. 
4 

THE' COURT: 6 was withdrawn* 
5 

MR, FITZGERALD-s Yes* 

	

6 	

THE COURT: 7 was Withdrawn. 
7 

FITZMRALD.: Yes 

T ut COURT.: $ was withdrawn* 
9 

MR, FITZGERALD: Yei4' 

	

10 	

THE COURT: 9 bras Withilrawn* 

	

11, 	
MR. FITZGERALD: Yes' 

12 
Tao 00URTz 10 vas Withdrawn* 

MR, VITZGERMD: Yes* 

	

g-4 	

THE COURT: 11 Vai-Witbd: 

	

15 	
MR, FITZGERALD: 'Yes+. 

	

16 	

TO4 COURT: 12 was withdraWn. 

	

17 	
MR* TITzGERALD4 Yeti,* 

	

10 	
Mu COURT: 13 was withdrawn.; 

	

19 	
MR, FITZGERALD: Yes,  

‘29 - 	

THE `CcfURT: 1.4 was withdrawn, 

	

21 	
MRA FITZOtRALDI Yes* 

	

22 	
THE copRT: 15 was withdrawn, 

	

'23 	
MR, VITZGERALP4 yes« 

	

24 	

THE COURT: 16 

MR, FITZGERALD: My records indicate they were with-,  
26 • 

drawn, all the way up to' S, your Bbnor, 
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THZ COURT: All right, then, all of the specially 
1 

.requested instructions from and including 16 to- and 
2 

including 53 will be withdrawn 
'3 

MR. F/TZGARALD: COrrect. 
4 

MR4  IOUDIROK: Correct,. 
5 

T COURT: 54 is refused. 
6 

55 is refused. 

56 is refused. 
8 

57 is refused. 
0 

58 was withdrawn.* 
716  

. MR4 FITZGSRATJD: correct. 
11 

THZ COURT: 59 was withdrawn. 
12 

MR. PITZGERALD: Correct. 
13 

• THE, COURT: 6(4 1,  don !t taxa we 

MR. FITZGERALD:. V
is  	

ouiare going to give it, your Ebnor. 

It is. in your set of instructions, 
16 

THE COURT: Yes, it is, 
iz 

FITZGORALD: I. cannot recall it you modified it 
18 

or not, 

TE COURT: I don ;t believe I did. Do you wish it 

modified? 

' MR. FITZGERALD: No. 

THE CoURT: I have a question in my mind, Ar4 

ritzgorald, when 1 1,,as reading this, as to what was meant 

by the words "if necessary." 

ara those nocassary words? Why Wouldnit it be 

19 

20 

21 ' 

22 

23- 

24 

25 
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waficlunt without thos4 tVall! word0 

2 	 MR. PITZeaM„LDt Tile jury-ray feel it was not 

3 relevant in ts of !Tar state of mind. That is why I put 

the words in, 	r.:.ccssar- " 

5 	 T 	42 tLzy considr 5.t at all, they may 

6 only consider it -to to L'.7.4- 	of rindt  but thy may choose 

not to consi&r it at all,. 

57m cowl: 711  right. mt will b..: given as requested. 

9' 
	 '61 was withdrawn. 

VITZT=R1.11); Correct, 

11 
	 TM CotTaT: 62 u-As withdravn. 

12 
	 mr-t. rxTrOCP:,1,A)s. YQ.'92 corract . 

TIM CoURT: 63 vas withdrawn. 

M. MTVOMnID: Correct., 

4-14 COURT: 64 wi withdrawn. 

.MR. PITZCOR.7ID: Corrent. 

Triz COURT: 65 will be given as modified. 

18: 
	 The last paragraph war todified to read, dYou are 

19 
hereby instructed that you nay considAr such evidoncu only 

in determining the stato of mind of Linda Kar'abian at the 

21 • 
time -Gypsy allegedly r.,Te such statmc,nt, and for na other 

22 
purpose." 

23 
	 MR. DvaLI012 '1% girl narlad Gypsy./1  

24 
	 'W1  CeORT: It is gypsy.,  The first Aparagraph indicates 

25 GYM. 

26 
	 )3MLI0SI: oh. 

13,  

14 

16 

1-7 
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5 

6 

7 

8 

10 

11. 

12 

13 

• 14  

is 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

• 23 

24 

2 

24. 

181422 

TEE COURT: 65 vill log given as modified. 

MR, =ARM: Your Fonor„ as to 64, vhat 	thg 

language of that firot sentence? 

MR. VITMRALD: VOU utthdrow it. 

MR. InNAREK: 64 is withdravn? 

MR. FITZGERALD: Y. 

THE COURT: Yes. 

66 was withdrawn. 

67 was withdrawn. 

MR.,FIWGERALO: Correct. 

TEE COURT: GS vas withdraWn. 

MR. FITZGERAIJO: Correct. 

TEE:  • COURT: 69 was withdrawn. 

Ej:T7GEPPLO: Correct. 

• TEE COURT: 70 Vas withdrawn. 

MR. FITZGERAID: Correct. 

TE4 COURT: 71 was withdrawn. 

MR. F/MEMO: correct., 

TER COUNT: .72 was withdrawn, 

Mit. riTZGERALO: Correct. 

''swm come 	rialused. 

MR. FITZGERALD1 Yes. 

TEE COURT: 74itit re fuoe 4.  

75 is refused'. 

76 is r4fubed. 

77 is refused. 
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3 

'5 

6 

7 

a 

78 is refused* 

79 is re fusee.. 

80 is refused. 

81 is refused. 

82 is refused. 

83 is refused. 

84 is refused. 

35 is refused. 

85-A is refused. 

86 is refutled. 

MR. gamma( 85-AJ 

THE COURT: 87 is refused. 

88 is refused. 

89 is refused. 

cm= 2.02 

MR. FIVMRI:iiiD: You indicated to uS off the record 

that you were going to refuse 2.02 and replace your own,. 

replace it with your own 2.02. 

TEL COURT: II!'es* AOtually i Should say it is going to 

be given as modified. 

There are actually three modified forms of 2,02 

in my broposed instructionsfr so I will mark it "Given as 

modified." 

R. RABARLK: As to 89, that is only given as to 

Daniel-De Carlo. That is refused, . but I would like tQ show 

it as having been requested as to Virginia Graham and 

 

  

9 

.10 

11 

 

 

  

20 

 

21 

22 

'23 

 

24 

gs 
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Roni HoWard as well. ' 

THE COURT: what does that mean? 

MR ♦ MAI:2E Kt rard0132 

	

4 
	 TUE COURT: I dontt understand that statement you just 

5 

• 6 
	 MR. rANAREE4 Well, I think as your Honor has it, 

7 89 only mentions Danny De catto., 

THE COURT: That is what was Submitted to me, Mr. 

.9 .Kanarek4 I dont change your requested instructions. 

	

10; 
	MR. KANAR3K1 Iaght. Well "- 

	

11 
	 THE COURT: If you requested Virginia Graham, i.t is 

	

12 
	her 	If you didu't,  it -is not here. 

	

15 
	 MR. -FITZGERALD: dust a minute, your Honor, you refused 

14 
them: I submitted them later* . 

	

15 
	 Virginia castrt, and Roni Howard * Itve got them 

16 -right here, if you like. 

	

az 
	THE COURT: Letts see if they are already here. If 

16 
they are not I will take them*  

	

19 
	 MR...FITzGERALD: All right* 

	

20 
	 TEE -COURT: 20.1 right, 2482 will be given as requested* 

	

21 
	 MR* FITZGERALD: The neXt is 2.90 modified. 

	

22 	' 
	 THE COURT: That is refused*  

	

23 
	 -Then you have a second CAW= 2,00 modified* 

	

.24 
	 MR. PITZGERMD: Yes. 

	

25 
	 TEE COURT: That. is also refused. 

	

26 
	 =ad 3.16 modified 	be given as vequestedi. 
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1 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

.10 

11 

13 

14 

is 

17 

19 

20 

21 

17, 

CAW= 3.31 modified is refused. That is covered 

by other instructions. which more clearly and adequately 

cover the point invo.e& Since this does not differentiate 

between first and second degree murderi; 

You have a 3.11, 

MR. P/TZGERALDI. withdrawn.. 
THE COURT: moic 3431 modified which wax withdrawn.,  

Mk, PIMGERALD: Correct*  

%BP., COURT: cALaic 3.34 is refused, and it is being 

given in its entirety. 

This actually is a modified form that you have 

12 • 
here. it deletes the last paragraph. I am giving the 

entire 3.34. 

MR. VEITlis Does the 3.434 requested by counsel for the 

defendant delete the second paragraph? 

MA, PXTZGERA/0.1 Yes, ' 

MR, EE1TH: I would Join in that very vigoroUsly. 

THE CoORTI Jain in what?' 

BEITK: Join with co-counsel for the defendaats in 

requesting: the deletion of the Second paragraph, 

THE COURT.: on what theory? 

11A, SEIM You must assume the defendant was of sound 

mind. I question 'whether that is a fair instruction in the 

E tender at a later date a diminished capacity man- 

slaughter. 

THE COURT: well;  maybe at that time it yontt bet  

'9 	• 

18 , 

24 

25 

26 
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2 

5 

7 

8 

but you tender such an instruction and if it is given, then 

that would be the time, to request that this be modified. 

that this present 3*34 be modified* 

NR. KEITH: Ve will. Cross that bridge when we come to 

it. 

F 	COURT: All right, 

6.10 is refused. 

Actually it is being given. / think I probably 

should indicate it will be given as modified, rather than 

refused. 

6.L3 was withdrawL.  

MR. MIZORALD: ,Corret. 

TUE COURT: 6.16 was withdrawn. 

MR.,FIT7GERALD: Correct. 

THE COURT: 6.17 was withdraWm. 

MR. FITZGERALD: Correct. 

THE COURT; 6.18 was 'withdrawn. 

MR. FITZGERALD: CorreCt* 

TM COURT: 6.23, modified.was withdrawn* 

MR. FITZGERALD: correct. 

MR. ZANAREY4 6.21 -- I am asking for 6,21, your 
Honor. 

V2, FITZGERALD: I think that is being given* 
THU COURT: I may be giving it, Mr.. Eanarek. I don% 

recall offhand. I will have to look. 

am discussing requested instructions. 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 
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15 

17 

18 

19 

21 

22, 

:23 

24 

25 

26 
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• 

MR. KAY: No'  it is not being given* 

MR. MEICH: It is liability after determination of 

onspiracy. 

MR.4  wet Maybe it is. 

THE coma: 6,23 modified was 'withdrawno 

17,00 is refused --actually it is being given as 

dified4 

. MR. PITZGERALD: We object to the modification'  how— 

Ver. 

TEE COURT: What is the basis for your objection? 

MR, FITZGERALD: We prefer that our submitted copy be 

iven as it stands. 

You have the ball now, 

THE CURT: /f that is yoUr objection we will pass on 

your next one. 

17.01 is refused4  

MR. FITZGERALD: That was 17.01 as modified. I put in 

atricia EtenwinItells name. 

THE COURT: As modified* 

MR. FITZGERALD: Yes, is refused? 

THE COURT: Yes. 

17011 is refused4 Actually it is being given as 

dified, 

Mitt 	Yos" that will be given in the $00 Series, 

TEE. COURT: 17.11 is azefuSed.—It is covered .in: the 

00 series, 
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106 is refused.- 

107.is refused. 

,16$ is refused*, 

109 OW MP CIOK
it have a ,mark on that, 

MR. KAY: They were A10. refused. , , 

THV COURT:. What 4 your noteS indicate on' 3.x#9? 

NCR. KAY: A3.1 of Mr. ItanarelOS and Mr. Shins's 

instructions. 

MR. VITZGERAW: My riots indicate that your gosor 

indicated you were .going to tentatively refuse it. 

I have "refused" on ray copy. 

/4R, RAW:. our rioter indicate the same thing, 

THE COURT: 109 is refused* 

MR. KANARtK: Is your Htuor refusisg 109? 

MR. SHINN: Yes. 

THE COURT: 13.0 is refused. 

111 is refused. 

112 is refused* 

113 is refused. 

3.2.4 is refused* 

115 is. refused* 

3.16 is refused. 

117 is refused. 

11$ is refused. 

119 is refused!  

'120 is refused* 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

30 

11 

12 

13 

3;4 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

.26 
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NoW/ the PeOple have handed me a copy of a 

proposed instruction, CALJIC No. 272, with modifications. 

Ilave you all received a copy of that? 

MR. MITE: Before didmIssing the special instructions 

Proposed by the People, may T joirk with the other defen-

dants and their counsel in requesting the special 

instructions by such defendants that ware 'refused by the 

a Court? 

9 	 Does the Court understand Lie 

in otter wards,, Leslie van, Houten joins in the 

li request for all the instructions that were refused, not 

12 
to 	about the ones 'withdrawn. 

13 	
TB4 CO W: All right. 

MR. KANAPBX: Your.  Honor, here is a fair statement in 

5 
connection with this session here today, that Mr. Fitzgerald/ 

6 when he spoke,, unless we have indicated a different of 

opinion with him, that he is speaking on behalf of me as 

1 

2 

3 

4 

•6 

7 

18 
to these matters pertaining to instructions it this session 

19 
here today. 

MR. FITWERADD: That uas the understanding. 
• go. 

MR. RUTH: I Only said what X said because I don tt 

think, / was here.. 22 
THE COURT: You have all been sitting here. You have 21 

All heard what has been said. 

Now, if any of you have anything to State at this 
25 

time, to clarify the record, to make any further objections or 
26. 
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8 

.9  

11 

12 

34 

18 

19 

20 • 

21 

22 

23 • 

24 

25 

26.  

71trkar4Ett Vhat 411out b0. .r 	donor? 

3 	 T11:1 COVRTz tattIt'thAt b'or covered?' 	- 

UR. nWICZ: 	we inOrrt*t 1.7tr*  Eanark. 

s 	 T eon 7t  ::row if wo ssnt through the original 

6 ,instructions th Court gi*; thifi largs ,pack 

TEL COURT: Wo,r  we have not. 

nR, =ICH: cap have not gone through those on the 

record, 

THE COURT: Vs vent through oaf the record to conform 

your copies to 7:117 copies of prop=d instructionst  but X 

have not yet indicatcd on the record what instructions I 

'propose to give, which I ata going to do as soon as we corn- 

plate this precont accussion4 

1.1R g=Art;;Ez Yeti  your Ronor. 

16 	 Noir'4 G.21 	am I clear your-  Honor is tatusinq 

*Ea act or declaration of a conspirator that 

is committed or made after ths conspiracy has 

been terminated is binding upon his co-conspirators, 

and they aro not crininally Liable for any such 

ae.t"? 

Is your Honor refusing that? 

UM, MUMMY: That Vas not submitted. 

MR. ralATCY: You donit have to submit as far as 

CAL=• is concerned. 

• 

comments,/  you arc. free. to do so. 
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THE COURT; YOu have to make a request. 

MR., VaTARSI* I request 6,21. 
B 

BUGLIont This is the one %Ne discussed, your 
3 

Bonorr  and the Court rejected it.. It was discussed for five 

or ten minutes, as 

MR* 1 N4REK: 6.21. I am requesting. I cannot believe 
6 

,that the Court wOuld .refuse 6.21. It is caearly the law. 

13UtLIOSZ 'That is the. one mhere we bad the 
8 

9 
discussion of the distribution of the proceeds, and the 

escape,. and things like that* 
10 

rI 
	 It is only .applicable in that type of situation. 

11144 Court denied it: 
12 

THE COURT': I remember the discupOion. It is 
13 

14 
gvestionably the law; it does not have any application in 

this case. 
15 

MR. RANARBK: YourHOnOrt what about 	like mo say, 
16 

what about .everything that happened at the Barker Ranch? 
17 

2ai.  of this', the -conspiracy is,  over* There 4'0 4 

wealth of testimony, that IA* as far as the number o words 
19 

are concerned that Mr. Bugliosi has Offered concerning 

events that. happened after the conspiracy wag completed* 
21 

B1110=81,2 The posy is' already instructed that the 
22 

act has to further the object of the. conspiracy before it 
23 

applies to the c p-de fendants. 
24 

They are Already Instructed in other areas. 
25 

MR* PRIM: Why are you objecting to this one them? 
26 
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MR;., WITH; I am more concerned about the incident of 

2 
the actor' in Venice* 

When I read the transcript/  it seems to me that 

4 
your 'Honor instrOcted the jury that that -particular event 

should be admissible against Leslie Van Houten* 

	

6 
	MR. PXTZGER41/0: Or Patricia KrenWinkele That is 

7 
correct, the Court did go instruct the jury*  

X remember it very vividly* We chose not 'to 

submit an instruction* 

	

10 
	 THE COURT: X am not saying I did not; I recall that 

11 
I did/  yes* 

	

12 
	 Nothing is being changed about that now* 

	

13 
	 .MR. riTZGERMID: I can explain the situation to. your  

14 
,Mr. Keith, off the record.. I will talk to you about it 

later. 
15 

	

16 
	 If you want t submit it/  go ahead •and submit its 

MR* IGNAUX: :co your Honor taking a position: as. to 

18 
these CAIJIC instruatiOna where we ask for CAI OIC 

19 • 
instructions and don tt actually 'submit a physical, piece of 

- • 20 
papor,r 1,s your Honor taking the position that 

inittructiont are net submitted? 

THE COURT: .Ho* 
22.  

IMNAREX: The whole purrOBe #af CAL‘TIC is just to 

tell the Court the number. 
24 

TUE 'COURT Where have you told me the numbert 
25 

MR. ICINARZK: Pardon?. 
26 
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TgE COURT: 	donit know what you are talking about 

Mr, Eaparek, 

- R. XANARE/4 I am askilv for CAUIC 6.2l. 

PITZGERALI4 Join4  

MR, WIN  N: Join. 

MR* BUGLIoSI: It has already been .asked for and 

denied* 

THE COURT: Mr. lanarelc 

MR. ICANAREK: Yes, 

TEE COURTt' 	the :normal *oar to request an instruction 

is' to give a written request for an instruction* If you want 

a CA/H IC InStruction you-designate a request for CAL= 

number so and 'so.' You donit just make it informally orally. 

If you do that, you run the risk:of not having 

any record on it. 	. 

MR,s  KANAREK:, You seal of coursek we asked that all of 

the discussion that we had,. .whighi'your ..gonordeemed to be 

informal, and off the record,. that was, Of course, over 

Objections. 
3, 	4 	' 

2 

3 

4 

5.  

6.  

7 

9 

11 

3.2; • 

13 

14 • 

15 

16 

17 

19 

We asked that all, of theSe discussions take place 

on the record because of the 'mechanical aspect. 

THE CoURT: if you did so ask, the record will show it. 

I dontt.recall that you asked that, I dontt recall hearing 

21 

22- 

23 

any objection from anybody. 

MR. FAY: Your Honor, that instructions  6421, was 

submitted by the People and it was rejected by the Court. 

'24 

25- 

26 
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We did submit it and the court rejected it, deeming 

that it -14ast not proper. 

M. COURT: Who has my tAtalc? 

ma. loiTH: I have been looking at it So 

Mit* NAY: I think Mr. Sugliosils arguments were wry 

appropria,te. 

TUC COURT: Let Es get the record straight noW. 

Is someone requesting CAI.InC 6.21? 

MR.1011VAREX:.  Yes, your ItOnor.  

ing8. COURT: WhO is that someone.? 

MR. PITZGERAVY: We all are, your Honor. 

MR, SHIM; We all are,. your Honor. 

THE CoVRT: All of the defendants. 

Are the. People opposed to it? 

MR. BUGI.IOSI: yes. 

Tlig COURT: Why? 

MR. SUGLIoSI: This instruction covers the situation. 

where, particularly where a crime has been committed after 

the conspiracy is terminated and the prosecution is. trying 

to make the co-conspirators guilty of that crime, even 

though the conspiracy has already been completed, and the 

la.w is, on.ce•.the conspiracy is completed each forxtr co-

conspirator acts on his own. 

-CALLT1C even refers to._Witkin, section 12S. 

if you look at Section 12S in Witkin, they talk 

about this 'very thing, when the conspiracy is ended, the 

1 

2 

14 

15 

16 

17 

Is 

19 

20, 

21 

23 

24 

25 

26 
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act of one cannot be made the basis oflthe criminal 

liability of another. 

We are hot trying to imput any criminal liability 

to any co-donSpirators in to case after-the conspiracy 

ended/  so that instruction just is not applicable* ,  

MR.' KANAREK: Your lionor that is eophietry. I mean. 

Mr. 8UgIiosi has offered volul#as 'of evidence after the so-

called second night. 

Now.,, he has offered it in connection with the 

conspiracy* 

MR. =ITHt There may be a difference of opinion as to 

when the conspiracy ended), assuming' there was one. 

MR. IctiNAREK: The conspiracy ended — there is no 

question, according to the indiCtMento  it ended on the 

second night,. 

Tkik COURT; What about declarations? 

MR. BUGLIoSI: The declarations are covered by other 

instructions. 

If the particular defendant confesses, the jury 

can only/  of course/  consider that confession against the 

declarant, not against the cw-cOnspirator, 

MR.. KANA,Rtitt Your Honor/  we have in this record events 

which happened at .Barker Ranch, for instance,/  after the time 

Of the conspiracy,/  after the conspiracy is over. 

Now, again we have spoken about making things 

clear for the jury.' 
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WIT4 there is AO question, there cannot be any 

jklI.it does is make it clear that that is the law, 
2 

otherwise., the jury is going to be confused. 
3 

MR. BUGLIOSI: The conduct of these defendants up at 
4 

Barker Ranch can be used as dircUrastantial evidence against 
5 

all of theme: that they Were involVed in a conspiracy, but 

it,cannot be used to impUte criminal responsibility* 
7 

In other' words, we cannot say that -- 
8 

MR, RANARBK: That is double talk Mr. BugliOsiy if I 

eller heard it. 

MR. BUGLIOSIt We are not trying to say when Manson 
11 

was creeping up on Juan 'Lynn.' at the Barker Ranch, this is 
12 

an attempted murder., therefore convict Lexie Van BoUten of 
13 

attempted murder also. 
14 

It We were, that instruction would be applicable. 
15 

We are trying to convict her of crimes committed 
16 

by her co-conspirators, but certainly the conduct at the 

Barker 'Ranch can b used against all of them as circumstantial 
18 • 

evidence that they were part of a conspiracy. 
19 • 

MR 0  ZhNAREPa That i8 double talk* 
20 

fillt„BVOLIOBI: That instruction IS a different type of 
21 

situation where someone commits a separate and independent 

crime, and we are trying to bring former co-conspirators in-

to this other crime, that is what that instruction refers to. 
24 

ANARBItt 	Bugliosi, it is -up to the jury to 
25 

deCide what the instruction refers to that talks about 
26 
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15 

16 
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criminal liability. 

iividerice is ai,ther relevant ox it is not relevant.. 

row, all of the stuff that you put on after the 

Second night has got some relevance. 
, 

MR. ZIGLIoSI: .To the cYJ.zrtea that we are charging. 

MR. KANAR.43 _ And at. instruction. tetlks, about 

criminal liability. 

L COURT: I think'i 1.%,as tight t1 first time in 

refusing the instruction, • don It believe it• has any 

application here., 

I think what you are talking about, Mr. Kanarek, 

has been adequately covered by other conspiracy instructions. 

6.21 is refused:, 

New, is there anything else before we get on --

we will go through the proposed instructions and I Will state 

for the record what proposed instructions I intend to give, 

17 and then ve still have the matter. of the additional requested 

113 instruction, ti'o. 2.42, with modification submitted )py the 

19 People. 

20 	 MR. KIMIREX: May the record reflect, then, your 

21 Scinort  that unless specifically ev4ccepted to by me, that all 

22  _of the instructions that have been submitted on behalf of the 

23 defendants are submitted on behalf of Mr. Manson, the ones 

24 .that you have refused, that all of the refused ones eVen 

t,hough''I did not speak up at each refusal, as I say, unless 

26 specifically some elzeeption is made, I am advocating all of' 
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those that you refur,A that are; offered on behalf of the 

defendants)  becautle, you wee„ on the instructions there is 

no showing 

:,2 yob satisfied you 71,1do your record now, 

5 Nr. tanarall 

6 MR. IMME,It: Ar,  to that point, yes, your Honor. 

7 	
TED CORT": All right. 

MR. YAIT-\,Rlat.: Because the defendants are not separately 

stated on those jury instructions requests. 
• 9. 

CORTt All right. 

Nov., do you want to consider the people 1s 

requssted instruction NO. 2.72 with modification? 

13 	
mg, =ITH: 1 Would object on behalf of Van Houten to 

the use of the word "murder.'" 

i ofojeCt to, the whole instruction, particularly 

to the constant uselOg;that particular word. 1  

think to make it at all appropriate it should 

say there are tvo eleMents to the, class Of crimes generally 

known as homicide. 

MR. rITTOSRALD: You have 'already givehy your Honor, 

2.72 unmodified as requested by the defendants. 

I think this in addition to the remarks of 

Mr. Keith, which I would like to incorporate, it is redun-

dant. 

M. KAY: We are offering this tn place of that. 

KR. tANARZt If I might say this, if we are on the 

.10 

12 

14 

15, 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 
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1 

3 

4 

8 

• 

record as to this argument, we have been•denied equal 

protection. of the law in that all of the previous argument 

j connection with theme jury instructions which ts asked 

to i. on the record, the CoUrt insisted that we go off the 

record and it is 

THE COURT: Do you want to go off the record, is that 

what you are asking? 

MR. KANAREX: Not  I don +`t really want to go off the 

record. I just want to emphasize the point that part of the 

problem is In the CoUrtiO previous ruling of forcing us to 

go off the record.. 

THE COURT: It inn it what V, say about it, Mr. Xanarekl, 

it in what the court doe's about it. 

Mg, KNNAREK: I think part of it has.to do with the 

argument. 

TEE COURT: The reason We wore off the record last 

week was because Z could see no reason to burden the record 

with four or five days informal conversation. 

The reason Nis are on the record today is so you 

an make a record With respect to the Court in rulings on each 

instruction that will be given:, and each instruction that 

has been requested.. 

MR.. IGNAREK: Yes, 'but you see, this is improper in 

the context of what we have done here for the prosecution 

to bring, in 2.72 with modifications at this point. It is 

improper at this point, we have decided previously .. 

9 

to 

11 

12 

"13• 

15 

16,  

17 

is 

19 

20 

21 

2a 

' 23, 

24• 

25 

26 
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TIIE COURT= Well, you just requested 6.21. 

MR. 1<ANAR444 1 agree, your EOnor, but my records 

reflect that at the time of our informal discussions 

brought up that subjectt  and that vas one of the things that 

w-  .s to bring up when wa were on the recorao 

WE COURT: I am not foreclosing any counsel, 

r. Zatiare'X, from subMitting additional requested 

instrUctions et any time right up until the last moment mten 

'the court instructs.- 

MR. liKUNREX: Very vela, your gonor. 

1U1.'EZ/T11: Vhank'you. 

MR. 1A14.43R414:: Very well, than, if I can just make some 

omments. 

This is certainly not the law: 

'f  theproof of each eIemnt of the crime 

of murder need not be proven beyond a reasonable 

doubt. kaight evid.Ince of eaeil element will 

surtice." 

That 1,s not thelay. 

CoURT: 	don It Sit this instruction for,  

rtous reaona. I think it is coni"usiag, ambiguous. 

MR, ia/TH: tto prove that th ourders in this case 

ave been contaittea.” 

You ;_ire tellIng tha jury there have been 

uraoto commai44., fxhat is the VLOLI 	of this 

instruction. 

4 

16 

12 

13 

14 

16 

'17 

13 

19  

20 

21 

22 

24 

25 

26 
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BtiGT4zottz 	 this ambiguous to 
.• 	• 

2 
	ove' that thy: 	or_ra.,zacUtes -- we then Chamge it tp 

: •!. 
•micides 	to ).zove that the., homiciees in this ease have 

cen coimitted 

Virt  Cciaggt 	thinit,it: is all covered in 2.72,, 

Mk.*  G C Xt . 	am tot' payirig it is not. 1, am saying 

.72 is azgaiguots. 	, 	-1 	,, 
This says heria-} "To 'proVe that the crimes in flits 

0..se have: been committeA 'ir'ia net ueeessaty te'.piove who - 

OltMitted them.*  

I). 	 ,To me that is lItUdll cleaker than tne way 24_72 reads 

i.g it ht now* 	 — ,, 	 .\ 
13 	JAIL COURT: it says "the '146)2:kite' -- 

.-: 14. 	MR, 1311c1±06X; -- *is not an element of the Crime.*  
15 	 The .dentity` ,of th6 IceeretratOr is not-an.element 

f the crime. xt is legalese f•pr law students, but not for 

2  PeoPle 
CoUnt 	donit 	twet trydj,N i Bugliosi, 

- 

hink 	is confusing and mictieading» 

20 	 rataREIC: You have- showmanistic attitude, 

21 r* Bugliosi, towards the jurors. 

22 	TIRE cooRT-: Are you ready to go through the Court ts 

oposed instructions, qaritlernen? 

24 	The court proposes to giVe the following 

25 11S 	t10110; 

26 

,• 
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rr 
	 4. 

5 

7 

CALJIC 1.01. 

1,02. 

1.10 as modified* 

. 	MR. SAY: X take it if .there is any objection,your 

Honor' would, want to hear from counsel now., 

THE COURT: Nes. 

11R*  F/TZGERALD: , Object to the third paragraph thereof. 

Tag COURT: Thisis 2.01 with modifications*  

,IER, FITZGERALD:  Yes*  

THE COURT: All right* 

MR. KEITH: Join 

EANAREX: Joth and reqUeot 	what r think 

previously put on the record, your Honor, that there should 

be the statement bearing 1.4 rang, houeVer, that even it the 

reasonable deduction points to the defendant's guilt, the 

entire proof must carry the convincing force regutred by law 

to Support a verdict of guilty. 

That should be added,- your Flonor, and .really 

believe that, should be added to the end of Your Honor is 

instruction. 

	 COURT: All right. 

The next is 2.06. 

MR* FITZGERALD: object. 

It was our contention and it is our contention 

that there wasn't sufficient evidence in, the record to 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

v15 

16 

11 

18 

19 

20 

21 

25 

26 
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ustify the giving -of this instruction on suppression of 
1 

evidence, 
2 

MR. KBITH: May X ask/  was this itstruction presumably 
3. 

presented, by the People? / ask for my own edification what 
4 

evidence they have reference to. 
5 

MR. 	Mr. 4utierrez testified he observed 
6 

Mr. Manson make a slitting motion -on his throat Uhen Linda 
7 	. 

Xasabian was on the stand while she was looking at him, and 
8 

heves looking at her. 
9 

MR. leITH: Is that what this has specific reference to? 

MR. MY: one of the things. 

Ia. 'OITA: I will join in the objection, your Honor. 
12 

,MR.IBINN: I Will join.. 

la, RANARE14 Join- in the objectioft. 

Tm colter; The text is special instruction regarding 
15 

handWriting exemplars with respect to Patricia BrenminIxel. 
16 

MR, FITZGERALD: There will be' an objection to that 
17 

instruction/  and rather than have this, appear several 
18 

times in the record' i mould like to incorporate by 
19 

reference the objections I made to the initial court order 
20 

instructing Patricia krenwinkel to execute the exemplars. 

At that time Objected on the bolas of the 

Fourth/  Fifth, and Sixth Amendments to the united states 
.23 Constitution, essentially that: 
24 	 (a) it forced her to incriminate herself and 
25. 	 (b) that it deprived her of the effective right 
26 °counsel if the prosecution was allowed to comment on 
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. 	4 
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6 

7 

10 

11 

zz 

13 

14 

15 

• 16 

17 

18 • 

20. 

21 

22  

23 

24 

25 

2 
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her refusal to execute the exemplars after she had been 

advised by her attorney not to do so. 

IMNAABX: I object to itl your Bonort  on the basis 

I think it is, unfair. 

think We have standing to object because of the 

fact she i8 an alleged co-conspirator. 

THR COURT: 'age 9 of the proposed inStructions. 

SUGLIOSI: Axe you ruling. on these objections now? 

TEE coURT: Well I am going to rule at the en& 

The next is 2.01. 

2.09. 

PeoPVt ts apecial 19 relating to tape recorded 

statement of Juan Flynn. 

MR. KANNMK.: yes,. your Elonor. 

X. Ealr: The People object to the form the Court has 

put it in now, We as% instead of the limited purpose only 

that it be spelled out to the jury exactly what the Court 

said; that they only consider it, as, to his credibility. 

R. V/1%0BRAZDi Do you want to withdraw this? 

Ma, EV: We did not offer this. We offered another , 

one. 

This is the courtts modification of our 

instruction. , 

MR. XANARRE::, 	object to it being given at all, your 

Honor. 

THE COURT: Next is special 3 that is regarding auan 
4 	 4 
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1 

2 

4 

6 

a 

9 

10 

11 11 

12 

13 

14 

15. 

rlynn)  requested by the defendants. 

Next is special 65. 

MR. KANARBK: That is the one 1 objected to being 

given at alio Special 3, 

TEE COURT: Spacial 65 is the defendants f`,0. regarding 

Linda gasabian and a statement allegedly made by GyPsy. 

The next , is special 60, regarding a, statement of 

Linda Kasabian regarding two young hitchhikers on or about 

August 12th and 15th. 

'That should have a year after itt  August 12th,, 

and 15th„ 1969, ionft it? 

MR.„ XIUGLIoSit •Xsn't the defense talking about the 

statement she made to a man named Breckenridge? 

lie was not one of the two young hitchhikers* se Nos a 

third person. 

Isn't that correct? I think you are concerned 

about the statement she made to treckenridge* 

,He is not one of the two whom she picked up here 

in Lob Angeles and took off with. 

So for your own benefit, shouldn ft you change 

this 'V? Mr. Rreckenridge r  by name? l don ,ft care if you want 

to leave it this Way, but don ft think this is what you 

are really cpncerned with. 

THE COURT/ I hear, no riesponse, So let,fs., go on to the 

next one, 

MAREKt l suppose what could do 

16 

.17 

14 

19 

20 

21 

22 

24 

25 

26 
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26 

THE COURT: If yoU find: this is not what you want, 

then indicate later on to the court what correction you want, 

or whether you matt to withdraw it or what you want to do. 

But I hear no response now so me will pass up the 

next one, that is 2AI. 

MR. PITZGERAW: We object to that, your Uonorl it is 

inconsistent with the special instruction the defendants wish 

to submit -- oh, I gave you the wrong oner  excuse me. 

introduced an instruCtion during our informal 

conference meeting, /our Honor, based on an Evidende Code 

section that prtivides that a jury may consider the fact that 

the side of the case having the ability to put on special 

evidence 

'Why don't. we just pasa this matter and I will 

submit the instruction at a later date? 

Ton COURT: All right. 

Next is 2.20, 

MR.FITZGERAID: We object. We submitted a special 

2.2-0„ your Honor, that was the same in all respects except 

that it indicated that one of the things the jury could 

consider in determining credibility is the grant of immunity. 

'11Z COURT,: Next is 2.21. 

R. EANARMK: Zoin, yes..  

THE WORT: Next is 2.22 as modified. 

Next is 2.23. 

The next is 2.51. 
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The next is 2.70 as. modified. 
1 

The next is 2.72,as modified. 

XANA.R.Z1C: I Woad object to 2+70 being given at 
8 

and 2,72. 
4 

ITEM couRT: A13. 	. 
5 

The next is 2.04. 
6 

The next tO 2.81: 

The next is 2.82, 
8 

The next is 2.90. 
9 

MR, Pi:Magni): We object to 2,90 in this form. We 
10. 

bad Submitted an instruction on Presumption of innocence and 

teasonable doubt. Ikie actually submitted four instructions, 

MR. XANAREX: 

TBE COVRT: The next is People s special lumber 20. 

MR. FITZGERALD: We object to that, your Honor. We had 
15 ' 

a very lengthy discussion about tie effect of California vs*  
16 • 

Green. 
17 

F  CaRT Yes . 
18 

MR. IGNAREK: coin with Mr. Fitzgerald. 
19 

THE COURT: The next is 2.60. 
20 

The next is 2.61. 
21 

MR. ICANAREK2 X object to 2.60. 
22 

MR. FITZGERALD: mr. ttharek is only interposing an 
23 

objection to 1.60/  and Mt. Itinarek is interposing an 

objection to the following inStruction, 2.61. 

MR. gANAREK:, That is. correct, your lionot. 
26 

24 

25 
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TH4 =MT: 1.4074t is CA.W2CC 

	

2 	 Next is cALTIc 1001. 

	

3 	 Next is CATOIC 4.10 

	

4 	 Newt is CALJIC 3.12 as modified. 

	

5 	MR. PITZGLRAID:' We' objeot to 3.12, your Honor, and 

	

6 	partiCular to the modifications that were made. 

7 W. KNNAREM Join. 

	

a 	THE. COURT: The next is CALJIC 3.16 as modifted. 

The nezt is carom 3.18. 

	

.10 	, MR .A FITZOLRALD: Ve object to the deletion of the 

first fOur words. in the instruction, your Honor. 

12 , 	ICI L. KINAR4 X. Join in ttlat at. 

	

13 	WIZ COURT: All right, the deletion was made because 

the instruction seems to emphasie in some vague, undefined 

15 manner by .adding those words -what the other instruction's do 

16  not do, and yet they all have the force of law as far as 

17 the jury is concerned. That io the reason the words were 

as' deleted, 

The next is People's special number 6. 

MR. FITzGERALD: Ve object to that with vigor. 

mR0  'EDITH: Great vigor, 1 tope. 

MR,NUTARZE: Join. 

PITZ=ALD: 'tie had a lengthy discussion infor-

mally about this instruction in which Mr. Nanarek held forth 

for au hour and 15 minutes, objecting to this particular 

instruction about the eerroborative evidence need only be 

19 

20 

21 

22' 

23. 

24 

25 

26, 
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slight. 

THE ,OURT: ery well. 

The next is -- 

1 FILE: Also there is nothing in there that says 

that the jury does not have to believe the corroborative 

evidence, 

- It see Os to Way, to me, :Linda Itatiabian is 

Corroborated even though they dontt believe the Corroborating 

evidence. 

Mere is a Prior' instruction that makes it quite 

clear. 

MR. BUGLIOSI: There is a prior  instruction, 

MR. MITE: It malses quite clear that the alleged 
corroborating evidence has to be believed before it 

corroborates anybody, but this instruction does not say 
that. 

MR. BUGLIOSI: Obviously they have to believe its 

10i: Nothing is obvious to a jUry. 

MR. BUGLIOSI: If they don 4t believe it; if they think 

it is a liet certainly it doesn'tt have any weight. 

3.I2 says the evidence has to be believed. 

MR, FITS: This instruction should at leapt confOrm 

to :3 -- well -- 
M. XANARNK: sometimes. /— 
TIM COURT: The next one I dontt seem to have a number 

on, Page 38. 
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MR, MY: Special: instruction number 7t  peciple Is number 

PITZGBRAL1): , We object to that one,, your Honor. 

COURT: The next is canc.  8.10. 

The next is CAL= 8411. 

MR. KAllAREKt Your "Honor, to, go hack to number 7, 

that is going to be. sliced off as far as the jury is con- 

cerned. 

THE COURT; All Of itt The top comes off of one of 

them. 

MR,, ITZGERALD: The defendantS object to cALOIC 

instruction 8.11 insofar p.11 it. allows- the jury to consider 

the theory of felony murder. 

We have cOntended there is not substantial evi- 

dence of the commission o4 a felony in tk* .perpetration of 

either the ag-called La Bianca homicide or the so-called Tete 

homicide. 

COURT: All right. Vext is CALJIC 8.20. 

Next is CALJIC 84.21. 

NEL FITZGERALD: We objez.t to that because it is, a 

felony murder theory, your Honor. 

THE COURT: The next is CAIZIC 14.50. 

MR. FITZGERALD: We object on the grounds that .it 

implies a theory of felony murder. 

THE Co'ORT:, The next is CALJIC 1.10. 

14R. FITZGERALD: we object to that on the same grounds 
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23 
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17 

18 

19- 

21 

12 

13  

is. 

11 

2 

'5 

1 

8 

9 

4 

6 

felony murder theory* 

TEL COURT: The nest is CATAIC 8,27. 

MR. FTTZGERALpt Same obdection. 

TEL COURT: The next is special instruction Number 18, 

Peoplers special. 

DOI, RAY: That is correct, 

MR. rITZGERALD: We object to that, and your Honor, 

Ilm sure, will recall the discussion We had. 

The last .sentence of the instruction reads; 

"The. jury need not be unanimous as to which of 

those two type of murder a finding of murder in 

the first degree is bated upon." 

Mr. Xariarek as veil as other counsel strenuously 

urged the Court that the jury be instructed that they be 

unanimous as to the theory upon which the first degree 

murder is based, or the second degree murder is based. 

THE CORT: 'Yeti,' recall the discussion, 

The next is C211.*7= 8.30, modified by striking the 

word "also.-n.  

The next is cALJIC 3.31 ap modified*  
The next is CAtJIC number 2.02with modiiicationlx. 

PXTZGEALD: We object., We submitted our own 

2.02 with modifications. 

Ate. XANAREK: yes, and at the end o4 2.02, you;. Honor,, 

1 Join in the objection to. it but T believe even as offered, 

'I move even as offered that there should be added to the end 
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1 of the last paragraph after wUnreasonable/, ". the period 

2 should become a comma and it should State *bearing in mind, 

3 owever,' even if the reasonable deduction points to the 

4 'defendants" guilt, the entire proof must carry the convincing 

force required by law to. support a verdict of guilty,*  

6 	 The next is 2.02 as mdified. 

7 	k  VITZGEWItht objectf we submitted our own. 

TEE COURT: This is a second 2.02. 

MR. FITZGERALD: Yes. 

THE CoURT: And the next is a third 2.02 as modified. 

11 	MR. FITZGERALD: Object. We submitted our own. 

12 	THE 'COURT: the next is 8.70. 

The next is 8.71. 

14 	 The next is 8.74 as modified. 

15 	MR. XANAREX: I am sorry, your Moor, the same, going 

16 back to 2.02 

Xr 
	THE COURT: Do you want to male the same .objection? 

10 
	MR,./WAREM That os,  right, about the bearing in mind, 

and so forth, which I have enunciated. 

20 	THE -COURT: All right. 

21 	MR. XANAREXt Whiq X have enunciated previously, 

22 	THE CoURT: The next
, 
is 3,24, 

ma. FITZGERALD: ,All of the defendants would object. 
24 	 We would incorporate by reference Mr. Keith is 

25  remarks of a few minutes ago tb the last paragraph of the 

26 instruction, if the defendants were of sound Mind. 

THE COURT: Next CAL= 640. 
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Atht noxt 	tzliale 6 at. 
cbjcot to thlt of constitutiontti 

3 groundt• your rtr,or. 

4 
	 ttitt to 	of thei prevent tam. 

S 
	 101tg 	thn ovre:titc-tional groml? 

6 
	 V.TreTrriazn: That thl /It of coristteacy to 

7 elaiitorria t tlrizonrtituttonal. Zt *x.1.!,Aatets the ritth'and 

a rOUrteenth .1.r.t.rx,I-.74.f: to the rnitna t-_1tes conztttutiort in 

that It1,1evrise,.*: the defarte':::r.nt 	crooarm 

10 
	 ra -corrait Tht tient. Jo C-:"'.aZ14::! 

-Tba rfz;t 	f,:t.:"Z-,TXC 6.13. 

12 
	 7,11ew 	1.t 072,10/C 6.15'. 

vas  ,r.t.Vm 	tie object to th-qt can OA, gaze 

14  onotitutiomI 	r:ePocic,vo Alroundz, 

i5 	trz,  actr:71r: Th4 :ii),02-.4riff  2.$1 C,7.1aC 40 a 

16 	 pcwt 	crzalc 4,21, 

12 	 Tht'next is.CzAtZtIc 

:nw rt 	alt ac 6410, 

tm*. 	 tqfc: obk.qt t 1;,1:4 on el:institutional 

20 IWO auk:t 

corv:JI ',the rer.;:h isC)TIn 6.20. 

22, 
	 6.Z.1 

.23 
	

-Tk9 

24 	f4: 	e"r7,XC 2•02 

26 	 ortt o 2.0Z, the h.zaring 	and. 
26 F anguago, IV:,,x11-5 In T- iCas  1-4,14ewt4 nal if ti.t raak=able 
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lar  4Z5 

deduction points, *  and so forth:  which I have enunciated 

previousXY, X IOUld as); that that be at the end of 

Paragraph 2 

CODRT: The next is CAUIC 3,34, 

MR. PITZMAA140:. We object to the last paragraph* 

Mte MITA: Object to the last paragraph. 

TM COURT: Next is CAIIJIC /7.00. 

The next is 

lR. OITZGERAIIII: I object to 17.00, 

I .  submitted an instruction, without a ,number that 

1 'will check and bring to Your attention Later on, 

KAY; AS to No", -69f  Page No. 69, 3.34, M. BugliOsi 

pointed out that the last word in the instruction should be 
w.indictment, If. not Intorraation. • 

PITZGERAlm: Page 69, 3.34, 

MR, 	: nit**. 
COURT: There is an earlier 3.34, after marder, 

whi.ch 'will have to be 'changed also. 

CAIATIC 1.7.02 is the next one. 

The next is 23‘1.3-/C 6.22 as modified, 

The next is CAW= 17.30. 

The next is CALTIC 11,3i. 

The next it 'CAILTIc 17,40. 

FITWORALD: We object. We SUbmitted an instruc- 

tion that covers the scope of deliberation*  

' VETE, mum: Next is :CALJIC 17.41. 
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MR. 2ITZGERALD: Tic object to that* We also submitted 

.n instruction on this area of jury deliberation* 

The COURT: The next is C2 ,C 17.43 as modified, and 

the last is C.41401C 17.50. 

MA. KAY: I to :e it your Honor has decided not to give 

17.49. That is the one we had the mathematician here, and 

counted up all of the possible verdicts. 

17.49, yea decided not to give that one. 

THE COURT: I dontt 1.-now which one that is at the moment*  

Except as otherwise indicated all of the objections are 

overruled. 

All right, gentlemen, let is wind this up. 

• MR. KANAREM I was-just going to say, your tonor, in 

connection with certain idstruptions that your ?Tenor -wes going 

to give relating-tap. the crire of conspiracy, I would like  

to have the iecord rOlect that instructions --it is my 

belief that instruction 1.03, instruction ,1.041  ixstruCtion 

1.05,, instruction 1.06, instruction 1.07,4'notruction 1.08, 

instruction .1.09, 1.10,1..11, 1,4.2 ,- 

TEE COURT: If you are oin5 to say they should be 

giVen, of Course that is implicit in the fact you requested 

them; 

MR. VANAUBK: Yes, your Honor, if I may just finish. 

1.13, 1,14, 1,15 =_ 

Those instructions be given in addition to the 

instructions that your Honor is giving in relation to the 
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crime of conspiracy. 

Thet is, I can it 	it is one thing to object to 

an instruction -- I cannot object it tot() to the instructions 

your Honor is giving, i cannot in good conscience object to 

thew in toto. 

But X believe in order that the jury be 

instructed properly, what your Honor is instructing in 

connection with the law of conspiracy, in order to make a 

fair trial out of itt  your Honor must also instruct in 

connection - give the instructions that I have just enunciated 

41044 with the instructions that your Honor is giving. 

ME CoUM All right. 

'MR, XANAREK: It t# one thing to make a blanlOt 

objection and just say i Object. 

think what yoUr Honor is giving has value and 

utility J,f integrated with the ones I have just asked for. 

THE CoVRT: 	think we are just spinning around in a 

circle., Mr* Knarek. 

You requested certain instructions. I indicated 

to you those(  instructions would be given or not given, or 

withdrawn, wtiateve'r the case may be. 

The record clearly indicates all that. We 

donit have to go through -it again. 

MR. KANARE24 	 aliwal someone may say, "You 

didntt object to the conspiracy instrUCtiowthe Court has 

20 

.21 

,22 

23. 
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uotlia br4. 	 jury* 

tai.; 174',Irst'4. Id tl4iA15 r40. 	 yon 

saying*  

Anx.C:11,41,5-  44.1E-1 

r,IrfuiLJ 	 COALtte to oonci,ti#r -- 
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hat the defendant can rely on, the state of the evidence, 

COURT: We spent a week discussing these instrue-

ions now, Mr, ganardki  there is no pointin going over it 

11 again.. 

rANAREK: It is just this one point which X think 

s a major. point. X can pinpoint the instruction, if I may, 
Pt 

o the Court, the one/which / am speaking. 

Sig CObgT: I recall the, instruction.. 

MR. ZANAREK: It seems to me this would then 
. 	. 

.10 
liminate the Griffin problem because your Honor would then 

'11 
nstruct the jury that :the defendant has a right to rely 

12 
s the state of the evidence, and then whether he takes the 

itness stand or not really is not of too much importance. 

What is important is lie 1,as a right to rely on. 

he state of the evidence. 
15 

We offered an instruction to that effect to the 
16 

curt. 
THE COMM: Anything else? 

13 

(No response0 
19 

All right, then the matter now stands as follows' 
20.  

ntlement 

Counsel will call' in between 900 and 9:30 each 

rhin5. We will in fact adjourn from day to day. We 'will 

some the neXt morning at 9:00 otclock with Mr. Xeithis 

tion first. Depending on the outcome of it, counsel will, 

prepared to proceed with argument immediately thereafter, 

22 

23 

r 
'2'4 

45 

26 •  

I 10 

gle 
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We will continue through Wednesday, if necessary, 

with the understanding if the People complete their argument 

before the close of court on Wednesday, that we will recess 

when the people do complete their argument, unless they 

should complete their argument so far in advance of WedneOday 

afternoon that the defendants would be able to complete 

their argument without 'having to split it. 

If they do not'we' will recess at the close of 

the Deople.fs argument until MondaYt  the 28th of DeceMber„ 

when. the arguments will resume. 

I have Mr. Kanarekts request in mind I 

suggest, Mr, Zanarel4 you check the airline schedules and 

work out some kind of flight arrangement that will enable 

you to get back =Monday morning, because under the circum-

stances I would not, be juStified in continuing this case 

any longer for purely personal reasons Of counsel/  

particularly in view of tha fact also that the defendants 

have objected to any continuance for the purpose of mr. 

Keith is to prepare. 

KAMM I feel we had the obligation to make the 

objection which was enunciated by Mr. Oitzgerald. 

THE COURT: That objection has been made and overruled*  

MR. KATAREK:,  Yee),  your *Incr. I Join in 

Mr. ritzgeraldfs stateMents in this session., unless I 

excepted to his stateMents'. 

TE COURT: ilhatever that means.. 
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1 
	 le,,IAANAREI14 Unless X have excepted to hie statements., 

X joined with his statements; at this sension* 

3 	 CoDRT: All right, gentlemen, 

(whereupon, at $00 von. an  adjournment wag 

5 talten 'Le. reconvene Monday, December 21, 1970 at 9:00 a.mo) 
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1-1 LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA, WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 16, 1970 

10:30 o'clock a.m. 2 
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THE 'COURT: I wanted to come down arid bring you up 

to date on what the situation is as far as the trial. is 

concerned because the last time I vas here I told yoU that 

role expected to resume today. 

I met with the lawyers yesterday, and Mr. 

Keith has asked for three more additional' days. In other 

words,' he wants the- rest of this week, and then he said 

that he will be prepared to proceed on. Monday. 

So, we will proceed on Monday, 

Mr. Hughes has not been found and there is no 

information as to. his whereabouts. Sol  Mr. Keith will be 

prepared to represent Miss Van iiouten on Monday, and barring 

anything else, that is when we will teStigle • 

Now, the arguments will proceed, then, from 

Monday through'  ednesday, and we will receSs at that time, 

so you will have the 24th off and, of course, Christmas, 

-which is a Fr;1.4ayt  and then. we will resume again on the 

following Monday, the ,i8th.; 

That. is 'ail I have to report. Thank you very 

much, 

  

24 JUROR BAER: Judge, is there anything that we 

should do or that could be • done about our notes or 

summarizing, or is it too early to do something of that 
26 
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sort? 

THE COURT: You, of course, cannot talk to each 

other at this time, 

JUROR BAER: No. 1 mean, strictly on our own, 

TEE COURTS You can't do that until the case is 

finally-  submitted to you, 

Again, I do want to remind you, although,/ am 

sure it is not necessary, of the admonition: Do not 

converse with anyone and, of course, with each other, 

and also, with any other persons, family members,. and so 

forth, and do not permit them to talk to you about anything 

connected with the case. 

To answer your question, Mr. Baer, I dontt 

suppose it makes any difference what you do with your own 

notes. They are yours, and if you want to review them 

and organize them, why. I think you are perfectly free to 

do so, as long as you don't discuss then with anybody 

else. 

JUROR BAER: Thank you. 

JUROR ZAMORA: Would you be kind enough to repeat the 

dates we are going back'? 

THE COURT: Yes. We will go back next Monday 

that is the 21st -- and then we will continue to next 

Wednesday, that is the 23rd. 
JUROR ZAMORA: That means just three dove 

THE COURT: Three days, 
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1-3 I JUROR ZMORA: I ace, 
L 

TEE COURT: Then•you will be off on the 24th. 

X thought that you might have some personal , •-, 	 • 
things that you. mk4ht 	?ile,4,nilifts to do sPme 

shopplAii for' you. Or scgAtili • and diet is the reason that 

we aro taking, the 24th,of-f. 	 • 

And usually ie 1141 of Justice is vita 

in a scat: 4 of confusion orr the 'day before Christmas 

bec-ause 	various offices do there, the District 

Attorney and the. Publidl)efender.and the various other 
A 

officaa J  usually have saa,*ina. of Christmas parties 
1 	

h 

•,,schedui,J. for the atter/loon ar noon, and as a result, 

.it 143 ,isually a Wa,ste4 of time to try, to _get. any business 
„ 	4  

dont-  onr4 the 24th. 

So, we will take the, .14th off, and Christmas, 

and then start again on the- Zollswing Monday, the 28th. 

JUROR ZAMORA: Yes; 

JUROR MZSMVR,1-  1 have a question, Judge, and 1 

can withdraw it if 1 am out of order. 

I don, t,understand the taw, and really X am 

not Supposed to know th law, but Ion. vOndering what 

phase of the Wise we are in,,\  
In other words,,,Wh4i1 is lc, 	the defense 

rested. 

1,Tow, Stric,,e we have new counsel -- well - 

that iSlay question 	hoW are we going to proceed? or 
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shall I wait and kind out on Monday? 

TO COUSTt So far las I know, we will proceed with 

nnument, alttiouz4 X, of cours6, .couldn't rale out tile 

possibility that on-, or more counsel mill make some kind 

o2 A c.otion. ::iut An fer as X knew, we will be proceeding 

M u ith argmrmt on Mbn46.y. 

I vouXd imagine there,  may be some preliminary 

--mifters to takz uP the first thing Monday morning, but I 

mould think by 10:9,0.,4$,:elc44,44;.:,will probably be able 

o- resumo'ilfthArgutonts. 

Thardi 	very TALlehr 

adjournment i) 
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